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摘要

 本文以高金榮教授和敦煌舞蹈爲例，探討文化大革命後中國的文化復興及敦煌舞在現代

中國社會的影響力。筆者認爲敦煌舞是一種在 20 世紀被發明、創造的現代傳統舞蹈。在

1979 年民族舞劇《絲路花雨》登場以後，高金榮開始設計一個以敦煌莫高窟壁畫的舞姿、

音樂家和佛教净土的意象發明的新舞蹈系統。她融合了莫高窟壁畫的藝術資料和自己的舞蹈

知識與創意性，成爲一個新的舞蹈種類。雖然莫高窟壁畫代表著一種歷史上的宗教、文化脈

絡，但高金榮的目標并不是爲了表現壁畫的宗教性。敦煌舞出現在文化大革命後，此時中國

正在經歷社會的改革與復興，這時期社會致力於恢復民族傳統與宗教，使敦煌舞得以被社會

認同。本研究的主旨在於探討敦煌舞的來源與特性，本文的三個基本研究目標爲：(一) 、分

析高金榮創造敦煌舞的動機和方法。(二)、 探討在 20 世紀後期，融合了多元文化而發明的

敦煌舞蹈如何得以被分類爲古典中國舞蹈之一。(三)、 敦煌舞如何成爲佛教、 文化復興及

民族文化遺產的代表。

關鍵詞: 敦煌舞，高金榮，文化復興，佛教，絲路花雨

 



Abstract

 A case study in cultural revival; this research will investigate the art form of Dunhuang dance

in both its design and practice, while considering its cultural significance relative to the tradition's

origin in late 20th century China. Dunhuang dance is an invented tradition and art form based on

Buddhist  imagery  and  symbolism  from  cave  murals  found  in  the  Mogao  cave  complex  of

Dunhuang.  These  murals  represent  a  religious  and  cultural  milieu,  which  was  utilized  by  the

creator of Dunhuang dance, Gao Jinrong, to fashion a new dance tradition in the modern era. From

a cultural studies perspective, this thesis will consider; (a) the motivating factors and process of

design  on  the  part  of  Dunhuang  dance's  primary  creator,  Gao  Jinrong,  (b)  Dunhuang  dance's

classification as a stream of Chinese classical dance, given the variety of cultural elements upon

which it is based, and the date of its appearance, and (c) the dance form's creation as an organized

cultural tradition in the context of a broader cultural revival in China's reform era, with specific

reference to the Buddhist revival of the 1980s.

Keywords:  Dunhuang dance, Gao Jinrong, invented tradition, cultural revival, Buddhism, Along

the Silk Road, performing heritage
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1. Introduction: Research Background and Literature Review

The modern practice of Dunhuang dance has an interesting history of development. On the one

hand, it was designed using imagery and symbolism found in the mural paintings of the Mogao

Caves 莫高窟 , also known as the Thousand Buddha Caves (qian fo dong, 千佛洞 ). Most of the

artwork in the area is more than 1,000 years old, dating from the historically Buddhist cultural

setting of Dunhuang, during China's Tang dynasty. On the other hand, there was never any dance

practice specifically termed “Dunhuang wudao” 敦煌舞蹈 (Dunhuang dance) until the 20th century

after  the  year  1979.  Fundamental  to  this  paper's  research  topic  is  the  understanding that,  as  a

cultural practice emerging in the modern era, but based primarily upon a cultural and historical

milieu of the Sui and Tang periods of Chinese history, the modern artistic creation of Dunhuang

dance can be classified as an “Invented Tradition” as described by Eric Hobsbawm.              

The term 'invented tradition'.... includes both 'traditions' (1) actually invented, constructed
and formally instituted and (2) those emerging in a less easily traceable manner within a
brief  and  datable  period.....'Invented  tradition'  is  taken  to  mean  a  set  of  practices,
normally governed by overtly or tacitly accepted rules and of a ritual or symbolic nature,
which  seek  to  inculcate  certain  values  and  norms  of  behavior  by  repetition,  which
automatically implies continuity with the past.1                                                  

The dance practice which eventually took the formal designation of “Dunhuang dance” was indeed

“actually invented” by Gao Jinrong 高金榮 between the years 1979 and 1983. However, there was a

proto-form of the dance that appeared in a theatrical production entitled “Along the Silk Road”

(Silu huayu, 絲路花雨) which was first performed in 1979 and went on to become a popular film in

China  in  the  early  1980s.  The  production  inspired  Gao  Jinrong  to  pursue  the  project  of

systematizing an entire repertoire of static figure positions and fluid motions into a complete dance

style. To be certain, this was no easy task, and the results are well recognized today throughout

China and much of the world, which is evidence of the remarkable success of Gao Jinrong's cultural

project. 

1 Eric Hobsbawm, The Invention of Tradition (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), p. 1.
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Prof. Gao Jinrong (Photo: Women of China, cnwomen.com.cn)

1.1 History of the Mogao Cave Murals and the origin of Dunhuang Dance

Historically the desert oasis of Dunhuang was situated on several trade routes, which along

with other contemporary routes, are collectively referred to as the Silk Road. During the Sui and

Tang dynasties, at the Western frontier of Chinese political and military power, the city became

quite wealthy, due to military spending and as a market hub and gateway connecting China to

prosperous civilizations to the West and South.2 The areas of Dunhuang and Turfan exhibit a vibrant

religious history, as this region was the entry way of Buddhist, Christian, and Islamic thought into

Chinese civilization. As a result, from the beginnings of Buddhist culture in China in the 3rd and

4th centuries, until the florescence of Chinese Buddhism under the Tang dynasty, Dunhuang can be

seen as an integral cultural interaction zone between societies of Central, Southern, and Eastern

Asia. During the first millennium of the common era, Dunhuang was home to numerous ethnic

groups including populations of the Turkic Tuoba, Gӧhtürks, Tibetans, Uyghurs, Sogdians, Tanguts,

and the Han Chinese among others. This culturally diverse entrepot on the Silk Road was a place

where  cultural  influences  from China,  India,  Tibet,  Mongolia,  Persia,  and  farther  West  would

interact with one another, creating the conditions necessary for the spectacular cultural works which

the world prizes today.

After sea travel gained primacy as the preferred mode of travel between South Asia and China

during  the  Song,  the  fortunes  of  Dunhuang  declined.  Despite  a  brief  revival  during  the  Yuan

dynasty, Dunhuang was  abandoned by the  Ming in  the  15th  century to  invaders  from Turfan.

Although the region was retaken by the Qing in 1715,  Dunhuang remained a backwater and the

Mogao caves were largely neglected until the late 19th century, with the grotto regularly blanketed

2 Valerie Hansen, The Silk Road: A New History (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 2012), p. 166.
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by the sands of nearby Mingsha Mountain.  During the first  decades  of the 1900s,  Aurel  Stein

brought  the  West's  attention  to  the  Dunhuang  cave  complex  and  a  treasure  trove  of  priceless

documents, through his dealings with a Daoist priest named Wang Yuanliu 王圓籙, who had become

caretaker  of  the Mogao grotto.  The storehouse  of  documents  which Wang revealed to  Stein is

believed to have been a library of the Three Realms Monastery (san jie si, 三界寺) active throughout

the Tang dynasty.3 Stein's activities, and those of his contemporary, Paul Pelliot, who would visit

Dunhuang shortly after Stein, sparked academic interest in the region, which developed into the

modern field of Dunhuang studies. In 1944, Chinese and Japanese scholars cooperated to establish

the  National Dunhuang Art  Institute. However, due to political turmoil of World War II and the

Chinese Civil War, study of the caves was again neglected. 

Scholar  Liu Yi  劉 一 contextualizes  the ascendency of the Dunhuang region to a  place of

cultural prominence in three key stages. Chronologically the first stage occurred during the later

years of European imperialism, near the end of the Qing dynasty, when Stein and other European

scholars, followed by the Japanese, began to reaffirm the historical value of the Mogao grotto and

its cache of plundered historical documents. The second stage, according to Liu, began in the 1940s

and was tied to various nationalist discourses emerging across China, which painted the foreign

scholars as imperialist thieves, and expressed a desire to reclaim cultural properties that had been

taken or defiled. This era also coincided with advances in photography, which may be considered a

crucial factor in sparking increased scholarly attention towards the art of the Mogao cave complex.4

The third stage, and the era which is the focus of the current research, arrived with the start of the

reform era, and the revaluation of Chinese traditions following the Cultural Revolution. 

As Liu describes it,  the concept of “Dunhuang culture” in mainstream Chinese society has

undergone a  process  of  transformation  over  the  past  century, which  can  be  understood as,  the

culture  of  a  historically  marginalized  region  being  implanted  within,  and  promoted  from,  the

cultural center of a modern nation.5 This was effectively a process of “nationalization of regional

culture,” done in service to the construction of a national identity for the modern nation-state. It is a

central assertion of this research that the modern dance tradition known as Dunhuang dance, was

crucial in drawing attention to, and promoting the previously marginal region to the cultural center.

To fully understand how and why such a dance tradition was able to emerge, this research will offer

a detailed look at the decade preceding, and the decade following the tradition's invention.

It  was not  until  the early 1970s,  as China was nearing the end of the tumultuous Cultural

3     Valerie Hansen, The Silk Road: A New History. pp. 167-175, 178.
4 Liu Yi 劉一, “Dangdai Zhongguo dalu Dunhuang wudao jiqi lishi beijing shitan” 當代中國大陸敦煌舞蹈及其歷

 史背景試談 [Modern China's Dunhuang dance and discussion of its historical background], Jinse lianhua 金色蓮
花 [Golden Lotus] 8 (1995), pp. 50-57.

5 Ibid. pp. 50-51.
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Revolution,  that the sculptures and murals in the Mogao Cave complex began to again receive

serious attention from scholars.  Modern Dunhuang dance originated as a result of those research

endeavors, beginning with a folk theater production called “Along the Silk Road” in 1979. “Along

the Silk Road” was a creation of Zhao Zhixun 趙之洵 and Dong Xijiu 董錫玖, with support from

students  and artists  researching Dunhuang culture and the murals of the Mogao cave complex.

Thanks to the production's success, it went on to become a feature length film in 1982. Following

the first performance of “Along the  Silk Road” in 1979, Gao Jinrong found her inspiration and

began  the  laborious  project  of  systematizing  the  motions,  postures,  and  character  styles  that

comprise what we know today as Dunhuang dance.  This  process of design and systematization

occurred  between  the  years  1979 and  1983,  which  was  the  year  of  the  first  complete  public

performance  showcasing  Gao's  creation.  The  performance  took  place  as  part  of  the  1st  China

Conference on Dunhuang and Turfan Studies in Lanzhou, Gansu, during the week of August 15-22,

1983.6 It is during these years that we can fix the design and invention of Dunhuang dance.

1.2 Research Questions and Research Method

According to Hobsbawm's definition of an “invented tradition” (which was also first published

in 1983), the emergence of such a tradition can be traced to a specific period of time, and also

reflects  some  manner  of  ritual  or  symbolism  that  “implies  continuity  with  the  past.”  While

recognizing Dunhuang dance as an invented tradition, the current work hopes to emphasize that this

in no way diminishes the cultural authenticity of such a creation. In fact, the ritual and symbolic

nature  of  Dunhuang dance  is  rooted  in  religious  imagery and practices of  Buddhist  culture  as

reflected  in  the  Dunhuang  cave  murals.  It  is  the  author's  opinion  that,  even  if  the  process  of

systematization and dates of invention are easily located in the modern era, the essentially religious

nature of the fundamental materia from which the tradition was crafted, imbues the practice with a

cultural spirit which not only “implies” continuity with the past, but fully evidences it.

However, as will be discussed, there are certain historical imaginings and cultural presumptions

that often go unaddressed in scholarship on Dunhuang, and by extension in research on Dunhuang

dance as well. The research questions that will drive this inquiry into Dunhuang dance are; (1) How

does the  invention of this dance tradition reflect the cultural context in which it was created, and

what were the motivations of its creator? (2) As an invented tradition, how does the design, and

performance of Dunhuang dance constitute a religiously inspired cultural practice, or a religious

practice itself? And (3) Can Dunhuang dance, as an example of “performing heritage,” be analyzed

6 Gao Jinrong 高金榮, Dunhuang wu jiaocheng  敦煌舞教程 [A Training Course in Dunhuang Dance] (Shanghai: 
Shanghai Yinyue, 2011), p. 2.
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as an aspect of a much larger social transformation and cultural revival in post-Mao China?

This research will  analyze the origin and transmission of this modern cultural practice while

exploring  the  integral  relationship  between  historical  artifacts  and  their  perceived  cultural

symbolism. This work will examine the process of design, alongside the motivations and intentions

of Gao Jinrong. Statements on Dunhuang dance's cultural significance from other scholars will also

be  presented  and  analyzed.  Beyond  the  level  of  the  individual,  there  is  a  greater  cultural  and

historical context that should be considered when analyzing any dance tradition, especially one that

has been systematically invented at a precise moment of history, such as Dunhuang dance. The

historic  influences  and cultural  materia which form the  practice's  foundation  must  be  properly

understood,  as  well  as  the  contemporary  cultural  context  of  the  invented  tradition and  its

chronological appearance.

This research endeavor represents a new compliment to the existing scholarship on Dunhuang

dance in three ways: (1) Where previous research has concerned itself primarily with the historical

relationships, and stylistics of Dunhuang dance, the focus of this research project is the invention of

the cultural tradition itself. Therefore, the primary agent of the tradition's creation, Gao Jinrong, her

research on the Dunhuang murals, and her process of design will constitute the research's primary

object of inquiry, along with some discussion of the “Along the Silk Road” production as well. (2)

By taking a cultural view of Dunhuang dance's creation and its historical context, this work aims to

articulate society's integrative imperatives which relate to the tradition's invention. The research will

examine how these elements relate to an assumed cultural and/or religious identity. (3) As a non-

Chinese scholar, this work written in English will not only provide a detailed study of Dunhuang

dance  and  Gao  Jinrong  for  English  speaking  scholars.  It  will  also  hopefully  provide  a  very

accessible case study of an invented tradition's emergence in the midst of a cultural revival, which

might be considered exemplary of such revivals in the field of performing arts.

To pursue the current research analyzing Dunhuang dance and the contributions of its creator,

Gao Jinrong, to the performing arts of modern China, the research will first consider the existing

literature  on  Dunhuang  dance;  namely  how  scholars  have  discussed  its  origins,  its  cultural

significance, its connection to the historical Dunhuang, and its relation to classical Chinese dance

and folk dance traditions. 

With the literature review, the research will make it clear that there are certain presuppositions,

and  some conflicting  views  on what  Dunhuang  dance  represents  historically, and  culturally  to

modern  China.  In  the  following chapter, analysis  will  proceed by reviewing the  historical  and

cultural  context  in  which  Dunhuang  dance  appeared.  This  is  necessary  to  fully  appreciate  the

intersection of cultural elements and historical developments in China, which all find expression in
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the modern tradition of Dunhuang dance.

Subsequently, a review of Gao Jinrong's own statements and published works will provide the

research with insight into the perspective of the tradition's creator. The chapter will consider her

process of design, as well as her approach to classifying Dunhuang dance. The research will also

analyze her works for statements of intent and motivation. Through this process, the author intends

to highlight several inconsistencies between Gao's discourse on inventing the dance tradition, and

what other scholars as well as popular media, have ascribed or implied of the tradition's cultural

character.

Finally, the thesis will offer observations on the cultural significance, authenticity, and religious

aspects of Dunhuang dance, while contextualizing the tradition as an element of a wider cultural

revival, which began near the end of the revolutionary decade and continued into the reform era of

late 20th century China.

1.3 Literature Review

The literature review will examine how scholars have interpreted the cultural character and

historical significance of Dunhuang dance.  To begin, the review will consider the most essential

description  offered  by  Gao  Jinrong.  Then,  the  review  will  examine  how  dance  scholars  have

discussed the relationship between the dance form and the Dunhuang murals.  Additionally, the

review will analyze several scholarly descriptions and classifications of modern Dunhuang dance in

terms of dance aesthetics. 

A recent book published on the emergence and development of the Dunhuang dance tradition is

the 2016 text by Lanlan Kuang 鄺藍嵐, entitled Dunhuang Performing Arts: The Construction and

Transmission of “China-scape” in the Global Context.7 In her work, Kuang observes that there are

essentially four types of publications related to research on “Dunhuang performing arts,” which

Kuang uses to refer to the Dunhuang dance tradition.8 According to Kuang, these four types include:

(a) dance teaching materials, (b) historical studies of the Mogao murals and ancient dance, (c) art or

photo collections, and (d) research on the modern “Dunhuang performing arts” as an aspect, and

representative of Dunhuang art history.9

7 Lanlan Kuang 鄺藍嵐, Dunhuang bihua yuewu: 'zhongguo jingguan' zai guoji huajing zhong de jianguo, chuanbo 
yu yiyi 敦煌壁畫樂舞: '中國景觀' 在國際話鏡中的建構，傳播與意義 [Dunhuang Performing Arts: The 
Construction and Transmission of “China-scape” in the Global Context] (Beijing: Social Sciences Academic Press, 
2016).

8 NB: There are documents recovered from the Dunhuang caves that included musical scores from the Tang dynasty, 
which have been the subject of research and reconstruction efforts by Chinese musicologists. While such research 
technically falls under the title of “Dunhuang Performing Arts,” Kuang's work is almost entirely a discussion of the 
Dunhuang dance tradition and its relationship to the Mogao cave murals.

9 Kuang, Dunhuang bihua yuewu, pp.168-169.
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 Kuang says that there still exists a lack of thorough cross-disciplinary research into the actual

development of the “Dunhuang performing arts” system (ie. Dunhuang dance), which she asserts

her work aims to address. The author agrees with this basic assertion made by Lanlan Kuang, and

would count the current research endeavor alongside Kuang's work, in what may constitute a fifth

category of publications related to Dunhuang dance research. This category may be identified as

research on “Dunhuang dance and modern Chinese society.”

 Like Kuang's 2016 work, this thesis is cross-disciplinary and seeks to analyze the emergence

and popularity of  Dunhaung dance as  a  modern  cultural  phenomenon.  However, where Kuang

accepts the fundamental assertion that Dunhaung dance reflects an unbroken cultural legacy of the

greater Chinese nation, this work makes that particular assumption itself an item for examination in

relation to the development of the modern Dunhuang dance tradition. 

The first portion of the literature review will cover academic research on the Mogao murals and

their connection to the Dunhaung dance tradition. The section will also review perspectives on the

tradition's historical authenticity and its cultural significance, as discussed by a number of Chinese

scholars. The second portion of the literature review will provide a discussion of dance aesthetics,

which will serve as the foundation for the author's own analysis of Dunhaung dance aesthetics later

in the research, after the historical, cultural, and political factors surrounding the tradition have been

covered.

1.3.1 The relationship between the Mogao Murals and Dunhuang Dance

Cover of Gao Jinrong's Training Course of Dunhuang Dance (2011 Ed.)
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The primary source material for this study are the works of Gao Jinrong who has authored two

books along with several short articles, in which she discuses her artistic project at great length. The

two  books  are  the  instructional  manual  entitled A Training  Course  in  Dunhuang  Dance,  first

published in 1993.10 An updated printing from 2011 includes many of her short published works in

its addenda, as well as articles from various commentators and scholars, along with an afterword

from Gao Jinrong. The second book is  Dance in the Art of the Dunhuang Grotto,11 in which  she

analyzes artwork of the Dunhuang murals which feature scenes of music and dance. Analyzing this

text  will  provide insight  into  Gao Jinrong's  views on the cultural  and religious  significance  of

Dunhuang art and its symbolism.

Gao Jinrong provides a succinct description of Dunhuang dance and its relation to the historical

artwork, as well as Chinese dance in general, in an article published in 1994, and then republished

in A Training Course in Dunhuang Dance.12 She states: 

從舞姿特點完全可以看出那是在中原樂舞的基礎上. 國内各民族或地區之間,
中國和外國之間樂舞文化交流結果. 敦煌舞蹈即是研究挖掘敦煌壁畫舞姿而
創編的古典舞新流派. 它既不是古代流傳來的舞蹈. 也不是敦煌這一地區的地
方舞蹈, 而是在新時期, 舞蹈工作者應時代和社會之呼喚, 追尋古跡, 挖掘遺產，
爲繼承和弘揚我中華民族藝術, 依據敦煌壁畫舞姿而創造出的一個古典舞新
品種.

From the postures of the dancers, it  is clear that  the foundation of the dance form is
Chinese dance. In the space between various ethnic groups or geographic regions, the
dance and culture of the Chinese and that of foreign groups blended together, resulting (in
such a dance)… Dunhuang dance is a new style of traditional dance formulated using
research from the excavated Dunhuang cave murals. It is therefore, not an ancient dance
style preserved to present day, nor is it a dance form belonging to the geographic region
of Dunhuang. It  belongs to a new age, to meet the call of dancers and society of the
current age, by revering and recovering the treasures of the past. It is a genre of classical
dance  meant  to  inherit  and  enrich  the  treasures  of  Chinese  folk  art,  based  upon the
dancers of the Dunhuang cave murals.

In the same piece, Gao notes that there are three fundamental aspects to her formulation of

Dunhuang dance. She refers to this formulation as the San jie he 三結合(three aspects intertwined).

They  are:  (1)  the  inherently  Buddhist  character  of  Dunhuang  dance,  (2)  a  performance  style

10 Gao Jinrong 高金榮, Dunhuang wudao  敦煌舞蹈 [Dunhuang Dance] (Lanzhou: Dunhuang wenyi chubanshe, 
1993). 

11 Gao Jinrong 高金榮, Dunhuang shiku wu le yishu  敦煌石窟舞樂藝術 [Dance in the Art of the Dunhuang Grotto] 
(Lanzhou: Gansu Renmin, 2000).

12 Gao Jinrong 高金榮, “Chansheng yu xiandai shehui de Zhongguo gudian wu xin liupai” 產生於現代社會的中國
 古典舞新流派 [A Branch of Classical Dance Produced for Modern Society]. In Dunhuang wu jiaocheng 敦煌舞教

 程 [A Training Course in Dunhuang Dance] (Shanghai: Shanghai Yinyue, 2011), p. 190.
NB: All translations are by the author. 
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reflecting  influence  of  ethnic  groups  of  the  western  regions  (incl.  India),  and  (3)  the  primary

influence  of  Chinese  culture  of  the  Tang  dynasty.  In  discussion  of  the  dance  form's  cultural

significance  and  its  relationship  to  traditional  Chinese  dance,  these  three  aspects  will  form

important points for consideration throughout the research. 

The  quotation  and  three  aspects  listed  above  suffice  for  the  most  essential  description  of

Dunhuang dance from its creator. Gao's classification and approach to Dunhuang research will be

further explored in chapter three of this work.

As mentioned in the introduction, the concept of “Dunhuang dance” was preceded by research

into the imagery of music and dance performance within the Mogao murals, which led to the 1979

production of “Along the Silk Road.” A significant amount of this research was carried out in the

summer of 1977 by the Music and Dance Research Office of the China Art Academy, and led by

Dong Xijiu, who producer and choreographed “Along the Silk Road” and who would later become

the head of the Dunhuang and Turfan Dance Association. Dong spent over a month surveying and

analyzing the Dunhuang murals with scholars of history, dance, and art in 1977.13 In that year, the

group's research led to a study and catalog of 123 mural images, published under the title  Dance

Positions  of  Dunhuang  in  1981.14 Dong's  research  and  work  on  the  folk  drama,  which  was

completed in 1979, would in turn lead to Gao Jinrong's cultural project.

 It is worth noting that it was not until after the debut of “Along the Silk Road” in 1979, that the

name “Dunhuang dance” coalesced into a distinct term, with several more years before it adopted

the identity of a distinct Chinese dance tradition. In a 2009 interview with Lanlan Kuang, Dong

remarks that when one uses the term dunhuang yuewu  敦煌樂舞 (Dunhuang performing arts), there

is actually a bifurcation of potential meaning, with the same term indicating both; (a) the murals of

the Dunhuang locale and their history, and (b) the modern dance form taught and performed on

stage.15 The literature review will now look at some works which address (a), then consider the

ambiguity between (a) and (b) in print and media, before a detailed review of works addressing (b).

Wang Kefen 王克芬, considered an authority on the history and development of Chinese dance,

was the chief editor of the book A History Lesson on the Ancient Dances of China, published by the

Renmin Yinyue Publishing Company in 1980.16 Although the book includes a few murals from the

Mogao cave complex, they are used merely as illustrative references for dances that were practiced

13 Dong Xijiu 董錫玖, Ed. Dunhuang wudao 敦煌舞蹈 [Dunhuang Dance] (Zhongguo: Xinjiang meishu sheying 
chubanshe, 1992), pp. 156-157.

14 Wu Manying 吳曼英, Dunhuang wuzi  敦煌舞姿 [Dance Positions of Dunhuang] (Shanghai: Shanghai yishu 
shuppanshe, 1981).

15 Kuang, Dunhuang bihua yuewu, p. 153.
16 Wang Kefen  王克芬 Ed., Zhongguo gudai wudao shihua  中國古代舞蹈史話 [A History Lesson on the Ancient 

Dances of China] (Beijing: Renmin Yinyue, 1980).
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(or more specifically “mentioned in texts”) during the Sui, Tang, or Song dynasties. There is never

any mention in the work of a dance form or style specific to the Dunhuang locale. Rather, in the

1980 text, the art of the Mogao grotto is utilized as a database of art history, where images were

simply referenced as they correlated to various recorded dance styles of different historical periods.

This approach of matching artistic imagery to textual description as a means of classifying

Chinese dance traditions is common, and it  relies on assigning primacy to textual records over

artistic depictions. An article by Jin  Qiu  金秋 entitled “Searching for the Origins of Dunhuang

Dance”17 is a good example of this. The aim of Jin's work is to contextualize the murals depicting

dancers (which were the source material for Gao Jinrong's cultural project) into the narrative of a

greater Chinese dance tradition. Jin provides a number of dance forms recorded by name in ancient

texts, and then seeks to identify different murals at Dunhuang as representatives or descendants of

these  ancient  Chinese  traditions.  With  such  methodology,  we  can  see  the  attempt  at  a  grand

narrative, and the assumption that the majority of the Dunhuang dance imagery reflects a Chinese

cultural center.

Jin further emphasizes this perspective and promotes the conflation of the modern Dunhuang

dance with ancient cultural practice in a 2009 work on the cultural spread of Dunhuang dance.18 In

this work, Jin suggests that the work of Gao Jinrong actually represents a new period of cultural

vitality of an ancient dance form that  has experienced five such peaks  and troughs in  Chinese

history, but whose fundamental cultural  essence has remained consistent.  Jin even coins a new

conceptual  phrase of “Dunhuang dance culture” (dunhuang wu wenhua, 敦 煌 舞 文 化 )  ， which

suggests a  dance tradition that  is  thousands of years  old,  undergoing a modern rediscovery, or

renaissance, rather than simply being a modern creation.

In  2005,  Wang  Kefen  published  an  article  entitled  “A Diverse  Blend-Rooted  in  Chinese

Culture: Research on the Dunhuang Dance Murals.”19 Interestingly, the contents of this particular

research article make no mention of the modern dance form. The article is explicitly analyzing the

dancers depicted within the cave murals, and historical era(s) and dance styles which they represent.

Given the chronology introduced with regard to the term “Dunhuang dance,”  this  is  worth our

notice, since the term “Dunhuang dance” only first appeared in print from 1979.

In the article, Wang offers a chronology of development for the artistic depictions of dancers in

17 Jin Qiu 金秋, “Xunzhao Dunhuang wudao de yuantou”  尋找敦煌舞蹈的源頭 [Searching for the Origins of 
Dunhuang Dance] Dunhuang Yanjiu  敦煌研究 [Dunhuang Research] 68, no. 2 (2001), pp. 32-35.

18 Jin Qiu 金秋, “Dunhuang wu de wenhua chuanbo” 敦煌舞的文化傳播 [The Cultural Spread of Dunhuang Dance] 
Beijing wudao xueyuan xuebao 北京舞蹈學院學報 [Journal of Beijing Dance Academy] 1 (2009), pp. 23-27.

19 Wang Kefen 王克芬, “Duoyuan huicui-guigen Zhonghua: Dunhuang wudao bihua yanjiu” 多元薈萃-歸根中華: 敦
 煌舞蹈壁畫研究 [A Diverse Blend-Rooted in Chinese Culture: Research on the Dunhuang Dance Murals] 

Dunhuang Yanjiu 敦煌  研究 [Dunhuang Research] 91, no. 3 (2005), pp. 41-50.
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the Mogao murals, divided into three main periods. Her overall thesis is that disparate influences of

various local ethnic and migrant groups brought their own dance forms and clothing styles to the

region, which had synthesized and coalesced into a fully formed “Dunhuang dance” tradition by the

height  of  the  Tang  dynasty.  And  therefore,  her  logic  proceeds,  dance  and  musical  influences

proffered by Chinese culture, and under Chinese guidance,   constitute the essential foundation of

“Dunhuang dance.” This perspective helps to justify and support the process of design undertaken

by Gao Jinrong in the late 1970s and early 1980s (using classical Chinese dance and music to

formulate the essential rhythm and movement system of Dunhuang dance). 

The methodological perspective of Wang and Jin reflects a noteworthy point which the current

research aims to highlight. That is the implicit presumption that Dunhuang dance as well as the

Dunhuang cave murals which it is based upon, are at their core, fundamentally products of Chinese

culture. This is an almost universally accepted assertion with regard to the artwork of the Dunhuang

locale. While the objective of this research is not to explicitly refute such assumptions, the current

work does question certain elements of modern discourse on culture and heritage, which reflect

more  of  a  nationalist  historiography  than  rigorous  analytic  historical  analysis. The  following

provides a good example of this point in popular media with regard to Dunhuang dance.

 A news paper  article  published in  the  Guangming Daily on  August  12,  1982 reported  the

completion of Gao Jinrong's first instructional manual for Dunhuang Dance. The paper exclaims: 

一項重要的科學，藝術研究成果: ...中國舞蹈家協會甘肅分會主席高金榮經
 – 過三年苦心研究，成果地復活了千年古舞 敦煌舞.

An important endeavor of scientific and artistic research has born success. The Chair of
the Gansu branch of the Chinese Dance Association has, after three years of strenuous
research, successfully resurrected a 1,000 year old dance form.20

From a scholastic perspective, this is of course, an exaggeration. However, the sentiment of this

quotation is a recurring one in many sources on the topic. In Gao Jinrong's 1993 publication she

mentions one of the first reactions to her creation following its first public showcase in 1983. One

art historian, Pan Qizi 潘栔兹, praised the performance saying “Heavenly figures transported (us)

to realm of the Buddha, this is no regular dance. The Buddha cares so for the suffering, a special

teaching conveyed to the delight  of the people.”21 This quote is  presented for its  chronological

timing, and because it conveys a sense of spirituality, or a numinous character to the performance of

20 This article is referenced in the addenda of: Gao, Dunhuang wu jiaocheng, p. 162. 
Originally published as:  “Fuhuo qiannian Dunhuang wu, zaixian bihua xiannu zi”  復活千年敦煌舞,再現壁畫仙

 女姿 [Ressurecting the Thousand Year Old Dunhuang Dance, Conveying the Image of the Heavenly Maiden],  
Guangming Ribao 光明日報, August 12, 1982.

21 Gao, Dunhuang wu jiaocheng, p. 3. 
Original quote from Pan Qizi 潘栔兹: 佛國仙姿秒入神,  人間凡舞 莫此倫. 世尊當憫眾生苦. 特教薪傳娛萬民.
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Dunhuang dance. This quality of spiritual significance is commonly alluded to in works discussing

the tradition of Dunhuang dance. Perhaps the best recorded examples for this allusion come from

popular television media, outside the realm of text. 

Chinese television broadcast companies have produced several short documentaries related to

Dunhuang dance, like Dream of Dunhuang,22 and the English presentation The Road to Discovery:

Dunhuang.23 These two documentaries are focused on the Dunhuang region and its arts. In both

videos, recorded performances of modern Dunhuang Dance are juxtaposed with paintings and story

telling  about  the  history  and  spirit  of  the  geographic  Dunhuang  region.  Meant  for  popular

consumption by television audiences, these videos provide only the most basic discussion of the

modern dance form, generally with terms like  “reconstructing” (chongjian,  重 建 ),  “recreating”

(zaixian, 再 現 ),  or  “resurrecting” (fuhuo,  復 活 ). There is  also  a  clear  suggestion that  dance

traditions depicted in the Dunhuang murals are being preserved in the modern day. In an interview

with Lanlan Kuang, Dong Xijiu shares her thoughts on how the average Chinese audience might

perceive Dunhuang dance.

中國的觀衆也覺得新鮮, 也覺得啊, 這是我們民族的東西, 古代的東西, 他是這
樣認爲，是古代的東西, 認爲是我們的寶貴的文化遺產. 所以敦煌能夠引起轟
動,敦煌能夠引起轟動, 而且後來被大家接受, 被大家喜愛, 我覺得都是, 這都
是因爲這個舞蹈它本身的民族性.

(Chinese audiences) think, this is something of our people, this is something old. In this
way, they assume this ancient thing is a treasure of their cultural heritage. So that's why
Dunhuang  and Dunhuang  dance  could  cause  such  a  sensation.  And afterward  it  was
accepted by everyone, enjoyed by everyone. I believe the reason for all of that is because
of this dance's own national characteristics.24

The idea of “resurrecting” a 1,000 year old dance form, and that a dance performance can

possess a transcendent spiritual quality, brings us to another major premise of this research's inquiry

into Dunhuang dance. In much of the modern discourse there is a blurring of distinction between

the modern Dunhuang dance, and the dances depicted in the art of the Mogao cave murals. Scholar

Li Jia  李佳  observes that people today understand  “Dunhuang dance” as a conceptual term that

includes ancient dance practices, as well as the creativity of people in the modern age. She also

suggests that Dunhuang dance represents the first attempt to revive a dance art using only historical

materials.25

22 Wumeng Dunhuang 舞夢敦煌, [Part 8]. Produced by Chang Hong 長虹, Zhou Bing  周兵 (Beijing: CCTV, 2010).
23 The Road to Discovery: Dunhuang [Part 6: The Heavenly Dance]. Produced by Lian, Ji (Beijing: CCTV. 2014).
24 Kuang, Dunhuang bihua yuewu, p. 168.
25 Li Jia 李佳,  “Qiantan dunhuang wudao zhong de wenhua yinsu”  淺談敦煌舞蹈中的文化因素 [A  Study of the 

Cultural Aspects within Dunhuang Dance], Zhishi Jingji 知識經濟 [Knowledge Economy] 15 (2010), p. 122.
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 The general consensus regarding Dunhuang dance among Chinese scholars and performers is

that Dunhuang dance is both a modern invention, and a representation of a genuine historical dance

form  as  evidenced  by  the  murals  of  the  Mogao  cave  complex.  However,  most  scholars  also

recognize that there is a great deal of ambiguity regarding the historicity and styles of the dance

form(s) depicted in the Dunhuang murals. 

In 1992, a collection of scholarly works on Dunhuang dance entitled Dunhuang Dance26 was

compiled and edited by Dong Xijiu. Discussing the efforts of modern scholars and artists to emulate

the historical dances of Dunhuang, Dong notes that their contributions serve to transmit the wonder

and beauty of ancient dance forms to modern audiences. Dong remarks that “Along the Silk Road”

was a “revival” (fuxing, 復興) of classical Tang dance, and that it brought the murals of Dunhuang

“back to life” (fuhuo, 復活).27 

 Dong emphasizes that the imagery of the Mogao murals is Buddhist, and she asserts that it

reflects the vibrant imagery and culture of the Dunhuang locale. However, she proposes the artists

used  their  own cultural  surroundings as  a  basis  for  the  fantastic  religious  imagery and figures

throughout the cave complex. Although an artist might claim they are divinely inspired by religious

imagery, it  is  reasonable  that  their  visions  of  a  Pure  Land,  a  bodhisattva  or  an  apsara,  might

resemble images and people encountered in their waking life. It is important to note that Dong, like

Gao  and  others,  insinuates  that  the  practice  of  Dunhuang  dance  is  not  inherently  religious.

For  these  scholars,  who have  generally  viewed  the  subject  of  Dunhuang  dance  through  a

Marxist lens, religious meaning is superseded by the concept of the minzu 民族, or minzu-xing 民族

性, which might be translated as the “ethno-nationalist identity, or characteristics,” in reference to

modern Chinese people.28 As the research will explore, the reverence and importance accorded to

the minzu by many scholars of Dunhuang dance, appears to the author to be quasi-religious in its

own right.  In  the  eyes  of  secular  or  Marxist  scholarship,  it  is  via  the conceptualization  of  the

Chinese minzu, that Dunhuang dance derives its cultural authenticity, and historical significance. It

is  the  author's  view that,  were  it  not  for  the  supposed indelible  and intangible  heritage  of  the

collective minzu, the only cultural significance to be found among Mogao murals would be the skill

of individual artists, and the Buddhist symbolism of their work. In the late 20th century, the concept

26 Dong Xijiu 董錫玖, Ed. Dunhuang wudao 敦煌舞蹈 [Dunhuang Dance] (Zhongguo: Xinjiang meishu sheying 
chubanshe, 1992).

27 Ibid. pg.22.
28 NB: This work will occasionally use the term minzu rather than an English translation of “ethnic group,” or 

“nation” because in the context of Chinese scholarship, the term possesses significant ambiguity. In reference to 
Dunhuang dance, scholars have used the term to indicate the greater Chinese nation (ie. a cultural identity fostered 
by the PRC state), as well as to indicate individual regional ethnic groups, most notable and influential among them
being the Han minzu. For more discussion on the ambiguity of this term, see discussion of Gao Jinrong's 
commentary in Ch. 3.
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of the Chinese minzu was a very important factor in explaining and justifying the significance of the

Dunhuang dance tradition. 

It may also be worth noting that, among all the publications on Dunhuang dance reviewed for

this research project, only one article by Liu Yi, published in Taiwan in 1995 by Golden Lotus

magazine,29 discusses the popularity of Dunhuang culture and the emergence of Dunhuang dance

during the reform era, in connection, and in direct contrast, to the social landscape of the Cultural

Revolution and Marxist doctrine on religion and art. Conspicuously, there seems to be almost no

serious consideration given to such a connection (at least in print) among scholars within the PRC.

On  the  contrary,  the  discursive  frames  of  Marxist  analysis,  with  its  de-emphasis  of  religious

symbolism, and the elevation of the role of artists and craftsmen within a national narrative meant

to highlight the historical legacy of the minzu, appears to have shifted very little in scholarship on

Dunhaung dance, from the reform era up to recent years. 

Consider the following quote from Shi Wei-Xiang  史葦湘 , on the  minzu-xing aspects of the

“Along the Silk Road” production, published in the 1993 book edited by Dong. 

甘肅省歌舞團的編輯與表現藝術家們沒有被史料的抽象，壁畫的片斷所難倒，
他們善於繼 承，更善於創新，他們'從一滴水里看到一個世界,' 掌握了給畫
領域里'神似' 的原則，領會了敦煌壁畫里無數舞樂造型的一般規律，進行了
大膽的再創造，把壁畫上單一片斷的舞姿造型應有的起承轉給探索出來，
終于邊開可喜可賀的第一步，爲舞壇添了一朵新花；爲民族的舞蹈藝術辟了
新徑. 由於它是民族文化血液里培育出來的產物，具有新鮮民族風格，爽朗
的民族氣派，所以一和群眾見面，就得到人民的喜愛和承認，這是必然的現
象.

The producers and performers of the Gansu Dance Troupe have not been troubled (in their
work) by the abstract history of the mural fragments. Despite difficulty,  with this inheritance,
they have created something new. 'Through a single a drop of water, they have seen an entire
realm.' Grasping the artistry of the murals and the essence of their spirit. Applying a general
rhythm to dances of  the Dunhuang murals,  they have executed a  bold re-creation,  using
individual  murals  to  embark  upon  a  proper  exploration  (of  heritage),  finally  taking  a
gratifying first step towards the blooming of a new flower in the world of dance; ('Along the
Silk Road') has opened up a new direction for the dance arts of the minzu. Because (the work)
was cultivated by the blood of the minzu culture, it possesses a fresh minzu character and a
splendid  minzu style. For the masses to see (such a creation), it will undoubtedly be loved
and recognized by the people. Such a phenomenon is inevitable.30

Shi's work is also notable for its discussion on the social and political uses of heritage and

29 Liu Yi 劉一, “Dangdai Zhongguo dalu Dunhuang wudao jiqi lishi beijing shitan” 當代中國大陸敦煌舞蹈及其歷
史  背景試談 [Modern China's Dunhuang dance and discussion of its historical background], Jinse Lianhua 金色蓮

 花 [Golden Lotus] 8 (1995), pp. 53-54.
30 Shi Wei-xiang 史葦湘, “Cong Dunhuang bihua dao 'silu huayu'” 從敦煌壁畫到 '絲路花雨' [From the Dunhuang 

murals to “Along the Silk Road”], Wudao Yishu 舞蹈藝術 [Dance Art] 1 (1980). Republished in Dong, Xijiu 董錫
玖, Ed. Dunhuang wudao 敦煌舞蹈 [Dunhuang Dance] (Zhongguo: Xinjiang meishu sheying chubanshe, 1992), p. 
126.
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minzu art. Calling “Along the Silk Road” a bold re-creation and presentation of cultural heritage, he

entertains two extreme positions of potential critics of the work. On the one hand, Shi says many

may consider the imagery of apsaras, and bodhisattvas as ultimately useless and not worth the time

given to appreciate the work. Others may say that promotion of such material could be harmful and

lead to unhealthy fascinations among average people. Shi refers to these to attitudes as being overly

pragmatic in the first instance, and overly nihilistic in the second. Recognizing the faults in each,

Shi declares that cultural products of the  minzu like “Along the Silk Road,” when guided by the

state  can  be skillfully applied  to  serve the  Communist  Party and the  Chinese  people.  In  what

appears to  be a  rather  paternalistic  approach to  the development  of  a  new dance tradition,  Shi

essentially advocates for the nativization of ethnic dance traditions throughout  Chinese society,

even placing such an endeavor within Deng Xiaoping’s state policy of “Four Modernizations.” In

Shi's view, “Along the Silk Road” is itself an apt metaphor for the marriage of Chinese guidance

with regional folk art traditions.31 

The original female lead of the 1979 “Along the Silk Road” theater performance, He Yanyun

賀燕雲, has spent a great deal of her life performing and offering instruction on Dunhuang dance.

In her writings she describes Dunhuang dance as a “historical dance as well as a modern dance.”32

In assessing Dunhuang dance's relationship to Chinese classical dance, He suggests that in terms of

dance vocabulary and rhythmic structure, it undoubtedly constitutes its own developed branch of

Chinese classical dance. This is reasonable considering the systematization of Dunhuang dance has

significant influence from classical Chinese dance and Wushu. 

He Yanyun claims that the historical Dunhuang dance depicted by the Mogao murals has been

revived or resurrected via the system developed in the modern era. However, the systematization of

the modern dance form does not  provide any concrete  evidence that any historical  dance form

depicted by the Mogao murals was itself a distinct branch of Chinese dance in its own time, a point

which other scholars discuss.33

 In explaining how Dunhuang dance is both ancient and modern, He Yanyun asserts that the

body postures and Buddhist imagery are ancient, while the dance form in which they have been

synthesized/ systematized is modern. While it “technically” is a modern dance style, “culturally” it

31 Ibid. pg. 128
32 He Yanyun 賀燕雲, “Dui Dunhuang wu tixi de renshi”  對敦煌舞體系的認識 [On the dance system of Dunhuang 

dance]. In Liu, Jin Yu 劉進寶 Ed. Bainian Dunhuangxue  百年敦煌學 [100 Years of Dunhuang Studies] (Lanzhou: 
Gansu Renmin Publishing, 2009), p. 493.

33 NB:This is not to state that there were no Chinese dance traditions practiced in the Dunhuang locale. This is simply 
a critical observation that given the synthesis of different mural imagery of different eras and styles as a composite 
basis for the modern Dunhuang dance system, that no single historical Chinese dance tradition could encompass all 
of the elements of mural imagery which have been incorporated into the modern invented dance tradition. 
Therefore, the complete modern dance form can not logically serve as historical evidence for a distinct hypothetical
Chinese dance system unique to the Dunhuang region.
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is a genuine “revival” of ancient traditions, she says.34 He says that Dunhuang dance itself, from the

perspective of its design, origins, and systematization reflects a great deal of scholarship in history

and culture. She notes that in her research, she “has not found any comparable dance style in the

entire world whose origin is similar to Dunhuang dance,”35  which may be correct.

In a 2012 publication “Six Issues Regarding Dunhuang Dance,” He Yanyun parses some major

points of academic discussion surrounding the tradition into six general topics:

1) The origin of the name “Dunhuang dance”
2) The relation between the Dunhuang murals and the dance form
3) The representative works of Dunhuang dance
4) The essentials of performing Dunhuang dance
5) Instruction in Dunhuang dance
6) The future development of Dunhuang dance

She notes that before 1979, there was no term “Dunhuang dance” in use. Even during the research

which preceded the production phase of “Along the Silk Road” the dance imagery being studied

and emulated was referred to as  Dunhuang shi  敦 煌式 (Dunhuang style). She reports that the

phrase “Dunhuang bishang de yuewu”  敦煌壁上的樂舞 (dance of the Dunhuang murals) was

eventually abbreviated to become Dunhuang wu 敦煌舞 . The first published instance of the term

was reportedly in a 1979 academic journal Gansu Art which followed the first staging of “Along the

Silk Road.”36

On the relation of the murals to the modern dance form, she says that as opposed to the general

idea of art imitating life, in the case of Dunhuang dance, it was life imitating art. She describes it as

a process of “life being born of art,” insisting that the murals provide a foundation and a creative

outline to which the new dance could conform. She notably uses terms of “spirit, feeling,” and even

“blood flow” which all manifest in a genuine “resurrection” of an ancient dance form in a new

modern context. 

Lastly, He Yanyun's discussion of “Along the Silk Road” is revealing, and quite useful for the

current research. The folk theater production is both a representative work of Dunhuang dance in

one  sense,  and  serves  as  an  iconic  artistic  creation  that  marks  the  social  transition  in  China

following  the  Cultural  Revolution.  He  notes  that  the  production  broke  with  the  trend  of

incorporating  “western  influence”  and  imagery  in  theater  productions,  and  was  a  consciously

34 He Yanyun 賀燕雲, “Dunhuang wu liu ti”  敦煌舞六題 [Six Issues regarding Dunhuang Dance]. In Huang, 
Zhengjian  黃正建 Ed. Zhongguo shehui kexueyuan dunhuangxue yanjiu huigu yu qianzhan xueshu yantaohui 
lunwenji 中國社會科學院敦煌學研究回顧與前瞻:  學術研討會論文集 [Chinese Academy of Social Sciences 
Review of Dunhuang Studies and Future Research: Conference Papers] (Shanghai: Shanghai Guji Publishing, 
2012), pp. 112-113.

35 He, “Dui Dunhuang wu tixi de renshi,” p. 492.
36 He, “Dunhuang wu liu ti,” p. 110.
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designed “revival,” representing a new manifestation of a traditional “Chinese” style performance. 

He Yanyun notes three important points related to society's reception of “Along the Silk Road”

in 1979, and its later film adaptation. The first (a) was that it served as the general public's earliest

introduction to, and demonstration of the dance vocabulary of the Mogao murals. The second (b)

was that it marked the historical introduction of what is today known as “Dunhuang dance,” and

third (c) it brought new emphasis and attention to regional and ethnic styles, as well as the history

and culture of the Dunhuang region. It was at the head of a trend in Chinese theater and cinema that

would continue throughout the 1980s,  which saw increased interest  in ethnic dance and theater

across the country. He remarks that a certain “newness” of Dunhuang dance is evidenced by its

modern creative character which deliberately promoted the development of localized and ethnic

styles within the field of classical Chinese dance.37

 

Promotional poster for “Along the Silk Road” (1979)

From the early 1990s through the 2000s, a slight but significant shift seems to have occurred in

scholarly  discourse  on  Dunhuang  dance.  Specifically,  the  perception  of  a  cultural  “revival”  or

“resurrection” has transformed into a more clinical, and seemingly more scientific discussion of a

“reconstruction,” or a “recovery” (fuyuan, 復原) of a dance form considered to be lost. 

In 2014, a collection of scholarly works on Dunhuang included a subsection entitled “Dances

of the Dunhuang Murals: Modeling and Reconstruction.”38 The shift in language may point to a

shift in social attitudes. In the early literature, the performance of Dunhuang dance was already

37 Ibid. p. 113.
38 Han Lankui 韓蘭魁, Dunhuang yuewu yanjiu wenji  敦煌樂舞研究文集 [Research Papers on Dunhuang Music and 

Dance] (Beijing: Culture and Art Publishing House, 2014).
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considered an accomplishment, and it became regarded as a success in channeling or at least paying

homage to an ancient cultural heritage. However, as the practice of Dunhuang dance continued to

develop, the early celebratory attitude waned and it was regarded more and more as an unfinished

project. Hence, celebratory views of a successful “revival” gave way to a technical, constructivist,

and more ambitious view of actually “reconstructing” what was taken to be a genuine historical

dance form. 

The discourse in its current form reflects not only an assumption of historical accuracy and

therefore authenticity for the work of Gao Jinrong and others, but also expresses a commitment to

the collective task of perfectly “recovering and reconstructing” a genuine historical dance form.

Obviously, from a historian's perspective there are a number of issues to be addressed.

 Indeed, some scholars recognize the methodological problems posed by this project, but this

does not dissuade them from pursuing or critiquing the work. This suggests that a willingness to

overlook historical accuracy exists, because the work itself  appeals to,  and bolsters a collective

cultural  identity.  The  dance  form also  celebrates  an  obvious,  but  often  unmentioned,  religious

identity. Several essays in the 2014 collection provide some insight into how the field of scholarship

has shifted in discussing and classifying Dunhuang dance.

First,  is  the  work  by  Jiang  Dong 江東 ,  which  is  the  most  critical  towards  the  idea  of

“reconstructing” an ancient dance form. Jiang says of Dunhuang dance that it  is an established

genre or stream of Chinese classical  dance.  According to  Jiang,  it  is  therefore the most  recent

variation  of  Chinese  classical  dance,  and  the  only  stream of  Chinese  classical  dance  to  have

developed after the pervasive influence of western aesthetic and artistic traditions spread throughout

China during the 20th century. Jiang observes that scholars are ultimately unable to verify any

specific,  authentic  historic  dance  form simply  by  evidencing  dancer  images  in  the  Dunhuang

murals. However, Jiang does propose that there are enough similarities between the mural figures

and modern surviving classical dance and performance styles (he references Japanese, Korean and

Vietnamese styles), to trust that the Dunhuang murals likely do portray an authentic historical dance

system.39

  Jiang also emphasizes that Dunhuang dance is  constructed,  and further, that the process of

construction was developed by applying available knowledge presented by scholars and the murals,

in  service  to  the  aspirations  of  the  artists  and  scholars  that  took  up  the  task  of  “creating”

(chuangzao, 創造) Dunhuang dance. Jiang says that they created “the Dunhuang dance that was in

their hearts.” Jiang correctly observes that while we are unable to determine if modern Dunhuang

39 Jiang Dong 江東, “Guanyu 'dunhuang wu' de sibian” “ ”  關於 敦煌舞 的思辨 [Speculation on Dunhuang Dance]. In 
Dunhuang yuewu yanjiu wenji  敦煌樂舞研究文集 [Research Papers on Dunhuang Music and Dance] ed. by Han, 
Lankui  韓蘭魁 (Beijing: Culture and Art Publishing House, 2014), pp. 333-334.
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dance truly resembles any genuine dance form of the past, scholars and performers are capable of

ensuring that the modern dance form “suitably conforms to the aesthetic beauty of the murals” upon

which  it  is  based.  Further,  he  is  of  the  view that  a  historical  Dunhuang  dance  can't  truly  be

“recreated” or “reconstructed,” but says there is a cultural space, and potential, to construct a dance

form that conveys the “spirit” of the original murals, and their historical, cultural context.40 

 Jiang Dong advises that Dunhuang dance can not be considered as a “regional” dance form,

despite the geographic descriptor of “Dunhuang.” Instead,  it  must be approached as a “cultural

concept,”  reflecting a multivariate aesthetic that developed over multiple dynasties, and which is

not tied directly to the artistic lineage of any single ethnic group. He also offers a subtle criticism of

Gao Jinrong's description of Dunhuang dance as reflecting a “style of (China's) mid-west” for the

emphasis  on  a  connection  to  a  geographic  region  over  a  cultural  lineage.  Jiang  asserts  that

Dunhuang dance is a synthesis of the modern and the traditional. However, he seems to imply that

Dunhuang's classification as a stream of classical Chinese dance, and it process of construction,

means that it can not properly be classed as a regional dance form, despite it's name. 

From  the  author's  perspective,  emphasizing  the  dance  style's  “Chineseness”  while  de-

emphasizing  a  fixed  historical  geographic  origin  would  suitably conform to  the  argument  that

Dunhuang dance is a stream of classical “Chinese” dance, simply presenting itself in the aesthetic

style of the Dunhuang murals. This would be a logical argument if one accepts, as Jiang does, that

modern day scholars and artists are ultimately unable to accurately reconstruct the historical dance

form(s) that were practiced and performed in the Dunhuang locale during the Tang dynasty, and

earlier. 

The other two articles from the 2014 anthology take a much different position towards the

classification  and  development  of  modern  Dunhuang  dance.  Li  Chao  李超 characterizes  the

development  of  Dunhuang  dance  as  a  process  of  “recovery  and  reconstruction”  that  remains

unfinished, with more to be done to recover as much as possible of what she takes to have been a

lost  historical  dance  form.41 Her  argument  is  that  the  Dunhuang  murals  absolutely  reflect  an

aesthetic style of society in historical Dunhuang, and therefore the murals are a valid starting point

to begin a reconstructive process. Li does note however that the process of accurately reconstructing

a  dance  form from artistic  images  is  exceptionally difficult,  and can't  be  accomplished by the

40 Ibid p. 335.
41 Li Chao 李超,  “Dunhuang wudao de fuyuan yu chongjian yanjiu- Dunhuang wudao yuansu shenti xunlian tixi 

(Zhongguo paixi) zhi shijian tantao” 敦煌舞蹈的復原與重建研究－敦煌舞蹈元素身體訓練體系(中國派系) 之
 實踐探討 [Research on the Recovery and Restoration of Dunhuang Dance: Discussing the practice of Dunhuang 

Dance as a stream of Chinese Dance]. In Dunhuang yuewu yanjiu wenji  敦煌樂舞研究文集 [Research Papers on 
Dunhuang Music and Dance] ed. by Han, Lankui   韓蘭魁 (Beijing: Culture and Art Publishing House, 2014), pp. 
361-366.
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general principles of archeology, art history, and religious analysis alone. She also notes the grand

difficulty of factoring in the incredibly long time-line and influences of various dynastic periods

into  a  conceptualization  of  what  a  historical  Dunhuang  dance  form might  have  looked  like.  

Despite these admitted difficulties, Li Chao asserts that Gao Jinrong's use of the rhythm and

movement system of classical Chinese music and dance theory was entirely justified, and that it

likely does reflect a previously existing historical dance form. Alluding to the idea of a “spirit”

transmitted through the murals, and through the modern dance performance, Li states that Gao's

work  provides  a  means  for  the  reconstructed  Dunhuang  dance  to  “conform  to  the  exterior

expression”  of  the  original  (as  depicted  in  the  murals)  which  then  allows  for  the  immaterial

connection to what is/was expressed inwardly.42 If the story of protecting the cultural treasure and

tradition of Dunhuang dance, to ensure its transmission to future generations were the plot of a

Wuxia fantasy novel, Li Chao says that Gao Jinrong would definitely be the central heroine of the

tale for her exceptional contributions.

Li Chao also observes that the developments of Chinese classical dance instruction over the late

20th century, specifically the work of Sun Ying 孫穎  in systematizing what is now referred to as

Han-Tang dance, also has some bearing on the development and “reconstruction” of Dunhuang

dance. By firmly establishing a system and formula for the instruction of a classical Han ethnic

dance in the modern era, Sun essentially created an artistic and aesthetic framework, that allows for

various elements of dance styles belonging to other ethnic groups, to be effectively incorporated

into the greater field of “Chinese dance.” This reflects the historical tendency of the Han civilization

to absorb and assimilate cultural traditions of non-Han ethnic groups they encounter. Notably, the

systematization of Han-Tang dance occurred simultaneously with the popularization of Dunhuang

dance  in  the  late  20th  century.  This  has  subsequently  provided  a  very  convenient  method  of

categorization for modern Dunhuang dance as a stream or sub-style of classical “Chinese” dance. It

can reflect the “elements” and “characteristics” of regional and ethnic dance forms, while remaining

a thoroughly Chinese cultural product. 

敦煌之於我們總是那樣若即若離, 浩渺如煙跨越千年的淪海桑田，無論怎樣
究其我們今人的努力也不可 能真正將敦煌舞蹈的風貌完全還原, 然而在所有
既已形成的復原與重建中，敦煌舞蹈早已在我們的主觀觀念與想象中重新復
活, 帶著它亙古旺盛的生命張力永遠向世人述説著那神界讀仙與俗世百態轉
回往復的故事.

Dunhuang continually eludes our grasp, with a vastness (of tradition) spanning thousands of years.
No matter how strenuous the efforts of our research, we can never completely restore the style of
Dunhuang dance(s). However in the midst of the restoration and reconstruction which has already

42 Ibid. p. 362.
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been  done,  Dunhuang  dance  has  already  been  resurrected  within  our  subjective  minds  and
imaginations. And through its timelessness and exuberance, it will always tell the world a story of
immortal beings of the spirit realm, returned and resurrected in the secular world.43

Offering a similar perspective on the modern reconstruction of a historical Dunhuang tradition

is Li Xilin 李西林. Li's work discusses the potential reconstruction of historical Dunhuang music,

as  an  extension  of  the  work  that  has  been  done  in  developing  modern  Dunhuang  Dance.

Interestingly, Li Xilin proposes applying the lens of “constructivism” to the work of recovering

ancient  cultural  traditions.  In  effect,  Li  suggests  that  modern  Dunhuang  dance,  and  the

hypothetically reconstructed music of ancient Dunhuang should be considered in terms of what they

can offer and how they might serve modern society. From the perspective of constructivism, Li

Xilin suggests that establishing a theory for a reconstructed system (be it for music, dance or both)

serves as a necessary basis from which the work of genuine reconstruction can begin. She says “the

theory must come first, and then it may serve the practice” (理論要先行，要爲實踐服務). 44 It

could be argued from a historical or archaeological perspective that this is not the best approach to

achieve an accurate picture of an ancient practice, since the end results of a “reconstructed” practice

would conform entirely to the expectations, and even potentially to the desires, of those engaged in

the work of reconstruction.

However, from an anthropological or cultural studies view, Li Xilin's suggestion and the use of

a constructivist lens is worth consideration. The approach is noteworthy, not because we can truly

hope to recover or reconstruct a genuine historical dance from the Mogao cave murals alone, but

rather because we are reminded that the conceptual “spirit” of the works is of primary importance.

In its transmission to modern society, inaccurate details or potential mistakes that might be made in

pursuing a reconstruction of the original art, are of secondary significance. Quoting another dance

scholar, Xiaolu Linzi 小鹿林子:

敦煌樂舞的當代傳承的生態環境是時代的發展與社會的需求，時代的需求促
成了敦煌樂舞的成功.

The era's development and society's  needs provide the ecosystem and environment of
Dunhuang dance's modern transmission. The needs of an era have facilitated the success

of Dunhuang Dance.45

 

43 Li Chao,  “Dunhuang wudao de fuyuan yu chongjian yanjiu,” p. 366. 
44 Li Xilin 李西林, “Cong jiangou zhuyi de shijiao luelun dunhuang yuewu de dangdai chongjian” 從建構主義的視

 角略論敦煌樂舞的當代重建 [Modern Dunhuang Dance from the viewpoint of Constructivism], in Dunhuang 
yuewu yanjiu wenji  敦煌樂舞研究文集 [Research Papers on Dunhuang Music and Dance], ed. Han, Lankui 韓蘭

  魁 (Beijing: Culture and Art Publishing House, 2014), p. 369. 
45 Xiaolu Linzi 小鹿林子. Rujiang bujin yu gu wei xin  如將不盡與古爲新 [Making what is old and imcomplete 

serve the new]. Chinese National Academy of Arts. 中國藝術研究院. PhD. 2012. Quoted in Li Xilin. “Cong 
jiangou zhuyi de shijiao luelun dunhuang yuewu de dangdai chongjian,” p. 370. See above footnote.
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Li Xilin essentially makes the claim that the work of reconstructing Dunhuang dance and music

should be pursued because there is a collective desire for the work to be done, and a desire for the

cultural treasures to be recovered and preserved. Given the optimistic and even idealistic outlook of

Li  Chao,  and Li  Xilin,  that  reconstructions  of  ancient  dance forms  are  even possible,  scholars

should  still  make  an  effort  to  apply  academic  rigor  to  their  work  and  propositions.  

Li Xilin seems to suggest that so long as there is a desire for an authentic reconstruction of a

historical practice, and so long as that process is approached with a logical theory towards design

and  systematization  beforehand,  that  the  result  will  simply  and  naturally  conform  to  what  is

culturally authentic. If such is the case, and we contend that such an approach can render a genuine

“reconstruction”  of  an  original,  then  the  author  would  argue,  that  it  is  precisely  the  religious

meaning, or cultural “spirit,” of the work that lends a tradition any degree of authenticity at all.  

Another work to consider on the cultural significance of the Dunhuang dance tradition is the

2016 publication by Lanlan Kuang, mentioned at the start of the literature review. Kuang's unique

contribution to analysis of the Dunhuang dance tradition is her articulation of two related concepts;

the idea of an “imagined Dunhuang,” and a theoretical system of cultural schema represented by the

Dunhuang  dance  tradition,  which  Kuang  calls  the  “self-referential  system of  Dunhuang  meta-

elements.”46

In Kuang's analysis,  the “imagined Dunhuang” of the late 20th century is  an aspect of the

emergent “China-scape” of her books' title. The term refers to an idealized vision of a historical

Dunhaung,  as  a  locus  of  vibrant  Chinese  cultural  activity.  Kuang  describes  this  “imagined

Dunhaung,” which is transmitted and revitalized through Dunhaung dance performance, as a kind

of conceptual testament to the aesthetic pluralism of the Chinese minzu. 

In Kuang's analysis, a performance of modern Dunhuang dance, serves as a direct expression of

the artistic and literary legacies of Chinese culture, which is accomplished via the “self-referential

system of Dunhuang meta-elements,” which contains a “hidden discourse,” that is displayed and

transmitted to audiences. Kuang adopts the reasoning that Dunhuang dance itself is metaphorical in

nature,  and  reflects  elements  of  landscape,  political  history,  and  perhaps  most  importantly,  a

plurality of cultures, synthesized around the Han-Tang cultural legacy.47 The metaphor of Dunhuang

dance for Kuang, is clearly in reference to the emergent “Chinese nation” and the imperative to

integrate disparate cultural and ethnic groups under a greater Chinese identity. Kuang has borrowed

heavily from Gao Jinrong's  analysis  of  the  murals  and Gao's  statements  on  the  minzu-xing  of

Dunhuang culture, in crafting her thesis.

46 Self-referential system of Dunhuang meta-elements: zi wo zhi she xing Dunhuang yuanyuan su xitong -自我指涉性
敦煌元元素系統.

47 Kuang, Dunhuang bihua yuewu, pp. 64-65, 188, 211.
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Interestingly, Kuang asserts that aspects of Confucian and Taoist thought, along with China's

long  traditions  of  art  and  poetry,  are  all  aspects  of  the  so-called  “self-referential  system  of

Dunhuang  meta-elements,”  and  the  conceptual  “China-scape.”  However,  it  is  conspicuous  that

elements  of  Buddhist  thought  do  not  appear  to  factor  heavily in  her  proposed  composition  of

“Dunhuang meta-elements,” which strikes the author as a serious shortcoming in her analysis. Such

a  tendency to  exclude  or  minimize  Buddhist  elements  seems  to  be  relatively  common among

Chinese scholarship on Dunhuang dance. In the author's view, this probably indicates an ideological

contention between a secular national identity and a re-emerging Buddhist identity among many

Chinese people in the late 20th century, who have become more inclined towards religious thinking.

 In the next portion of the literature review, scholarship on aesthetics of Chinese dance and

Dunhaung dance will be considered, as aesthetic values are considered by many to be synonymous

with, or representative of cultural values. Thus an informed discussion on the cultural significance

of Dunhuang dance may proceed from a cursory analysis of dance aesthetics.

Dunhuang dance performance (Photo from Apsaras Dance Studio, Taipei)

1.3.2 Aesthetics of Chinese Dance and Dunhuang Dance

Aesthetics is commonly regarded as the “philosophy of beauty and good taste,” and according

to prominent dance scholar Adrienne Kaeppler is derived from “value judgments” particular to any

culture  or  society.  Kaeppler  suggests  that  what  any  one  individual  or  community  regards  as

possessing beauty must necessarily depend on “evaluative ways of thinking” unique to any given

culture. No matter the object being evaluated, “each society has standards for the production and

performance  of  cultural  norms.  These  standards….constitute  an  aesthetic  for  that  society.”  
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Kaeppler emphasizes that any “aesthetic experience” such as those found in the performing arts

is not only unique to the particular instance itself, but that the evaluation process and any derived

value judgments will be dependent upon the cultural values and their derived meaning found in a

particular performance. This led Kaeppler to reason that “aesthetic principles are cultural values.”

Kaeppler proposes that “aesthetic experiences (of a specific culture) are realized when fundamental

cultural principles are made specific in works of art (that is, when the deep structure is manifested

in  a  cultural  form resulting  from creative  processes  that  manipulate  movement,  sound,  words,

spaces, or materials) and are comprehended as such by individuals.”48

Much of the study of aesthetics is concerned with the relationship between yi  意 (meaning) and

xiang 象  (image), both of which are derived from collective cultural experiences. Meaning may

include aspects of emotion, historical reference, religious belief, moral codes, sexuality, and other

conceptual  ideas.  Image or  form refers  to  the  physical  characteristics  of  a  piece of  artwork or

performance, the style or rendering of any artistic work and its presentation. Hsiao Chun-ling 蕭君

玲  explains how both of these aspects intertwine and reflect one another, resulting in a synthetic

creation that transmutes both aspects into a whole which can be perceived and appreciated by a

given audience. In an aesthetically pleasing artistic image, one can find meaning, and the meaning

or conceptual idea underlying the creation of an image, imbues it with cultural and artistic value.49 

Analysis of dance aesthetics in particular are primarily concerned with the “dance systems” or

“dance vocabularies.” A dance style is broken down according to its most fundamental elements (ie

postures, motions, rhythm, and accoutrements). These core aspects of a dance style are then said to

represent specific cultural symbols or concepts which are deduced by performers or observers via

their “cultural competence,” which is fundamentally the ability to decode an image, and derive a

culturally relevant meaning from a performance. The ability to recognize and decode elements of a

dance performance provides an individual with the capacity to further evaluate a performance's

aesthetic value. That is, how well does a performance accord with, and convey the core values, by

which it is being evaluated. 

From this approach to aesthetics of dance, this portion of the literature review will discuss the

conclusions of scholars concerning the aesthetics of Dunhuang dance and classical Chinese dance.

The aim of this  section is  to  examine the primary criteria  put  forward by dance scholars  who

designate  Dunhuang dance  as  a  classical  Chinese  dance.  Accepting  the  perspective  that  dance

performance is imbued with cultural value, and may also be evaluated thereby, this review will seek

48  Adrienne L. Kaeppler,  “An Introduction to Dance Aesthetics,” Yearbook for Traditional Music 35 (2003), pp.  
153,154,161.

49 Hsiao Chun-ling 蕭君玲, Zhongguo wudao shenmei  中國舞蹈審美 [The Aesthetics of Chinese Dance] (Taipei: 
Wen Shi Zhi Publishing, 2007), pp. 125-135.
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to highlight the aesthetic qualities of Dunhuang dance that mark it as fundamentally “Chinese” as

well  as  aspects  which  mark  it  as  distinct  from  Chinese  classical  dance  in  the  main.  

He Yanyun notes that in the year 2000 the Beijing Dance Academy began offering courses in

Dunhuang dance  under  the  Department  of  Chinese  Classical  Dance.  She quotes  a  professor  of

Chinese Classical dance, Wang Wei 王偉 declaring in December of 2008 that there are three types

or schools (xuepai,學派 ) of Chinese classical dance:  Shen Yun 身韻 dance, Han-Tang dance, and

Dunhuang dance.50  

Shen Yun represents the primary development of Chinese dance from its transition through the

imperial era into the modern era, with varying degrees of influence received from Chinese opera,

martial arts, as well as ethnic minority cultures. In English translation, this form is almost always

referred to as simply “classical Chinese dance.” The Han-Tang style, as discussed briefly in the

previous section, is derived primarily from Chinese opera and emphasizes the imperial court culture

and style of the Han and Tang dynasties. Chronologically in parallel to Dunhuang dance, the Han-

Tang style was also systematized into a complete dance system following the Cultural Revolution

period. 

One could argue that Han-Tang dance, quite unlike Dunhuang dance, represents an idealized

traditional dance the Han ethnic group. The contemporaneous emergence and systematization of

both Han-Tang dance and Dunhuang dance in the post Mao era is worth noting in regards to the

cultural revival which this work will discuss in subsequent chapters. Chen Rui-rui  陳瑞瑞 remarks

that the recognition of Dunhuang dance as a variety of classical  Chinese dance by the Beijing

Dance Academy marks an expansion and contemporary development of what constitutes Chinese

dance.51 As  this  work  seeks  to  emphasize,  the  expansion  of  such  a  categorical  designation  of

“Chinese dance” can be considered in the context of state policies aimed at fostering an expanded

conception of national identity, via integration and assimilation of ethnic minority groups and their

cultures. 

To explore aesthetics of Chinese dance, this review will consider the works of dance scholars

Yuan He 袁禾, Hsiao Chun-ling, and He Yanyun.

50 He Yanyun 賀燕云, “Dui Dunhuang wu tixide renshi”  對敦煌舞體系的認識 [View on Dunhuang Dance System], 
Beijing Wudao Xueyuan Xuebao  北京舞蹈學院學報 [Journal of Beijing Dance Academy] 1 (2009), p. 18.

51 Chen Rui-rui 陳瑞瑞, “'Dunhuang wu' jiaoxue chutan” '敦煌舞'  教學初探 [Exploration of Classroom Teaching of 
Dunhuang Dance], Beijing Wudao Xueyuan Xuebao 北京舞蹈學院學報[Journal of Beijing Dance Academy] 5 
(2017), pp. 117-110.
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A. Aesthetic Characteristics of Chinese Dance

He  Yanyun,  a  professional  dancer,  marks  three  distinct  characteristics  of  Chinese  dance

movement systems, which she compares with the Dunhuang dance system.

1. The first is that the genre is derived primarily from the repertoire of movement and technique

found in traditional Chinese opera. Within this repertoire of dance vocabulary there are two primary

types of movements, which are imitative and illustrative. The imitative category, as described by

He, consists of gestures suggestive of activities which humans regularly engage in, such as opening

doors, reclining in one's seat, brushing one's hair, reaching for something, or carrying particular

items (often  related to  the position  of  servants  in  the  imperial  court).  The illustrative  category

consists of more elaborate gestures which artistically portray elements of nature or states of being,

examples being rushing water, flying birds, sunrises, or blooming flowers. In addition to Chinese

theater  forming the  basis  of  this  genre's  motion  vocabulary, from the  1920s  to  the  1960s,  the

Chinese martial arts also exerted influence over Chinese dance.52 

2. The second distinct element of Chinese dance is the highly systematic and rigorous training

method,  which emphasizes  developing skills,  postures,  and motions  to  be instinctive for  dance

students. The training method also emphasizes comprehensive physical fitness, strength, flexibility,

and endurance. 

3.  The third key characteristic,  according to He Yanyun,  is  the synthesis  of the above two

aspects (dance vocabulary and physical ability) resulting in the cultivation of a “body rhythm,” or

Shen Yun, the term most generally used for Chinese dance in Mandarin. Shen Yun is described as a

method  of  integrating  breath  control  seamlessly  with  the  physical  body's  vacillating  motions

(expansion vs. contraction). When the breath and physical motions are in harmony, the mind and

intention of the dancer are also in sync, which creates a balanced and aesthetically pleasing state. In

this state, the dancer reaches the height of artistic expression. 

Beyond the unique characteristics of the body motion system described above, dance scholar

Yuan He isolates and examines three conceptual attributes said to describe the aesthetics of Chinese

dance. They are; hui de xingtai ‘ ’  回 的形態 (A revolving form),  liu de guocheng  ‘ ’  流 的過程 (A

flowing process), and yun de neihe   ‘ ’  韻 的内核 (A rhythmic core).

1. A revolving form

The character hui 回 represents qualities of “roundness, completeness, and complementarity.” The

character yuan 圓 is also often used to represent this concept. Drawing upon Chinese intellectual

concepts  like  the  balance  of  yin  陰 and  yang  陽 found  in  Taoism,  and  the  emphasis  on

52 He, “Dui Dunhuang wu tixi de renshi,” p. 19.
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appropriateness  of  action  in  Confucianism,  this  quality  is  best  understood  as  balance  and

complementarity between motions in a given dance arrangement. In reference to the physical body,

this aspect also relates to the circular or curving motions and postures of the waist, shoulders, and

wrists, which are prominent in Chinese dance.53

2. A flowing process

This aesthetic characteristic relates to motion through space and the manner in which the dancer

uses the performance area. The flowing liu 流 is said to represent a connection to, and veneration of

natural  processes.  Reflecting  this  aesthetic  value,  dancers  are  said to  move through space  in  a

manner that imitates elements of movement in nature, such as a flowing river, rolling clouds, waves

crashing, or even flickering flames. Locomotive styles that recall the flight of birds, the gait of

certain animals,  the blooming of flowers,  or the rustling of tree branches would be considered

related to the aesthetic value of “flowing” motions and process of movement.54 

3. A rhythmic core

Again, the yun 韻 aspect is mentioned. This is seen as an internal composure and harmony between

mind and spirit, which is manifested in physical motion via the synthesis of the above two aesthetic

characteristics.  Yuan  also  uses  the  term “spirit”  or qiyun 氣韻  to  refer  to  this  aspect,  which

incorporates  the  semi-mystic  aspect  of  qi 氣 ,  well  studied  in  Chinese  philosophy.55 From an

anthropological  perspective,  this  represents  the  transcendental  quality  of  Chinese  dance

performance.  The  emotion  and  spirit  of  the  dancer  shine  through  the  dance  motions,  via  the

optimized  balance  of  the  material  and  the  immaterial.  The  author  would  view  this  aesthetic

characteristic as a modern description or reiteration, of dance's capability of bridging the sacred and

the mundane, as in ancient shamanic practices. 

Dance  scholar  Hsiao  Chun-ling  also  makes  this  point  in  her  research  by  discussing  the

“transcendental body” in dance. Hsiao also emphasizes the concepts of qi and yun in her work on

the aesthetics of Chinese dance.  These two points  are  central  to the creative heart  of dance in

Chinese culture. By harmonizing the body's energy with the body's motions and emotive capability,

Hsiao indicates that a state which transcends the physical form may be achieved. As she states when

“form, energy, and heart are in alignment, a dancer may enter a formless state,” where the self as an

observer  (the  ego)  is  forgotten.56 Hsiao  also uses  the  term  shenyun  神韻 ,  which  replaces  the

character for the physical body  shen  身 ,  with the character for  spirit  神 , which this work has

53 Yuan He 袁禾, Zhongguo wudao  中國舞蹈 [Chinese Dance] (Shanghai: Foreign Language Education Publishing, 
1999), pp. 352-356.

54 Ibid. pp. 356-357.
55 Ibid. pp. 357-360.
56 Hsiao Chun-ling蕭君玲, Zhongguo wudao shunmei 中國舞蹈審美 [The Aesthetics of Chinese Dance] (Taipei: 

Wen Shi Zhi Publshing, 2007), pp. 66-68.
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discussed in reference to the “spirit” of the Dunhuang murals. This spirit can ostensibly be brought

to life, transmitted, or at least reflected, by the skilled dancer. 

In  discussing  the  synthesis  between  meaning  and  image,  Hsiao  adds  that  Chinese  dance

possesses three particular  intrinsic qualities;  wenhuaxing  文 化 性 (cultural),  xunixing 虛擬性

(imaginative),  and  weidingxing 未定性 (indeterminate).57 Its  “cultural”  nature  is  found  in  the

exterior forms and motions, which allude to China's deep literary and philosophical heritage. This

heritage,  developed  and  refined  over  thousands  of  years  underpins  the  morality,  identity,  and

approach to the world, society, and the place of the individual in the cosmos. The “imaginative”

nature of Chinese dance is found in a performance's projection and crafting of a fictional realm,

using the body of the dancer, along with props and music to simulate a fictional situation, and to

some degree,  symbolically transport  the audience there.  The “indeterminate” nature of Chinese

dance is simply the capacity for further development. Hsiao describes this as the ability of a dance

system to outlive its creator, and continually adopt new aspects of image and new meanings, and

thereby reflect new cultural aesthetics as they develop. This aspect reflects the creative aspect of art

generally, and the intrinsic dynamism of any living culture and its traditions. In effect, any dance

system, or even any individual performance, once developed and introduced to a society, may then

be adopted by the culture, and may be perpetually adapted thereafter.

Performers practicing for “Along the Silk Road” (1979)

57 Ibid.pp. 162-163. 
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B. Aesthetic Characteristics of Dunhuang Dance

Beginning with the fundamental artistic characteristics of Dunhuang dance's body movement

system, scholar Li Jia58 lists the following five items:

1. 手的形狀豐富多姿，纖細秀麗，富有中國的古典美
 -An abundance of hand positions, delicate and rich in Chinese classical beauty
2. 手臂柔曼多變，手腕和腹部呈棱角

-Many supple arm and hand motions, angled positioning of the wrists and abdomen
3. 赤足，脚的基本形狀爲勾，翹，歪

-Barefoot, the basic leg position is hooked, curled, or inclined
4. 體態基本下沉，出胯，衝身形成三道灣

-The body's basic position is angled downward, thigh angled outward, creating the “S” shape 
5. 使用長綢，腰鼓，琵琶等道具而舞的形象

-Dance performances utilizing long silks, hip drums, pipas, other instruments

Examples of the san dao wan from the Mogao murals (cave 320 and cave 197)

Among scholars  of  Chinese  dance  there  appears  to  be  consensus  that  the  most  distinctive

physical position of Dunhuang dance is the san dao wan  三道灣 (No. 4 above), also known as the

“S” shaped posture (S 型 ), or the tribhanga in reference to Indian culture. The “S” shape as the

default  body posture  for  the dance  vocabulary of  Dunhuang dance is  distinct  among the  three

varieties  of  classical  Chinese  dance.  Sun  Han-Ming,  an  instructor  of  Dunhuang  dance,  who

58 Li Jia 李佳, “Qiantan dunhuang wudao zhong de wenhua yinsu”  淺談敦煌舞蹈中的文化因素 [A Study of the 
Cultural Aspects within Dunhuang Dance], Zhishi Jingji  知識經濟 [Knowledge Economy] 15 (2010), p. 122. 
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authored a training course manual for male dancers,59 remarks that for all students of the dance

form, basic instruction should work on developing the “S” posture as instinctual. Dancers learning

the  Dunhuang movement system will  eventually revert  to  this  default  posture  in  their  motions

effortlessly, from which the more advanced aspects of the dance system can be developed.60

Chen Rui-rui, and Shang Jun-rui  尚俊睿 remark of the “S” posture (in reference to the apsaras

persona) that it is a common posture found in Buddhist imagery of India. In its adoption into the

Dunhuang  murals,  and  Dunhuang  dance,  it  represents  an  “unfurling  abundance  of  gentleness”

which the dancing figure presents to the audience. This is especially emphasized by the gentle,

serene facial  demeanor of the focused dancer, according to  the scholars.  Chen and Shang also

suggest that as the “S” posture was sinicized in Dunhuang culture, that it became synthesized with

the  postures  and  bearing  of  noblewomen  of  Chinese  society.  Thus,  in  contrast  to  the  less-

pronounced “S” posture of Indian dance and art, the Dunhuang “S” posture has become infused

with the round, smooth, and flowing aesthetic characteristics of the “Asian beauty,” which portrays

“balance, symmetry, and harmony,”61 according to Chen and Shang.

In addition to the “S” posture, Chen and Shang note three other distinctive characteristics of

Dunhuang dance, specifically in reference to the apsaras. They are: (a) The wide array of wrist and

finger  positions,  a  few  of  which  are  derived  from  Buddhist  traditions  and  possess  religious

significance, while most come from Chinese artistic traditions which suggest a delicate nature. In

Dunhuang dance they emphasize an aura of exultation, and a celebratory spirit, as the dancers craft

and inhabit  an  idealized  heavenly realm.  The footwork (b)  and the  costume (c)  are  two other

prominent aspects of Dunhuang dance according to Chen and Shang. The footwork is executed so

that dancers appear to glide or jump in imitation of flight, in a manner that would leave no trace of

their passing. The loose and flowing silks of the dance style assist in this illusion, creating an aura

around a dancer's motion that suggests drifting through the air, or calm flowing waters. In proper

step and rhythm with the “S” posture, footwork and costume emphasize this “flowing” aspect of the

dance, which accords with the “flowing” aspect of Chinese dance aesthetics mentioned earlier. 

In another work, Chen Rui-rui also examines the motion system of Dunhuang dance, noting

that the motions between separate postures constitute a reciprocal “coming” and “going” process

59 Sun Han-ming 孫漢明, Dunnhuangwu nanban jiaocheng 敦煌舞男班教程 [Dunhuang Dance Training Course for 
Males] (Beijing: Shejie Tushu Publishiing, 2011).

60 Sun Han-ming 孫漢明, “Dunhuangwu jiaocai shuli yu fenxi” 敦煌舞教材梳理與分析 [Clarification and Analysis 
of the Training Course of Dunhuang Dance], Beijing Wudao Xueyuan Xuebao 北京舞蹈學院學報 [Journal of 
Beijing Dance Academy] 3 (2016), pp. 73-76.

61 Chen Rui-rui 陳瑞瑞 & Shang Jun-rui 尚俊睿, “Dunhuang feitian yishu xingxiang de wudao shenti yuyan jiedu” 
敦煌飛天藝術形象的舞蹈身體語言解讀 [The Interpretation of Dunhuang Flying Apsaras' Dancing Body 
Language], Beijing Wudao Xueyuan Xuebao 北京舞蹈學院學報 [Journal of Beijing Dance Academy] 4 (2015), pp.
20-24.
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between different parts of the body.62 In broad view, this is similar to the aesthetic characteristic of

yun mentioned earlier. However, in Dunhuang dance there is more attention paid to the still postures

themselves,  since proper  portrayal  of  the style  found in the Dunhuang murals  is  of  paramount

importance  in  Dunhuang  dance.  This  accords  with  the  “from  stillness  to  motion”  principle,

introduced by Gao Jinrong as a fundamental aspect of Dunhuang dance's design and practice. While

striking proper posture is of course still important in the Han-Tang and classic Shen Yun styles, they

do not seem to share as much emphasis on striking individual postures as they do on fluidity of

motion as an overall goal. 

Another crucial aspect of aesthetics that is given extra attention in Dunhuang dance is the facial

expression  and  especially  the  eyes  of  a  dancer.  Eyes  are  powerful  tools  for  expressing  the

personality,  emotions,  and  psychological  state  of  an  individual.  In  Dunhuang  dance,  the  eyes

express charm, gentleness, elegance, and a sprightly, energetic air. With the aim of matching and

transmitting the imagery of the Dunhuang murals, the expression of the eyes are key to the personas

adopted by performers  of  Dunhuang dance;  the compassionate gaze of  the  Bodhisattva,  or  the

jubilation expressed by the celebrant. 

Scholar Tang Rong 唐蓉 remarks that by matching the expression of the figures found in the

Mogao murals, a deeper reflection of the dancer's understanding of the Buddhist world view can be

cultivated. The dancer's gaze may also reflect an individual's own realization of the Dharma, or

knowledge of Buddhism, in its cultural or religious aspects, says Tang. The expression created by a

dancer  should  also  contain  “compassion,  freedom,  beauty,  wisdom  and  a  serene  nature.”  In

practicing Dunhuang dance, and “recreating” the image and meaning (spirit) of the murals, dancers

can be said to simultaneously preserve the culture of Dunhuang, while also performing a personal

purification of their own hearts, expressing their own sincerity, and kind-hearted nature, according

to Tang. Described in this manner, Dunhuang dance can be seen as more than a performance for the

audience. It may also serve as a rite possessing spiritual meaning for the dancer as well. Through

the eyes, dancers and observers alike may realize the deeper meaning within the constructed image.

This can stimulate a genuine experience of beauty, sincerity, and joy, in the manner of entering a

meditative state, or undergoing a spiritual baptism.63 

Chen Rui-rui echoes the importance of the eyes and quotes Gao Jinrong on how fundamental

they are to  the dance system. She emphasizes the relation of the gaze and facial  motions  to a

dancer's breathing techniques. This is the how the use of the eyes intersects and is integrated within

the greater dance system and rhythm, or  Yun, of the body. If reading the dance as text, then in a

62 Chen Rui-rui, “'Dunhuang wu' jiaoxue chutan,” p. 20.
63 Tang Rong唐蓉, “Dui dunhuang wudao zhong de yanshen zhuzhi zuoyong chutan” 對敦煌舞蹈中的眼神主旨作
用初探 [A Study on the Role of the Eyes in Dunhuang Dance], Da Wutai  大舞臺 [Great Stage] 11 (2010), p. 47.
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linguistic  sense,  the  dancers  breathing  and  eye  expressions  serve  as  adverbs,  which  frame the

manner in which the motions (verbs) link the still postures (nouns) of the dance vocabulary.64 

As often discussed in works on spirituality or religion, the eyes are said to be the window to the

soul. The Dunhuang dance system's emphasis on the expression of the eyes in properly performing

the dance, as described in the literature on aesthetics, leads us to Buddhism. There is no doubt that

the  image  and  the  meaning  of  Dunhuang  dance  are  derived  from Buddhism's  integration  into

Chinese  culture  via  Central  Asia.  In  broad  historical  view, that  is  what  the  Dunhuang  murals

represent, and it is that cultural wellspring which forms the basis of Dunhuang dance's creation.

Sun, Chen, Shang, and many others note that with very few exceptions, almost all of the Dunhuang

murals portray a cultural milieu and heritage in which the Buddhist belief system, and its artistic

expressions  are  central.  The  style  of  Dunhuang  dance,  as  an  attempt  to  directly  transmit  this

heritage, from mural, to dancer, to audience, therefore makes Buddhist inspired imagery inseparable

from the aesthetics of the dance style. 

Contrary to what some scholars might claim (or may have claimed in the past), that Dunhuang

dance is somehow separate from any religious tradition, and merely “serves culture,” these images,

copied directly from the murals for imitation, also recall the embedded meaning within the original

Dunhuang artwork. The relationship of “image” to “meaning” in the study of aesthetics indisputably

bears this out. Hsiao specifically uses Dunhuang dance, and the image of the apsaras, as an example

to  illustrate  how  culturally  derived  values  are  embedded  in  the  aesthetic  meaning  of  a  dance

performance.65 The qualities of “compassion, harmony, and serenity” exhibited and represented by

the apsaras, share their heuristic connection as a direct result of the Buddhist cultural environment.

Audience members recall these qualities or concepts from the image because of the shared cultural

background with the artists or dancers. It is precisely this background which makes the apsaras

intelligible as a representation, or even as an avatar, of those qualities. It is by virtue of aesthetics,

that  art  or  dance  is  capable  of  bypassing  spoken  or  written  language,  and  can  communicate

messages at an emotional, or even subconscious level.

 However,  some  scholars,  despite  recognizing  this  cultural  imagery,  would  still  insist  that

modern Dunhuang dance is not inherently religious or spiritual. They would deny the efficacy of the

heuristic connections mentioned above. Chen and Shang in their work state the following: 

作爲觀念性的影響, “ ”  佛教的舞蹈觀逐漸被 樂于政通 修正與規範 - “以舞娛
”佛 , “ ” “ ” “ ”以舞傳佛 ，即使逐漸演化爲 相似佛法 的 以舞娛人 皆爲如此.

As  for  conceptual  influence  (of  Dunhuang  Dance),  a  Buddhist  dance  has  gradually
become modified and regulated within “entertainment and politics” – from a dance to

64 Chen Rui-rui, “'Dunhuang wu' jiaoxue chutan,” p. 119.
65 Hsiao, Zhongguo wudao shunmei, p. 126.
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celebrate Buddhism and propagate the Dharma, it has gradually evolved into a dance to
celebrate  people  (humanity)  in  a  manner  that  is  reminiscent  of  Buddhism  and  the

Dharma.66

Chen and Shang state that the conceptual image of the divine apsaras flying into heavenly realms, is

actually an expression of self-actualization, which represents “naturalistic and humanistic beauty

steeped in romanticism.” This analysis, which echoes the statements of Gao Jinrong and others,

made  decades  previous,  recognizes  the  aesthetic  beauty  of  the  image,  but  ultimately  seeks  to

diminish  its  original  religious  meaning.  This  is  done in  order  to  emphasize  a  bounded secular

interpretation. 

This appears to the author to suggest an unwillingness to grant legitimacy to Buddhism as a

religious tradition. Despite recognizing the cultural materia and Buddhist traditions which inspired

the art and dance of Dunhuang, such a secular analysis of the artwork and its aesthetics supposes

that there is no religious message to be found. In the author's view, this either suggests a degree of

naivete,  or  is  a  deliberate  attempt  to  ensure  that  one's  socialist  or  communist  credentials  are

conveyed in works made available to the broader Chinese public. As will be discussed in the next

chapter, during the Buddhist revival of the 1980s, both the agents of the communist state as well as

proponents of Buddhism both had, and still have, reasons to promote Buddhism as “simply culture”

separate from any persuasive ideology. 

To summarize the aesthetic characteristics of Dunhuang dance already discussed, scholars Xie

Yan-chun  謝艷春 and Qu Zhao-jie屈曌潔67 in their research have discerned four broad conceptual

qualities to frame the aesthetic allure of Dunhuang dance. They are:  Qu zhong qiu yuan 曲中求圓

(Seeking balance and wholeness within the music and motions),  Xiang zhong bian xing 象中變形

(Creating “form” from “image”),  Shu shi xiang sheng 虛實相生 (Crafting a fantastic realm), and

Langman se cai 浪漫色彩(Romantic displays and expressions).

1. Seeking balance and wholeness within the music and motions
In essence,  this  quality is  similar  to  the “revolving form” or  hui concept  used to  describe

Chinese classical dance. This refers to both the seamless movements of the dance, from “stillness to

motion,” as well as the proportionality or complementarity of various body postures and motions.

This quality also includes the “S” posture, which is core to the Dunhuang dance system. Starting

from the non-parallel nature of each individual posture of the dance, a wholeness is formed via the

gentle and flowing motions between postures. From the bent and angular positioning of the wrists,

66 Chen, Rui-rui & Shang Jun-rui, “Dunhuang feitian yishu xingxiang de wudao shenti yuyan jiedu,” p. 24.
67 Xie Yan-chun 謝艷春 & Qu Zhao-jie屈曌潔, “Dunhuangwu de shenmei tezheng” 敦煌舞蹈的審美特徵 [The 

Aesthetic Characteristics of Dunhuang Dance], Minzu yishu yanjiu 民族藝術研究 [Ethnic Art Studies] 3 (2005), 
pp. 36-42.
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arms and legs, the balanced motions, left to right or up to down, create a moving tapestry, in which

the persona of the apsaras or a bodhisattva, etc, as they were portrayed in the Mogao murals can be

reflected and apprehended by the audience. 

2. Creating “form” from “image”
As previously discussed, in addition to the “S” posture, the spirit of the dancer is crucial to

projecting an “image” of the ancient murals, and transmitting or even reviving its essence. This

spirit  is  expressed  in  the  posture,  breath,  and  facial  expression  of  the  dancer,  with  particular

emphasis on the eyes. Creating “form” from “image” in this case, is referring to the conceptual or

imagined “form” of the fantastic and divine personas which the practitioner of Dunhuang dance

strives to portray. The exterior style and techniques are displayed by the practitioner, including

costume, staging, accessories and perceived emotional state, which all contribute to the “form” of

the dance. The ultimate form of Dunhuang dance, and the inherent spirit which it is intended to

convey, is the same as that of the Mogao murals.68  

3. Crafting a fantastic realm
The  third  crucial  aesthetic  characteristic  of  Dunhuang  dance  is  the  “fantastic  realm,”

alternately, a virtual or transcendental realm, which is perceived by the audience. Once the dancer

or troupe successfully portrays the living image of their adopted persona(s), then the environment

where the performance is staged can be transposed onto, or within the imagination of the audience.

The  realm  which  is  crafted  reflects  the  “heavenly  realm”  depicted  in  the  murals,  and  if  the

performance  is  successful,  and  the  audience  possesses  the  cultural  competence  to  decode  and

perceive this “heavenly realm” it should capture their emotional focus and fill them with a sense of

tranquility,  compassion,  and  beauty.  An  alternate,  secularized  and sinicized  explanation  of  this

fantasy realm, as Xie and Chu imply, is that it is a realm reflecting the splendor of the Chinese

culture in the Dunhuang locale, along with the beauty and elegance of Chinese women of the Tang

dynasty.

68 Xie and Qu point to a specific scene in the “Along the Silk Road” drama to illustrate this aspect, and the connection
between form and image. In the second act, the daughter Ying-niang 贏娘 is seeking to console her worried artist
father as he works to complete a temple mural. She dances while playing the pipa in a jubilant manner, reflecting
and inspiring gentleness, care, and compassion. Her image and her intention reflect the aesthetic characteristics of
the apsaras, which her father is in the process of painting. In context of the scene, Ying-niang's dance directly
conveys the aesthetic meaning of the apsaras clearly for the audience, giving it a profoundly symbolic quality.
This scene beautifully juxtaposes the proto-form of Dunhuang dance and the essence of the murals in reverse order.
That is, the audience is given a fictionalized glimpse of a secular inspiration for the Mogao murals. In view of the
modern form of Dunhuang dance, the historic inspiration for the practitioner is found in reverse, with the murals
inspiring  the  dance.  This  example  of  Xie  and  Qu  helps  to  highlight  the  immaterial  and  aesthetic  nature  of
Dunnhaung dance's performance. As many scholars, practitioners, and fans will attest, the dance style possesses a
spiritual  aspect  that  connects  the  dancer  to  the  murals,  and  links  both  to  an  immaterial,  or  imagined
conceptualization of Dunhuang culture. 
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4. Romantic displays and expressions
This  aesthetic  aspect  of  Dunhuang  dance,  as  it  is  presented  by  Xie  and  Chu,  describes

Dunhuang dance as a performance imbued with a kind of historical nostalgia. In addition to all

other  aspects  of  Dunhuang dance,  this  aspect  alludes  to  a  romantic  re-imagining of  Dunhuang

culture and history, as well as Tang dynasty arts and Chinese culture more broadly. The vibrant

colors,  eye-catching accessories, and flowing silks all  contribute to a sense of nostalgia for the

cultural past, and a shared heritage. This includes Buddhist heritage, as well as a fond reminiscence

of daily life and society in the Dunhuang region as it is imagined to have existed. In broad view,

Dunhuang  dance,  and  its  predecessor  “Along  the  Silk  Road”   have  brought  romance,  color,

emotional attachment, and cultural life to what before had been a drab, dusty, desert region, pocked

with dimly lit caves and fading Buddhist murals. In relation to this aspect, Dunhaung dance is a

celebration of history, and a means of transmitting an aesthetic sensibility of a bygone era to a new

audience in the modern age.69 

The literature review has summarized the general positions regarding Dunhuang dance from a

few different academic perspectives. The review of existing scholarship has aimed to emphasize

two  commonly  occurring  trends  in  research  regarding  Dunhuang dance.  First,  there  is  a  clear

presumption,  directly  articulated,  that  the  artwork  and  dance  form  of  Dunhuang  is  inherently

“Chinese” and a direct product of the Han-Tang cultural legacy. The purpose of this research is not

to  contest  this  assumption,  but  by examining  the  works  of  various  scholars,  and Gao  Jinrong

herself, as it relates to the various cultural and ethnic influences evidenced by Dunhuang dance, a

depth of understanding can be gained about this tendency, potentially even a directive, of Chinese

culture to integrate other cultures' products and ethnic traditions into its own repertoire, and then to

claim broad ownership over them historically, artistically, and culturally.

 The second trend in scholarship on Dunhuang dance is the notion of shen  神 or jingshen 精神

“spirit” inherent in the dance, or one which is conveyed by the dancers. This immaterial, spiritual

aspect is generally discussed in one of two ways. The first and most common in the early literature

of the 1980s on Dunhuang dance involves the presupposition of an unbroken lineage of “Chinese”

culture, within which Dunhuang dance represents an aspect of a cultural “revival” or “resurrection.”

In these cases, the “spirit” is one of the Chinese culture itself, and is often framed as representing

69 A notable  aspect  Xie  and  Qu's  research,  similar  to  that  of  Lanlan  Kuang,  is  that  it  offers  a  rather  elaborate
conceptual  map which  traces  the above aesthetic  qualities  of  Dunhuang dance  to  ancient  Chinese philosophy,
including the teachings of Lao Tzu, the Tai Chi diagram, Yin-Yang ideology as well as the Confucian “Doctrine of
the  Mean.”  It  seems  far  more  likely  that  any  aesthetic  connections  to  Taosim,  Yin-yang  philosophy  or
Confucianism, are more likely to be related to the methods and music utilized to develop Dunhuang dance within
the professional field of Chinese dance, beginning as it did in the late 20th century.
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the  spirit  and  will  of  the  “people”  (with  clear  Marxist  undertones  in  some  cases).  From this

perspective,  Dunhuang  dance  serves  as  a  conduit  for  broadcasting  the  “cultural  spirit”  of  the

historical Chinese identity, or as a wellspring of cultural beauty helping the people to “rediscover”

or “revive” aspects of Chinese identity that had been forgotten or obscured. This “spirit” is implied

to  be  of  an  essentially  secular  character,  divorced  from transcendental  spirituality  or  religious

symbolism.

As  the  literature  progresses  from the  1980s  into  the  1990s  and  2000s,  in  addition  to  the

presumption of a cultural “spirit,” scholarship begins to incorporate a seemingly more numinous

“spirit” into the discourse on Dunhuang dance as well.  This more closely reflects  the intention

behind the creation of  the original  Mogao cave murals,  and situates  Dunhuang dance within a

broader cultural tradition possessing religious meaning and symbolism. There are frequent allusions

to the idea of the apsaras or bodhisattvas “stepping out” of the Buddhist murals and manifesting

themselves in the real/ modern world via the dancers, which serve as their avatars. In some cases,

the allusions are simply offered for literary flare, however, there are examples of this Buddhist

“spirit” being invoked in the Dunhuang dance instructional materials. Specifically, it is the express

intention of the dancers to exhibit and convey, to the best of their ability, the qualities and persona

of  an  apsaras,  a  bodhisattva,  or  a  religious  aspirant/  devotee to  their  audience.  Seen from this

perspective, it is clear that Dunhuang dance is, at its core, a dance system intrinsically bound to a

religious belief system. As this thesis will explore, the invented tradition of Dunhuang dance also

constitutes a religious tradition, one that emerged during a period of cultural revival in late 20th

century China.
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2. Dance and Tradition in the PRC: Revolution and Revival

To recognize  the  multiple  layers  underpinning  the  emergence  of  Dunhuang  Dance  as  an

invented tradition and art form, the analysis should consider the contemporary context in which it

was created. Specifically, the research will consider the social factors that led to renewed interest in

the Dunhuang murals and classical Chinese traditions, and the production of “Along the Silk Road”

in the late 1970s. Chronologically, this production appeared almost immediately following the death

of Mao and the imprisonment of the Gang of Four, which marked the end of the preceding 10 years

of the Cultural Revolution. According to Feng Shuang-bai 馮雙白 , the critical acclaim of “Along

the Silk Road” also signaled a forceful rejection of the suppression that traditional culture, including

dance traditions, had experienced over the 10 years previous. It was effectively a herald for the

revival of classical Chinese imagery in popular culture that occurred throughout the early 1980s.70

The Cultural Revolution had a profound impact on almost every facet of Chinese society. This

is  why any analysis  of an invented dance tradition such as Dunhuang dance must consider the

tremendous cultural sea change that preceded it, and which potentially precipitated the elements

necessary for its creation. This section will address a question that is fundamental to understanding

cultural aspects which intertwined to produce the modern dance form. First, in the development of

Dunhuang dance, how does it contrast or accord with the cultural environment which preceded it?

Or put another way, to what degree and in what manner did the Cultural Revolution influence the

creation of Dunhuang dance?

In conceptualizing the relationship between Dunhuang dance and the Cultural Revolution, the

author proposes two potential models for consideration. The first is that Dunuang dance emerged

from a classical tradition of Chinese dance that was ultimately threatened by the advances and

enforced  artistic  tendencies  of  the  Cultural  Revolution  period.  This  model  would  imagine

Dunhuang dance as an art form emerging from a dormant or marginalized cultural heritage separate

from any of the artistic  developments of the preceding decade.  One might  imagine the ballets,

operas, and dance styles of 1966-1976 as an advancing tide, and only once it began to recede, was

an  art  form  such  as  Dunhuang  dance,  emphasizing  classical  religious  imagery  and  delicate

femininity, able to advance in the wake of the Cultural Revolution's retreat. 

The  second model  provides  a  more  nuanced  perspective,  and would  posit  that  the  artistic

influence of the revolutionary period, for better or worse, acted as a deluge that covered the entire

country. In its wake, the old traditions were irrevocably stained, or distorted, and a new layer of

70 Feng Shuang-Bai馮雙白,  Xin Zhongguo wudao shi 新中國舞蹈史 1949-2000 [A New History of Chinese Dance: 
1949-2000] (Zhangsha: Hunan Meishu Publishing, 2003), p. 86.
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fertile artistic soil,  formed by collective memory, lingering imagery, learned style,  and possibly

trauma, remained. In this model, the cultural materia and traditions reflected in Dunhuang dance

would be seen as having sprouted through the soil of the artistic influence laid by the Cultural

Revolution, absorbing certain aspects, despite the anti-religious, anti-tradition character of popular

art of the preceding decade. 

The two models presented above are only speculative, and other scholars may propose alternate

models. However, this research takes the view that in terms of meaning and symbolism, Dunhuang

dance  is  best  represented  within  the  first  model.  That  is  to  say  that  Dunhuang  dance  is

representative of a cultural tradition and identity that are fundamentally separate from the culture,

identities, and dance traditions promoted during the Cultural Revolution. However, from a surface

level observation, in terms of stylistics, presentation and the process of its formulation, Dunhuang

dance does evidence a relationship to some trends and practices of the Cultural Revolution. To bear

out these observations, this section will offer a brief review of the decade of Cultural Revolution,

which bears direct relation to the fundamental character and emergence of Dunhuang dance. A few

observations on the state of dance and ethnic minorities during the revolutionary decade and early

reform era, as well as a brief section on the Buddhist revival will be offered as preliminary frames

before taking a thorough look at Dunhuang dance itself in the following chapter.

2.1 Assault on Tradition and Performing Arts of the Cultural Revolution

Under the driving force of revolutionary Maoism in those years, things deemed to represent an

antiquated past, backwards thinking and a weak China were to be discarded, and destroyed. The

attitude towards local religious traditions by most young people inspired to take up revolution in the

name  of  Marxism  was  generally  antagonistic.  The  disdain  for  old  tradition  and  culture  was

articulated in the early days of the cultural revolution by Lin Biao and the “Destroy the Four Olds”

campaign, which took aim at old thought, old culture, old customs, and old practices.

Emerging from the Cultural Revolution, after 1976 there was wide spread criticism of the Gang

of  Four,  asserting  that  they  hated  China's  indigenous  traditions.71 That  may  or  may  not  be  a

completely accurate allegation for all of the members, but it was clear that Jiang Qing  江青  on

several occasions publicly disparaged Chinese traditions as being backward, and Western traditions

as being decadent.72 According to Wu Xiao-bang 吳曉邦 , Jiang Qing heavily disparaged China's

71 Paul Clark, The Chinese Cultural Revolution: A History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), p. 189.
72 Richard King & Jan Walls, “Introduction: Vibrant Images of a Turbulent Decade” In Art in Turmoil: The Chinese 

Cultural Revolution 1966-76, ed. Richard King (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2010), p. 7.
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folk arts and national heritage and sought to supplant Chinese folk dance with ballet.73 

In  Turbulent  Decade, Yan  Jiaqi  and  Gao  Gao  examine  how  the  fervor  of  the  young

revolutionary  guards  in  Beijing  manifested  itself  in  late  1966  following  the  launching  of  the

campaign on August 19, which the authors call “unprecedented.” Some of the first targets seized

upon by the Red Guards were Beijing opera costumes and theater props, visible symbols of imperial

China, which they found at universities, and among city sponsored theater groups. Yan and Gao

describe how the next wave of attacks struck Beijing from late August through early November,

1966,  targeting  the  city's  religious  sites  and  workers  affiliated  with  religious  establishments,

Buddhist, Taoist, Muslim, and Christian alike.74 

This order of attacks, first on the imagery of traditional China, and then on the symbols of

China's perceived infatuation or delusion with religion, is notable for the current research. Gangs of

young impetuous  students  would  continue  the  campaign of  criticism,  violence,  and destruction

across the country in the name of rebelling against tradition, and repudiating adults and authority.

They would chant slogans like “We are the critics of the Old World,” and “We are the creators of

the  New World,”  as  they raided temples  and overturned the tombstones  of  those they deemed

reactionary, or as decadent representatives of the old world.   

Thus it  followed that  the spiritual,  religious,  and many artistic  aspects of traditional China

entered  a  period  of  active  degradation  at  worst,  or  at  best,  a  stage  of  dormancy,  during  the

revolutionary decade.  They were  edged out  of  the  realm of  social  acceptability, pushed to  the

margins, by a movement that simultaneously alienated China's religious population, and likewise

alienated many young people from the cultural traditions of their parents and grandparents. This is

an important precursor to understand the depth of symbolism and meaning that can be evidenced in

the development of Dunhuang dance in the late 1970s and early 1980s.

In the introduction to  Art in Turmoil, Richard King and Jan Wells make the observation that

“The arts of the Cultural Revolution were a combination of revolutionary realism and revolutionary

romanticism, not a picture of the world as it then was, but a vision of a utopian society to which the

Communist  Party aspired.”75 This  seemingly simple observation characterizing art  of  the era  is

73 Wu Shao-bang 吳曉邦, “Xikan wu ju 'si lu hua yu:' xai yici 'si' juzuo tanhui shang de fayan” 喜看舞劇(絲路花雨)-
在一次(絲)  劇座談會上的發言 [Appreciating “Along the Silk Road:” Discussing the folk drama after a single 
viewing], in Gansu Wenyi  甘肅文藝 [Gansu Art] 10 (1979). Republished in Dong Xijiu 董錫玖, Ed. Dunhuang 
wudao  敦煌舞蹈 [Dunhuang Dance] (Zhongguo: Xinjiang meishu sheying chubanshe, 1992), p. 119.
Wu's article, published in 1979, was wirtten right after viewing the theater production of “Along the Silk Road.” 
Wu claims that the minzu drama challenges and destroys the fallacies of cultural discourse promoted by Jiang Qing 
and the Gang of Four. Wu also declares that the dancers depicted in the Mogao murals serve as an excellent 
“school” to educate Chinese people about their own culture's creative traditions in dance.

74 Yan Jiaqi & Gao Gao, Turbulent Decade: A History of the Cultural Revolution (Honolulu: University of Hawaii, 
1990).

75 King & Walls, “Introduction: Vibrant Images of a Turbulent Decade,” p. 3.
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noteworthy  for  the  mention  of  the  “utopian”  vision  of  a  society  which  Marxists  convinced

themselves they could build. Several scholars have discussed the quasi-religious and millenarian

character of the communist revolutionaries in 20th century China. 

Among them, Ian Mabbett in Modern China: the Mirage of Modernity makes the compelling

argument that the political transformation of China and the rise of the Communism in the early to

mid 20th century can be analyzed from a perspective of religious history. Mabbett makes some

pointed  comparisons  between  the  promulgation  of  Marxist  ideology  and  the  role  of  Buddhist

ideology at certain times in Chinese history.76 

What is important to note in regards to art and performance of the Cultural Revolution period is

that  many works  expressed  a  romantic  proposition  of  how things  should be  and how Chinese

should conduct themselves in the bold task of reconstructing society. Much of the art expresses an

assertion  of  righteousness  in  the  revolutionary,  positing  a  quasi-spiritual  commitment  of  the

individual to the collective class struggle. Visual performance art in the era was a crucial means to

persuade popular society to accept the Communist proposition, and compel individuals to assert

their commitment to the cultural revolution.

 The role of theater and dance was instrumental in that process. Dong Xijiu says that before the

establishment of the “New China,”77 China's classical dance tradition (gudian wu,  古典舞 ) was

comprised of only Kunqu (kun qu, 昆曲) and Beijing opera (jing ju, 京劇), two varieties of classical

court opera. Dance traditions outside of these two styles, which were considered aspects of high

culture, fell under the label of regional folk entertainment. With the establishment of the People's

Republic of China, foreign influence utterly transformed the realm of popular entertainment, and as

a relic of “old culture,” the reputation of the Chinese opera was seriously diminished. 

However, given the state of technological development in China, live theatrical performance

would maintain its primacy much longer than in the west. While the late 1960s is considered the

end of the golden age of cinema in the West, in China theatrical performances were still the primary

medium of mass popular entertainment. Other than informational propagandist documentaries, most

feature films produced in the country by the Chinese film industry of the era were adaptations of

select, state-approved theatrical works including operas, ballets, and folk dramas.78 

Paul Clark observes of the arts of the Cultural Revolution that:

...dance, music, plays, and the fine arts helped open up Chinese culture to the possibilities
of the modern. Unconfined by the historical  and national baggage that  Chinese opera
carried,  and  more  flexible  and  easier  to  produce  than  film,  these  other  stage  and

76 Ian Mabbett, Modern China: The Mirage of Modernity (London: Croom Helm Publishing, 1985), p. 157.
77 Kuang, Dunhuang bihua yuewu, p. 165.
78 King & Walls, “Introduction: Vibrant Images of a Turbulent Decade,” p. 11.
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exhibition arts  were more able to invest  talent  and experimentation in modern global
borrowings and hybrid adaptations.79

Scholars  discussing  art  during  the  period  seem  to  share  the  consensus  that  nationwide

developments  in  dance  as  well  as  theatrical  performance  are  most  easily  observed  in  the

promulgation of a canon of “revolutionary” works promoted by the party, consisting of two model

ballets  and  eight  model  performances.  These  performances  and  their  film  adaptations  were

“required viewing” and were “unremittingly promoted in the media and on posters.”80

 Ballet  had  been  emphasized  as  the  official  national  dance  of  China  prior  to  the  Cultural

Revolution,  reflecting  the  desire  of  young  officials  to  emulate  European  style,  to  spur  the

modernization of China, as well as to project cultural influence of the USSR which loomed large

over the region. However, following its introduction in 1949, Paul Clark notes that throughout the

1960s, outside of Shanghai and Beijing, which both had ballet academies, the imported dance style

of ballet held very little popular appeal throughout most of the country. That would change over the

course of the following decade as a result of the popularization of the two “model” ballets,  The

White-Haired Girl and The Red Detachment of Women.

As model works, the ballets indicated the modernizing and internationalizing ambitions
of cultural practice in the Cultural Revolution. At the same time, efforts intensified to
make full use of the indigenous resources in China's historical, folk, and ethnic dance
traditions.  Perhaps  in  dance  more  than  any  other  cultural  activity  the  mixed,  even
contradictory impulses of China's artists and their managers are clearest.81

 

The two performances, still celebrated in the 21st century, are very important for their political

content,  artistic influences,  and their  legacy as iconic cultural  performances of modern Chinese

history. Feng remarks that these two ballets were taught to dance troupes to perform across the

country, and together serve as a clear example of how politicized dance was during the Cultural

Revolution years.82 Dance was featured heavily at political events, which made it both incredibly

popular with young people, and a valuable tool for propagandists. 

In relation to the current research, the ballets are most notable for their portrayal of women

during the decade preceding the invention of Dunhuang dance.  The imagery of women in both

ballets, widely viewed and celebrated throughout the country, provided a very non-traditional image

of womanhood, with themes that centered the female principals as revolutionary role models for

women, as well as for men in terms of valor and commitment to class struggle. Xi'er in The White-

Haired Girl and Wu Qinghua in The Red Detachment of Women present a stark contrast to women

79 Clark, The Chinese Cultural Revolution: A History, p. 157.
80 King & Walls, “Introduction: Vibrant Images of a Turbulent Decade,” p. 11.
81 Clark, The Chinese Cultural Revolution: A History, p. 158.
82 Feng, Xin Zhongguo wudao shi, p. 71.
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in dance performances that became popularized in the years after the revolutionary decade.

Feminist scholar Bai Di in her analysis of The White-Haired Girl, proposes that model theater

of  the  Cultural  Revolution  in  its  cultural  essence  is  feminist,  and that  the  ballets  in  particular

evidence a “radical and thoroughgoing disruption of Chinese gender construction.”83 Within the

discourse of class struggle, women were able to escape subordinate gender roles, and during the

revolutionary decade  at  least,  young women were  actively encouraged to  do just  that  with the

promulgation of the model ballets and their imagery of the revolutionary heroine.  

Writing  near  the  end  of  the  revolutionary  decade  in  1973,  dance  instructor  Sophia  Delza

observed the portrayal of women in popular performances, noting the predominance of Western

ballet inspired dance vocabulary, and the near elimination of dance motions of a more traditionally

feminine nature, especially those derived from Beijing Opera. 

The woman of today is completely liberated and has a place in society equal to that of
man.  The historic  role  placed her in  a  submissive,  self-effacing position,  and so was
portrayed with movements and gestures that were soft, fragile, overly delicate and too
ornamentally  graceful,  hardly  the  image  for  the  new  heroic  woman.  The  ballet,  so
different from the gentle 'curvilinear' Chinese way, seemed to offer the needed qualities
for bringing out and emphasizing strength and determination…

...in the women's roles, the women can no longer act in their traditional way – no more
the delicately angled feet, the lightly held hand, the curved-like-a-willow spine. Now no
longer inferior or second-class, women take roles which are vitally heroic, and must act
with vigor and assurance. Their acting-gestures simulate the male styles: hands are fisted
in a dynamic instead of a lyric way, heads are high and eyes are firm, bodies move with
quiet power.84

Following  the  death  of  Mao  and  the  retreat  from revolutionary  Marxism,  Bai  Di  notes  a

phenomenon she terms the “re-gendering of women” that occurred in the late 1970s and early 1980s

characterized by a “decisive rejection of the experiences of the cultural revolution” alongside a rise

in discussions of “womanly virtues” and a return to more traditionally “suitable” roles and images

of women. The model theatrical works of the revolutionary decade, for Bai Di, viewed through the

feminist lens, present an “idealized fantasy, a feminist utopia.”85

The concept of “re-gendering of women” is relevant to the current research when one observes

the popularity of traditional Chinese dance forms, and local ethnic dance styles that arose in the late

1970s and early 1980s, which emphasized flirtatiousness, cuteness and more traditional depictions

83 Bai Di, “Feminism in the Revolutionary Model Ballets: The White-Haired Girl and the Red Detachment of 
Women.” In Art in Turmoil: The Chinese Cultural Revolution 1966-76, ed. King, Richard (Vancouver: UBC Press, 
2010), p. 190.

84 Sophia Delza, “The Dance Arts in the Republic of China: The Contemporary Scene,” Asian Music 5, no. 1 (1973), 
pp. 35-36, 38. 

85 Bai Di, “Feminism in the Revolutionary Model Ballets,” pp. 190-191, 201.
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of femininity in clear contrast to the imagery of women in popular media of the 1960s and early

1970s. Although there are certainly more aspects to consider in the invention of Dunhuang dance,

like religious and ethnic identity, the manner in which women are portrayed in Dunhuang dance

may indeed indicate a reactionary cultural trend. This may underscore social resistance to the more

forceful, confrontational and indeed, masculine characterizations of the female role models in the

model  ballets,  while  reflecting  a  re-appreciation  for  a  more  traditional,  conservative,  and local

cultural identity.

Scene from the Red Detachment of Women (1970)

2.2 Ethnicity, National Identity, and a New Era of Dance Art

The fact is that the PRC has always walked a tightrope between two evils threatening the
unity of the nationalities: great Han-chauvinism and local nationalism. At some periods
the harsher denunciation has lighted on one, at others on the other. In the 1980s it is Han-
chauvinism that  receives the more severe criticism. In particular  the Han-led Cultural
Revolution has come under innumerable and severe denunciations  for  splitting  the
nationalities apart, including in the literature and arts.86

Colin Mackerras in  China's Minorities characterizes the shifting relations between the state

(representing the dominant Han ethnic group), and the minority ethnic groups as a spectrum with

the  poles  of  “pluralism” on one  end and “assimilation”  on  the  other,  with  varying  degrees  of

“integration” between them. The period of the Cultural Revolution, Mackerras explains, was the

most “assimilative” period in the PRC's history, and as a result one of the worst periods for relations

between the state, the party, and the minority nationalities.87 

In the early to mid 1960s there was a growing concern for the threat that autonomous minority

groups might pose to state power. In a CCP journal Red Flag, two premises concerning the ethnic

86 Colin Mackerras, “Folksongs and Dances of China's Minority Nationalities: Policy, Tradition, and 
Professionalization,” Modern China 10.2 (1984), p. 193. 

87 Colin Mackerras, China's Minorities: Integration and Modernization in the 20th Century (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1994).
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minorities were articulated. The first being that economic classes existed within every nation or

ethnic  group,  and  that  the  first  step  to  achieving  equality  and  an  improvement  of  a  nation's

livelihood was dependent  on the actions  of  the working class  within the minority nation.  And

second,  that  revolutionary  global  struggle  was  the  means  to  solve  the  “nationality  problem.”

In the period of Marxist furor to promote a new vision for the world, taking pride in one's ethnic

roots  and  identifying  as  a  particular  nationality  was  discouraged,  with  nationalist  leaders

“condemned  as  reactionary  class  enemies.”  Conflicting  positions  on  national  identity  and race

resentment were “simply ignored or swept under the carpet.”88

Following the death of Mao and the arrest of the Gang of Four, an interim government under

Hua  Guofeng  formed  in  late  1976.  Hua's  brief  reign  would  last  until  Deng  Xiaoping  began

exercising  power  after  his  appointment  as  the  Chairman  of  the  Chinese  People's  Political

Consultative Conference in  early 1978,  from which Deng began to outmaneuver  Hua from his

leadership offices. Mackerras notes that under Hua, China began a steady shift away from policies

of  assimilation and suppression of the ethnic minorities  towards  a  greater  appreciation of their

respective group interests. Hua Guofeng declared that the rights of minorities, their equality and

autonomy, “must be guaranteed without fail.”89

Similar to the censure and subsequent revival experienced by religious institutions and classical

traditions, ethnic minorities in China also experienced a paradigm shift within the post-revolution

transition. Mackerras notes there was a sharp increase in the sense of national identity among the

minority  nationalities  throughout  the  1980s,  with  more  integrative  policies  leaning  towards

pluralism. After the suppressive mentality promoted during the revolutionary period, referred to as

“great Han Chauvinism” by some scholars, “pride in ethnic identification became a potent force in

the PRC” during the 1980s. During this period, autonomy of minority ethnic populations gradually

increased  for  most  groups,  until  the  late  1980s when policies  of  assimilation  were once  again

adopted, notably towards Tibetans and Uyghurs.90 

In regards to  the current research,  a resurgence of what may be termed “multiculturalism”

began to grow in China, and society began to develop a heightened awareness of ethnic minorities,

reflected by popular interest in, and state promotion of ethnic groups and their cultural traditions.

Arif Dirlik notes that “multiculturalism in the PRC represents an effort at cultural management that

is driven ultimately by the goal of depoliticizing ethnicity.”91 Indeed, during the decade of Cultural

Revolution, the posture of assimilation towards ethnic minorities was justified as a means to de-

88 Ibid. p. 152-153.
89 Ibid. p. 153.
90 Ibid. pp. 144, 165.
91 Arif Dirlik, Culture and History in Post-Revolutionary China: The Perspective of Global Modernity (Hong Kong: 

Chinese University Press, 2011), p. 166.
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emphasize  their  cultural  autonomy  and  incorporate  them  into  a  generational  and  class-based

political movement, to the exclusion of unique cultural identities. 

Subsequently, after  1976, when ethnic groups were once again given room to promote and

claim a unique cultural identity, it was always under the umbrella of an implicit “Chineseness.”

While ethnic displays and traditions could be celebrated and employed for entertainment, popular

consumption, and be showcased at local festivals in the spirit of cultural autonomy, the state would

not permit ethnic identity to take the form of a political platform. 

“Along the Silk Road” theater poster (1979)

The  theater  production  and  film version  of  “Along the  Silk  Road”  is  a  case  in  point.  Its

popularity encouraged great interest from the general public towards regional ethnic groups of the

Western territories, but the exotic locale was presented through an obviously Chinese lens, as a

showcase of Chinese culture and its aesthetic achievements.92 Commenting on the portrayal of the

Dunhuang locale  in  “Along the  Silk  Road”  and how this  imagery influenced  modern  Chinese

society's views towards the nation's cultural peripheries, scholar Liu Yi says the theater and film

production can be viewed as an expression of the “nationalization” of peripheral minzu groups and

their heritage, noting the centrality of the Tang dynasty cultural legacy within the work.93 

One rather curious aspect of the trend towards “pluralism” with regard to the post-Mao era and

the  popularization  of  ethnic  minority  culture,  was  the  simultaneous  redefining,  or  perhaps  re-

articulation, of Chinese cultural traditions that occurred in art and entertainment during the late

92 Feng, Xin Zhongguo wudao shi, p. 86.
93 Liu, “Dangdai Zhongguo dalu Dunhuang wudao jiqi lishi beijing shitan,” p. 56.
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1970s and early 1980s. 

In  A New History of Chinese Dance: 1949-2000, Feng Shuang-Bai describes how these two

trends, at least in the realm of dance, developed concurrently. From the years 1973 to 1976, after the

fervor of the Cultural revolution had reached its height and began to slowly wane, Feng asserts that

an opportunity for a more creative approach to dance began to develop, but dance performances

were still primarily bound to a political purpose. It was a transitional period from 1975 to 1976, in

which  Feng  says  dances  in  public  spaces  began  making  a  distinct  turn  away from promoting

political agendas.94

Feng's work calls the period of 1976 to 1989 a “New Era of Dance Art” for China. It was

evident in 1978, according to Feng, that a revival of Chinese classical dance was beginning. The

Chinese Dance Workers Association was revived in June 1978, after have been disbanded since

1966.  This  heralded  both  a  revival,  as  well  as  a  period  of  experimentation  incorporating  new

elements into the realm of Chinese dance.95 The “new” aspect of this period in dance development,

according to  Feng, encapsulates both the spirit  of a revolutionary pursuit,  emphasized over the

decade previous, but with roots in the May Fourth Movement. However, rather than being directed

at the political arena, this spirit of change was directed towards a rediscovery and promotion of the

essence of Chinese dance traditions. This pursuit also swept the dance traditions of minority groups

in China into its embrace, marking a new chapter in the historical development of the minority

dance traditions as well.96

In 1979, the folk theater production of “Along the Silk Road” was the quintessential exemplar

of this new chapter in Chinese dance. The production represents both a revival of classical imagery

and  dance,  performed  for  aesthetic  enjoyment  and  potentially  religious  purposes,  while  also

expanding  the  cultural  boundaries  of  what  “Chinese  dance”  could  encompass.  The  theater

production might even be seen as a subtle declaration that, the dance traditions of regional minority

groups were fair game for incorporation and for use as materia or cultural capital in a new creative

era for “Chinese dance.”  

An official source outlining state policy towards performing arts of ethnic minorities can be

found in a speech by then Minister of Culture, Huang Zhen 黃鎮, made at the All-China Minority

Nationality Performing Arts Festival in 1980. Huang outlined five key points on the development

and promotion of the arts which would frame the decade ahead, wherein Dunhuang dance would

make its public appearance. Huang's five points, as summarized by Colin Mackerras:

94 Feng, Xin Zhongguo wudao shi, p. 74
95 Ibid. pp. 82-83
96 Ibid. p. 83
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1.  Bring  back  the  cultural  cadres,  folk,  and other  artists  of  the  minority nationality  
performing arts who were suppressed by the Gang of Four.

2. “Let the minority nationalities enjoy full autonomy and power of initiative” in their  
performing arts and “be real masters in their own house in culture.”

3.  Apply  Party  policy  in  all  areas  and  toward  literature  and  the  arts  in  particular;  
encourage as much variety as possible.

4. “Do a good job in building the cultural enterprises of the minority areas” and make  
sure the remote areas are not left out.

5. All performing arts must aim to promote unity among the nationalities, including that 
among Han and minority workers in the performing arts, as well as that among the 
various minority nationalities themselves.97

As this research discusses,  Dunhuang dance is an excellent example of an artistic tradition

developed in step with state policy, especially with reference to point five above. Gao's inspiration

for her research following the success of the folk drama “Along the Silk Road,” served as a means

of  “promoting  unity  among  the  nationalities.”  Even  in  its  design,  Dunhuang  dance  reflects  a

cooperative  and  integrative  relationship  between  the  cultures  of  the  Han  and  the  minority

nationalities. 

Feng declares that the popular success of “Along the Silk Road” signaled a “new spring” for

dance and the performing arts of China. Lanlan Kuang declares that “Along the Silk Road” was the

start  of  Dunhaung dance,  and marked  the  appearance  of  a  new stream of  Chinese  dance.98 In

accordance  with  the  “pluralist”  or  “multi-culturalist”  trends  pointed  out  by  Mackerras  which

characterized relations between ethnic minorities and the state, the following decade of the 1980s

would see an explosion of popular productions focused on minority groups and their local ethnic

arts and customs. Wang Kefen also concurs that “Along the Silk Road” was a pivotal production in

the realm of performing arts, which left a deep impact on society. According to Wang, the theater

production signaled a “resurrection” of the imagery and historical treasures of the Mogao murals. It

was also at the forefront of performing art productions which were inspired by styles of ethnic

minority  cultures.  Wang  suggests  these  productions  represent  society's  rejection  of  “(ethnic)

national nihilism” (minzu xuwu zhuyi, 民族虛無主義) which was prevalent in discourse throughout

the revolutionary decade. Over the years 1977-1979, new slogans began to gain popularity in the

world of dance and other performing arts, such as “Bring forth the new, by assimilating the old,”

(tui chen chu xin, 推陳出新) and “Have the past serve the present” (gu wei jin yong, 古爲今用)

These slogans highlight the rapid reorientation towards cultural production that occurred in the late

1970s.99

97 Mackerras, “Folksongs and Dances of China's Minority Nationalities: Policy, Tradition, and Professionalization,” p.
191.

98 Kuang, Dunhuang bihua yuewu, p. 152.
99 Wang Kefen  王克芬 & Long Yinpei  隆蔭培 Ed.,  Zhongguo jinxiandai dangdai wudao fazhan shi 1840-1996 中國
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It should not escape our attention that “Along the Silk Road” heralded both a revived interest in

classical  Chinese  traditions  associated  with  dynastic  court  culture,  as  well  as  a  historically

unprecedented rise of popular interest in, and mass promotion of, ethnic minority traditions. These

two facets of the period's cultural developments extend beyond the realm of dance, but both are

clearly identifiable in the design and development of Dunhuang dance. Recognizing both of these

aspects is crucial to understand the deeper significance of the dance form that was systematized and

polished to become a modern artistic tradition by Gao Jinrong and her students throughout the

1980s. Also during the 1980s, dance specialists like  Sun Ying  孫穎 would also be engaged in

formulating the discipline of dance known today as Han-Tang dance, which articulates a precise

character  and  style  of  classical  Chinese  court  dance,  while  also  permitting  for  near  endless

variations  by  incorporating  motions  and  the  external  accoutrements  of  regional  ethnic  dance

traditions. 

Based on the above survey of historical context and cultural developments, we can safely assert

that Dunhuang dance's emergence post-Cultural Revolution was both a product and expression of

multiple  marginalized  cultural  identities  experiencing  a  revival.  Throughout  the  subsequent

decade(s), the tradition has served as a symbolic and public expression supporting and celebrating

those identities. Dunhuang dance is a cultural product that was invented and emerged at the nexus

of historical Chinese identity, local ethnic identity, a religious Buddhist identity, and perhaps it also

serves a gendered identity by celebrating a particular kind of femininity.

Arif  Dirlik  observes  that  a  “revival”  of  cultural  tradition  coinciding  with  a  “retreat  from

revolutionary Communism in China following the death of Mao in 1976” is a notable aspect China's

development in the late 20th century, one which created a “crisis in the historical paradigm that had

been  implicit  on  the  teleology  of  the  revolution.”100 Although  Dirlik  speaks  primarily  of

Confucianism,  that  statement  can  be  extrapolated  to  include  China's  religious  traditions  more

broadly, Budddhism in particular. The observation is apt in describing the ideological and cultural

environment in which the tradition of Dunhuang dance was constructed, and in which it was able to

thrive in subsequent years of its development. 

The above section has touched on threads of cultural discussion that all find expression in the

art  form called  “Dunhuang dance.”  Writing in  1980 on the cultural  significance of  the  theater

production “Along the Silk Road” and the Mogao murals, scholar Shi Wei-Xiang, called the spirit

of Dunhuang an “ancient flower seed.”101 In Shi's metaphor, “Along the Silk Road” represents a

近現代當代舞蹈發展史 1840-1996 [The Historical Development of Dance in Near-Modern and Contemporary 
China 1840-1996] (Beijing: Renmin Music Publishing, 1999), pp. 338, 358, 359.

100 Dirlik, Culture and History in Post-Revolutionary China, p. 107.
101 Shi Wei-xiang 史葦湘, “Cong Dunhuang bihua dao 'silu huayu'” 從敦煌壁畫到 '絲路花雨' [From the Dunhuang 
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revival of this spirit, and was the first bud to blossom on the newly reinvigorated tree of the Chinese

minzu. Speaking on how art serves the needs of society, Shi says that the creations of “the past serve

the present.” Shi states explicitly that Buddhist artwork of the Dunhuang murals, and their cultural

value, were in the midst of a transformation so that they might better serve needs of the minzu, and

be divorced from religion. However, there is plenty to challenge such an assumption, which was

held by many Chinese Marxist scholars in the late 1970s and 1980s. It is the opinion of the author

that the “spirit of Dunhuang” can not be so easily divorced from religious meaning.

Starting  with  “Along the  Silk  Road,”  we have  observed the  character  of  discourse  on the

Dunhuang murals prior to the emergence of Dunhuang dance as an established tradition. Moving

forward,  aspects  of  religious  symbolism,  representations  of  ethnic  minorities,  the  portrayal  of

women, and stylistics of dance will all be expounded upon as the research analyzes the origination,

and invention of the dance tradition. Despite Dunhuang dance's creation being rooted in the modern

era,  scholars  should  appreciate  how  an  art  form can  be  used  to  influence  popular  historical

imagination regarding local  geographies  and cultural  identity, while  also expressing a  religious

meaning for practitioners and observers. The next portion of the research will briefly examine the

phenomenon of the Buddhist  Revival, which occurred in the 1980s in the People's Republic of

China.

Film poster for “Along the Silk Road” film (1982)

2.3 China's late 20th Century Buddhist Revival

According to anthropologist Li Yih-yuan  李亦園 in his work Belief and Culture, religion serves

three basic functions for human society. They are; to promote the survival a group, to promote

murals to “Along the Silk Road”], Wudao Yishu 舞蹈藝術 [Dance Art] 1 (1980). Republished in Dong, Xijiu 董錫
玖, Ed. Dunhuang wudao 敦煌舞蹈 [Dunhuang Dance] (Zhongguo: Xinjiang meishu sheying chubanshe, 1992), p. 
122.
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conformity among members, and to transmit knowledge to group members across generations.102

Even  without  reference  to  a  specific  religious  doctrine,  it  can  be  easily  evidenced  that  these

functions are also generally applied within modern discourse on cultural traditions. The reader will

also likely recognize how they are reflected by Dunhuang dance. The art form promotes a group

identity through ritual acts, and transmits knowledge of a cultural past, by conveying reinterpreted

images of the Mogao murals. As the Buddhist symbolism of the Dunhuang murals is conveyed

directly through the artistic medium of the dance, it is reasonable to refer to Dunhuang dance as a

form of “Buddhist art.” At the very least, we must recognize it as an art form constructed around

Buddhist symbolism.

Starting with this observation, the following section will explore the Buddhist revival which

occurred in China's post-Mao reform era. This section is offered to better understand Dunhuang

dance as a single facet of a much larger social phenomenon. The following discussion will consider

the  historical  circumstances  of  China's  Buddhist  Revival  as  they  relate  to  the  chronological

development of Dunhuang dance. Building upon previous research, this section will also consider

the functional role that Buddhism has taken in Chinese society in the late 20th century, and how

Dunhuang dance in its origination reflects this Buddhist Revival and Chinese religious modernity in

a manner that is easy to recognize.

 Following the imprisonment of the Gang of Four and China's turn away from revolutionary

Maoism,  China  found  itself  in  something  of  an  ideological  vacuum,  with  the  Marxists  and

Communists  forced  to  reconsider  the  direction  their  governance  had  taken.  Adding  to  that

uncertainty, after more than a decade of rooting out and suppressing religious activity, there were no

strong religious institutions with a significant enough platform remaining by 1979 to mount any sort

of coordinated renewal or preservation campaign.103

A relatively rapid shift in discourse towards culture and religion occurred in the first few years

of the reform era, which has been called the “post-Mao habitus”104 by some scholars. This was

characterized by an “emancipation of minds” from what had been a “political sacred canopy”105 of

ideological discussion, enforced by the state and social norms for over a decade. Within the post-

Mao habitus, especially through the first half of the 1980s, a much less restrictive landscape and

discursive network developed throughout the country. This was permitted to a great degree and

102  Li Yih-yuan 李亦園, Xinyang yu wenhua  信仰與文化 [Belief and Culture] (Taipei: Juliu Tushu Press, 1978), p. 33.
103 Vincent Goossaert & David A. Palmer, The Religious Question in Modern China (Chicago: The University of 

Chicago Press, 2011), p. 318.
104 Ibid. p. 323.
105 Lizhu Fan & Na Chen. “The Revival and Development of Popular Religion in China, 1980-Present.” In Modern 

Chinese Religion II: 1850-2015 Vol. 1, ed. Vincent Goosaert, Jan Kiely &  John Lagerway (Leiden: Brill 
Publishing, 2016), p. 924.
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sometimes even encouraged by the Communist party, which had made economic development its

priority. In the late 1970s and early 1980s the state was less concerned with the religious lives of

individuals and small communities.

To pursue market reforms and generate wealth, the government adopted a more lax position

towards folk customs, religious associations, and the cultural industries. As Vincent Goossaert and

David  Palmer  discuss,  under  this  new  discursive  network,  new  terminologies  developed  for

phenomena that broadly related to religious activity including items such as “cultural relics (wen

wu,文物), and intangible cultural heritage (fei wuzhi wenhua yichan, 非物質文化遺產),” along with

“folk and ethnic customs (minsu /  minzu fengqing, 民俗 / 民 族風情 ).”106 In many cases,  these

discursive categories served as a redoubt for religion to  safely reemerge in  popular society, by

adopting the cover of a marginally secularized character. Much of the literature already reviewed on

Dunhuang dance uses the above terms with great frequency, in addition to the ubiquitous “culture.”

These categorical descriptions provided Buddhism and Buddhist activity with the opportunity

to make a re-emergence in Chinese society and even receive some support from the state as long as

the symbolism and activity were ostensibly “cultural,” rather than promoting any manner of “feudal

religion.” As Lizhu Fan and Na Chen observe, popular religion was revived in “implicit and indirect

ways” and was concurrent with a revival of folk art  and custom.107 The creation of art and the

preservation of heritage provided justification for religious activity and the promotion of religious

symbols. The eagerness of local populations to revive their traditional arts was capitalized upon,

and encouraged by the government. “Culture builds the stage, economy sings the opera,” (wenhua

ta tai, jingji chang xi, 文化塔臺, 經濟唱戲) was a popular reform-era slogan108 which highlighted

the development of the cultural  industries as a means to enrich and expand the nation's market

economy.

In  the  same  vein,  the  aforementioned  “Buddhism  is  culture”  slogan  became  a  “strategic

argument  to  deflect  any  political  hostility  and  to  justify  the  existence  and  reconstruction  of

Buddhism in 'socialist' China.”109 According to scholar Ji Zhe, Buddhism's formal reemergence into

Chinese society and its “institutional reconstruction” can be dated to December 16-23, 1980, when

the Buddhist Association of China held its fourth official congress after being dormant for almost

20 years.

 The occurrence of the congress in 1980 after being defunct for such a long period, reflects the

106 Goossaert & Palmer, The Religious Question in Modern China, p. 320.
107 Fan & Chen, “The Revival and Development of Popular Religion in China, 1980-Present,” p. 932.
108 Ibid. pp. 928, 936.
109 Ji Zhe, “Buddhism in the Reform Era: A Secularized Revival?” In Critical Readings on Chinese Religions Vol. 3, 

ed. Vincent Goossaert (Leiden: Brill Publishing, 2012), p. 853.
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“managerial approach”110 which characterized the PRC's position towards religious institutions for

the  remainder  of  the  20th  century.  Under  this  approach,  activities  of  a  religious  nature  were

permitted, but communal associations had to be approved and monitored by the party. Less than two

years  after  the  fourth  congress  of  the  Chinese  Buddhist  Association,  another  significant  event

occurred on March 31, 1982 when the CCP Central Committee issued Document 19. The document

allowed  academic  discussion  and  publications  to  debate  and  reinterpret  Marx's  famous  dictum

“religion  is  the  opiate  of  the  masses.”  It  effectively  argued  that  because  China  had  adopted

communist governance and eradicated class exploitation, that the root of religion had disappeared,

however the cultural habits and “old ways of thinking” would continue to persist for several more

generations.111 The result of Document 19 was that religion could be analyzed with more nuance for

its positive and negative contributions to Chinese society. Rather than simply feudal superstition

through and through, religious symbols and doctrines could be scrutinized by academics for their

historical influence and of course, their “cultural value.” 

Document 19 provided the ideological justification for the restoration of religious life
following  the  Cultural  Revolution,  and  for  the  protection  of  freedom  of  individual
religious belief enshrined in the revised Constitution of 1982.112

Given the discursive overlap between religion and culture, it is likely no coincidence that by the

1984-1985 academic school year, a “cultural fever” had swept university campuses.113 The “cultural

fever”  was characterized  by a  renewed interest  in  classical  Chinese  culture,  and newly piqued

interest in ethnic minority groups and their unique and seemingly exotic traditions. 

In addition to its reemergence as a topic of inquiry in academic discourse, Buddhism also began

to seep into popular culture as well. In Ji Zhe's article “Buddhism in the Reform Era: A Secularized

Revival?” he offers a few examples of this, such as the 1981 Hong Kong film Shaolin Temple which

entertained  and  inspired  interest  among  adolescents  in  the  martial  arts  traditions,  as  well  as

monastic life and some elements of religious asceticism. The film's success also caused the original

Shaolin Temple, where the movie was filmed, to become a major tourist destination in a relatively

short span of time after the film's release. Buddhist temples were turning into celebrated tourist

destinations across the country by the mid 1980s. 

Another example is the re-popularization of the  Wuxia  genre of fantasy literature which had

been condemned as “feudal and erotic” since the 1950s. The genre often references Buddhist lore

and symbols to enrich the romantic and magical tales of heroism set in China's dynastic past.  A TV

110 Goossaert & Palmer. The Religious Question in Modern China, p. 316.
111 Ibid. p. 323.
112 Ibid. pg. 324.
113  Walter B. Davis, “Art, Aesthetics, and Religion in Modern China.” In Modern Chinese Religion II: 1850-2015 Vol.

1, ed. Vincent Goossaert, Jan Kiely & John Lagerway (Leiden: Brill Publishing, 2016), p. 234.
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adaptation of Journey to the West that began airing in 1982 was a very popular series throughout

1980s finishing its run in 1988. While the historical and literary value of the story was means

enough for the show to capture interest,  the show was (like the original  text  it  was  based on)

essentially a re-imagining of Buddhism's introduction into China, and implicitly, its integration into

Chinese culture as well. This process of re-imagining a historical “text” and a Buddhist “cultural

relic,” and then further developing the “spirit” of the work through a new artistic medium clearly

offers  parallels  to  the  invention  of  Dunhuang  dance  which  this  research  explores.114 

Both Ji Zhe, as well as Goossaert and Palmer, note the rapid popularization of Qi Gong and

other body cultivation movements that occurred in the 1980s. These practices emphasize breath and

muscle control to cultivate one's spirit along with mental and physical well being. The progenitors

of many of these new traditions borrowed practices directly from meditative techniques of various

monastic Buddhist lineages, and often borrowed their symbolism and discursive language as well.

In the early stages of Dunhuang dance's development, we might note the emphasis that Gao Jinrong

places on the eyes and breathing, which was necessary to truly convey the “spirit” of the murals.

Although only a minor similarity with the body cultivation movements of the early 1980s, it  is

worth noting that over the intervening decades, the Qi Gong and body cultivation practices have

found a clear resonance with Dunhuang dance, resulting in a synthesized tradition, the simplified

and therapeutic form of Dunhuang dance known as dunhuang yangsheng wudao 敦煌養生舞蹈.

This thesis submits that the 1979 theater production and 1982 film version of “Along the Silk

Road,” and Dunhuang dance, first publicly performed in fall of 1983, can be placed along side the

above examples of Buddhism re-entering popular culture in the reform era. The “culture fever” of

1984 to 1985 coincided with the fourth year of students under Gao Jinrong that undertook study of

the systematized dance in the “style of the Mogao murals,” which had been crafted by Gao and

others during the first  years of the “post-Mao habitus.” There is a readily observable similarity

between the examples listed above, and the manner in which Dunhuang dance served, and may still

serve, to propagate Buddhism in Chinese society. The activity was described as a pursuit of cultural

heritage, while its religious symbolism was consciously, and one might even say conspicuously,

depreciated during the activity's promotion. 

This chapter has offered a concise review of the historical context in which Dunhuang dance

emerged.  With  the  cultural  and social  aspects  of  the  era  understood,  the  study can  more  fully

appreciate the contributions of Gao to performing arts in China's post-Mao habitus. After discussing

Gao Jinrong's process of design and her personal statements on the nature of Dunhuang dance, the

thesis will further consider religious and aesthetic aspects of Dunhuang dance in the fourth chapter.

114 Ji Zhe, “Buddhism in the Reform Era: A Secularized Revival?” pp. 855-856.
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3.Gao Jinrong and the Invention of Dunhuang Dance 

In this chapter, the research will analyze Gao Jinrong's process of design that resulted in the

systematization and the creation of Dunhuang dance as a modern dance tradition (3.1). The research

will further analyze Gao's own method of analyzing and classifying Dunhuang art and culture, as it

informed  her  approach  to  inventing  Dunhuang  dance  (3.2).  Lastly,  this  chapter  will  seek  to

accurately  present  Gao Jinrong's  primary intentions  and  aspirations  for  the  style  of  dance  she

invented, with reference to her statements on the cultural significance of Dunhuang art and dance

(3.3). 

Gao Jinrong was born to a middle-class family in Beijing in 1935. She expressed interest in

dance and performance from a young age, and in 1951 she applied for the newly re-opened Central

Academy of Drama in Beijing, administered by the Ministry of Education under the Government

Administration Council of the Central People's Government (later to be renamed the State Council

of the People's Republic of China in 1954). Still a high school student at the time, Gao impressed

the recruiting professors with her fervent interest in art and dance. She was accepted as one of the

first 13 students to join the Academy's newly formed “Dance Research group.”

During her  studies,  Gao would  develop theoretical  knowledge and practical  skill  in  ballet,

traditional Chinese and Korean dance, as well as modern dances of the era. Gao would later credit

her intensive work studying dance arrangement and her experience isolating the core characteristics

and key motions of a given genre, as a huge help to design the dance system of Dunhuang dance.115 

After graduating in Beijing, Gao obtained her first job in the western province of Ningxia with

the  Ningxia  Arts  and  Theater  Group,  an  understaffed  and  under  funded  entertainment  troupe,

focused  primarily  on  opera.  In  1958,  the  Lanzhou  Arts  Academy was  established  at  Lanzhou

University in nearby Gansu Province, and was scouting for instructors. Gao took the opportunity to

return to the classroom and develop her credentials as a dance instructor. She was already teaching

dance at the university level in her early twenties. Sometime after turning 18, she also became a

member of the Chinese Communist Party. 

Gao worked at the university for nearly 15 years, and was instrumental in establishing the first

115 Zhao Qiao 趙喬, “Cong Dunhuang wenhua jicheng zhong fajue dunhuang wudao de dangdai jiazhi – yi Gao 
Jinrong de yishu jingli yu xueshu shijian wei shijiao” 從敦煌文化的繼承中發掘敦煌舞蹈的當代價值-- 以高金榮
的藝術經歷與學術實踐爲視  角 [Explorations of the Contemporary Values of Dunhuang Dance Based on the 
Inheritance of Dunhuang Culture: the Perspective of Prof. Gao Jin-rong's Artistic Experience and Academic 
Practice], Beijing Wudao Xueyuan Xuebao  北京舞蹈學院學報 [Journal of Beijing Dance Academy] 1 (2017), pp. 
74-75.
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provincial youth arts school in Gansu in 1974, and developing its curriculum for young aspiring

performers in Lanzhou. Eventually, Gao would become the Principal of the Gansu Arts School,

where she remained an administrator for over 20 years. During her first two decades in Gansu

(1958-1978), Gao would develop a personal interest in the art and culture of Dunhuang, as well as

the  dances  of  local  ethnic  minority groups such as  the  Hui,  and Dongxiang people.  Her  work

designing Dunhuang dance began in earnest following the premier of the folk theater production

“Along  the  Silk  Road”  in  1979,  at  which  time,  Gao  was  the  chair  of  the  Gansu  Dancer's

Association.  

3.1 Gao Jinrong's Process of Design

After seeing the “Along the Silk Road” theater performance in 1979, Gao Jinrong was deeply

impressed and began to consider the idea of a dance tradition rooted in historical Dunhuang culture.

The dances performed as part of the “Along the Silk Road” production were primarily influenced

by the  Mogao cave  paintings  in  areas  of  dress  and accoutrements,  however  the  actual  motion

systems displayed by dancers in the performance were only a slight variation on classical Chinese

dance with the inclusion of ribbons, instruments, and costumes as found in the Mogao murals.

Finding  inspiration  in  the  performance,  Gao  Jinrong  decided  that  the  cultural  traditions

reflected in the Dunhuang cave murals and in “Along the Silk Road” deserved a properly designed

and systematized dance style. She made her thoughts and intentions to design such a dance known

in an article in the August edition of  Gansu Art in 1979, entitled “A Golden Age of Dance: On

dance creation in 'Along the Silk Road.'” She stated that a such a cultural treasure ought to be

cultivated and refined, and given a rightful place as a seriously practiced and studied art, distinct

from the folk dance and court dance traditions still extant in China.116

After more than a year and a half of  strenuous preliminary research and design, Gao Jinrong

completed a work entitled “The Basics of Dunhuang Dance” in 1981.117 That work was the result of

a  two  stage  process,  conducted  by  Gao  Jinrong,  along  with  a  group  of  researchers,  dance

professionals, and students. The first stage was the most straightforward but also the most laborious.

This was the cataloging of all  of the different figures, costumes,  and dance positions displayed

throughout the Mogao cave complex. This stage included recording the facial expressions, hand

116 Republished in Gao, Dunhuang wu jiaocheng.
The original 1979 article: “'Siguo' shengshi wu posuo -ping 'silu huayu' de wudao chuang zuo” '絲國'盛世舞婆娑- 
淺談'絲路花雨'  的舞蹈創作 [A Golden Age of Dance: On dance creation in 'Along the Silk Road], Gansu Wenyi 甘

 肅文藝 [Gansu Art] 8 (1979), pp. 28-29.
117 Instructional materials printed in 1981:  Dunhuang wudao jiben shunlian 敦煌舞蹈基本訓練  [The Basics of  

Dunhuang Dance].
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positions, as well as the accoutrements of the dancers/figures (ex. musical instruments, ribbons,

flowers, weapons, etc). 

During this stage, Gao spent weeks on site in Dunhuang, visiting the Mogao murals on a daily

basis for her research. She later recalled that, during this period she would always wait patiently

each day for tourists to begin clearing out of the cave complex so that she could enter and work

uninterrupted into the early morning hours. The guards on duty were reportedly so impressed with

her dedication to her research that they eventually gave her a set of keys to the grounds. Gao recalls

that when she received the keys she felt a momentous sense of responsibility and an obligation to

succeed in her project.118 

In the end, Gao and others drew three full volumes of images by hand depicting the figures of

the Mogao murals, which would become a crucial reference over the next few years.  The major

difficulty of this cataloging was how to incorporate so many different kinds of dancers or musicians

from so many paintings which span different historical eras, and which also depict different realms

of existence. The solution to the problem became one of the defining characteristics of Dunhuang

dance. Gao posted a selection of over 200 images from the drawings she had compiled, throughout

her workspace in Lanzhou, and poured over them for weeks. Gao eventually determined that the

dance form and its system would have to include separate characters or personae, each with their

own subset of movement vocabularies. In total, the imagery cataloged for Dunhuang dance was

divided into  five  character  groups:  the  Pusa  菩薩 (bodhisattva),  the  Xiannu 仙 女 (heavenly

maidens), the  Lian hua tongzi   蓮花童子 (flower  child/  celebrant), the  Jin gang lishi 金剛力士

(dharma warrior/ Vajra guardian), and the Feitian 飛天 (apsaras/ faery). Today there is a great deal

of  conflation between the  Xiannu and the  Feitian,  while  the  dharma  warrior's  more  masculine

movement system has yet to be fully developed.119 In light of this, it may be argued there are three

primary characters commonly seen in Dunhuang dance performance, with the Xiannu/Feitian as the

most prominent.  The body postures and motions of the conflated  heavenly  maiden and  apsaras

personae comprise the primary foundation of the movement system.

The second phase of the design process consisted of “bringing stillness to motion” (cong jing

zhao dong 從靜找動), which was the difficult task of formulating a rhythm and motion sequence

that could connect the still postures of the cave paintings into a fluid and refined dance form. To

accomplish this Gao Jinrong studied a number of different dance traditions taking aspects from

each, including classical Chinese dance, Indian, Tibetan, as well as local folk dances of the Gansu

118 Zhao Qiao, “Cong Dunhuang wenhua jicheng zhong fajue dunhuang wudao de dangdai jiazhi,” p. 75.
119 However, the 2011 publication of Dunnhuangwu nanban jiaocheng  敦煌舞男班教程 [Dunhuang Dance Training 

Course for Males] (Beijing: Shejie Tushu Publishiing), by Sun Han-ming 孫漢明 has contributed a great deal to the 
development of the dharma warrior dance style.
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and Xinjiang regions.120  However, it is clear from research and Gao Jinrong's own statements that

the primary cultural influence over the dance's process of design was Chinese. 

This is evidenced in a few ways, but it is most clear in the style of music that was originally

chosen to accompany Dunhuang dance performances. The rhythm and musical frames, upon which

Gao Jinrong based the structured movement system, were essentially those of classical Chinese

court dance.  She also states that during the initial stages of her research for the Dunhuang dance

project, that she compared her work to documents on women's historical dance styles to ensure

compatibility between the foot work of Chinese classical dance, and the dancers' positions depicted

in the Mogao murals.121 Observers might contend that this is evidence that Gao's work may have

unintentionally conformed to a predetermined cultural style, and it may also suggest an implcit bias

towards classification of the original Mogao artwork as quintessentially Chinese.

In an essay published in 1983,122 Gao articulates the design process  as having three stages,

which included first aligning the positions of the figures in the murals in order to establish a rhythm

or  interval  of  motion  between  each  still  position.  The  second  stage  consisted  of  refining  and

polishing the movements which interlink the originally fixed positions, to create a fluid system of

motion. The third step was then developing teaching materials illustrative of the movement system

for her students. 

After the first printed draft of  the  completely systematized Dunhuang dance, the system was

revised three more times. Then in the  spring of 1981, Gao Jinrong offered the first semester of

Dunhuang dance for students at Gansu's Lanzhou Academy of the Arts. During the first year  of

instruction  of  the  dance  style,  Gao  received  input  and  constructive  criticism  from  several

professionals.123 In the fall of 1983, at the 1st China Conference on Dunhuang and Turfan Studies,

she and her troupe of students performed the first public performance of the newly invented dance

form.

Gao explains that her research and development of Dunhuang dance's stylistics began with the

most minute of details; the positioning of the fingers, hands, and the various mudras of the Mogao

murals. Even though many of the hand positions reflect a meaning related to Buddhist teachings,

Gao claims this did not heavily weigh on her process of systematization. Gao says that in their most

essential meaning, the hand positions convey sincerity, respect and elegance, which Gao chose to

120 Gao, Dunhuang wu jiaocheng, pp.3, 11.
121 Ibid. p. 143.
122 Gao, Jinrong 高金榮, “Dunhuang wudao de jiben shunlian”   敦煌舞蹈的基本訓練 [The Basic Training of 

Dunhuang Dance] Wudao Luncong 舞蹈論叢 [Dance Tribune] 2 (1983). Republished in Dunhuang wudao 敦煌舞
 蹈 [Dunhuang Dance], ed. Dong Xijiu  董錫玖 (Zhongguo: Xinjiang meishu sheying chubanshe, 1992), p. 134.

123 Zhao Qiao, “Cong Dunhuang wenhua jicheng zhong fajue dunhuang wudao de dangdai jiazhi,” p. 76.
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interpret as a reflection of the gentle, warmheartedness of women of classical China.124 This was the

image and character she sought to instill into her creation, quite apart from any explicit religious

meaning. 

Hand and finger positions, from Training Course on Dunhuang Dance125

After the fingers and hands, Gao moved on to the arms, and from the wide array of fixed arm

positions of the murals, she selected the 12 most graceful arm positions. These were established as

the basic arm positions of the dance system. Next were the leg positions. Gao selected five standing

positions in which both legs are rooted to the ground. Then a supplementary array of 13 basic

positions were selected for when a single leg is rooted to the ground and the other is elevated. 

The next portion was the unifying phase, in which the “spirit” of the dancer must bring all the

positions together. This involved integrating aspects of head and neck positioning, and what is often

considered  to  be  the  most  crucial  aspect  of  a  successful  Dunhuang dance  performance,  breath

control and yan shen  眼神 (demeanor), especially the expression of the eyes. These aspects of the

dance connect the outer form to the intrinsic spirit of the dancer,  giving life to the still positions of

124 Gao, “Dunhuang wudao de jiben shunlian,”  p. 140.
125 Gao, Training Course of Dunhuang Dance, pp. 19-20
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the original murals.126  Gao emphasizes that the breathing and eyes of the dancer must be properly

integrated to fully and appropriately convey the aesthetic beauty of the Dunhuang murals through

dance. The breathing is especially important for the shifting and unifying body posture known as

the san dao wan, or the tribhanga. It is also called the “S-shape” and consists of angling the head,

shoulders and hips to form a zig-zag like posture, which is characteristic of many figures of the

Dunhuang murals. 

In her analysis of the Dunhuang murals, and her development of a teaching curriculum for

Dunhuang dance, Gao Jinrong identifies two primary demeanors, which emphasize eye expressions,

for dancers to cultivate; the kind, quiet and gentle attitude of the bodhisattva (pusa shi de wenjing

cihe, 菩薩式的溫靜慈和) and the lively, cheerful attitude of the supplicant or celebrant (jile shi de

huopo huankuai, 伎樂式的活潑歡快).

3.2 Gao Jinrong's Analysis of Dunhuang Dance

After examining Gao's process of design for Dunhuang Dance, the research now proceeds into

the manner in which Gao Jinrong describes and classifies the tradition.  In the preface to the 1993

instructional  guide Dunhuang  Dance  by Gao  Jinrong,  she  states,  that  “it  aims  to  capture  the

splendor of the Dunhuang cave murals, and is therefore clearly not a period dance form nor is it a

regional one.” However she does state that “as a stylized dance form based on cave mural images of

Dunhuang, it does reflect an ancient essence of song and dance from a culture on the silk road

formed by the influences of several countries.”127 

Therefore, Gao does recognize in her own description that “Dunhuang dance” is a composite,

or  a  synthesis,  of  several  cultural  elements  and  dance  styles.  She  holds  the  view  that  the

fundamental aim of her creative endeavor, and Dunhuang dance practitioners, is to capture, and

convey the “splendor” of the Mogao murals. In analyzing Gao Jinrong's classification of Dunhuang

dance, there are two aspects to consider. First is to analyze Gao's description of the modern and

(more or less) fully systematized dance tradition. Second, is to analyze Gao's historical research on

the Mogao murals themselves. 

In her research on the Dunhuang artwork, Gao makes several declarations based on historical

studies  concerning  the  character  of  Dunhuang  culture,  art,  and  dance.  These  are  important  to

highlight when determining the perspective and cultural  frames from which Gao was operating

when she began to craft the Dunhuang dance style. The dance form is now almost unanimously

126 Ibid. pp. 141-142. 
127 Gao Jinrong 高金榮, Dunhuang wudao  敦煌舞蹈 [Dunhuang Dance] (Lanzhou: Dunhuang wenyi chubanshe,  

1993), p. 2.
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accepted as a modern reflection of the historical dance forms depicted in the Dunhuang murals, yet

there are some aspects of Gao's descriptions of the murals that deserve to be noted. 

Gao acknowledges that the Mogao murals represent hundreds of years, and multiple cultural

and political shifts in the region. The murals therefore, in sum, present an amalgam of eras, and

styles, bound together primarily by geography. Collectively, they reflect layers of developmental

changes  over  the  centuries.  In  her  project  of  fashioning  Dunhuang  dance,  Gao  recognizes  the

complexity  and  historical  breadth  represented  by  this  time  line  and  the  vast  array  of  cultural

influences represented therein. Obviously, it was no easy task to review, and analyze all of that

initial cultural materia and distill it into a workable and systematized dance style, which is what

Gao has succeeded in doing. 

However, her process of design and her determinations as to what aspects of the artwork were

most important to be included, then “revived” and reflected to modern society, were without a doubt

influenced by her own subjective view of what Dunhuang and its history represented to a national

consciousness that was recovering, or at least transforming, after the Cultural Revolution of the

decade previous. 

As mentioned in the first chapter, Gao frequently discusses Dunhuang dance as reflecting three

primary cultural aspects, which she refers to as “three (aspects) intertwined.”  They are: fojiao secai

 佛教色 (a Buddhist character),  xi yu fengge  西域風格 (a style of China's western, central Asian

regions), and yi tang wei zhu 以唐爲主(a foundation rooted in Tang dynasty culture).

In a 1994 essay published by the Renmin Music Publishing Company, Gao elaborates a bit on

each of these three aspects.128 

In regards to Buddhism, she reminds readers that the original Mogao murals were intended to

convey Buddhist teachings, and are themselves a priceless storehouse of Buddhist artwork. From

early depictions of heavenly palaces and divine maidens, to later depictions of bodhisattvas and

celebrants of the secular realm, the intention of the works was to propagate the Dharma. It is worth

noting that  Gao openly acknowledges this  point in multiple works,  while also emphasizing the

intention of the dance practitioner is to convey the “spirit” of the Mogao murals. Yet nowhere in her

early works discussing her process of design does she make a clear statement that the dance might

be used as a tool to propagate or celebrate a religious belief. In fact, she has made statements to the

contrary, seemingly downplaying the Buddhist character as the least significant of her three aspects.

In a 2017 interview, Gao states that she is not religious, and that it was never her intention for

Dunhuang dance to be associated with Buddhism, or celebrated as part of any religious tradition.

128 Gao Jinrong, 高金榮. “Chanshenng yu xiandai shehui de Zhongguo gudian wu xin liu pai” 產生于現代社會的中
 國古典舞新流派 [Creating a new genre of classical Chinese dance for modern society], in Dunhuang wu jiaocheng

 敦煌舞教程 [A Training Course in Dunhuang Dance] (Shanghai: Shanghai Yinyue, 2011), pp. 190-192.
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However, she also recognizes in the interview that the Buddhist aspects of the Mogao murals are

intrinsic  to  the  “spirit”  of  Dunhuang,  and  therefore  cannot  be  separated  from the  dance.  The

interviewer notes that many observers and performers of the dance interpret a religious meaning

from the act and imagery. Gao says that in her view, the “heavenly” realms and figures created in

Dunhuang dance, as living representations of the cave murals, are still  fundamentally secular in

nature.129 Like some scholars  discussed in  the  literature review, Gao seems to  suggest  that  the

splendid realms depicted in the Mogao murals are essentially imaginative representations of court

culture during the Tang dynasty.

Discussing the style of the Western regions, Gao observes that local culture began developing

well before the Han dynasty, and that Chinese culture and local cultures began to fuse or merge with

the development of the Silk Road, reaching a cultural peak during the Tang dynasty. Gao says the

influence of the local culture is easily observed in the dress and accoutrements of the mural dancers,

as well as by their exposed bodies, hand mudras, leg and foot positioning, and especially in the “S”

shaped body posture. All of these aspects have been thoroughly re-conveyed by the new tradition of

Dunhuang  dance.  According  to  Gao,  the  Western  regions  aspect  of  Dunhuang  dance  broadly

includes influences from Xinjiang, Tibet, Central Asia, and from as far as India. 

The third and final aspect is China's Tang era cultural influence, which Gao claims represents

the essential foundation of the dance style, and the height of artistic accomplishment among the

Mogao murals. It is this aspect, ostensibly predominant among the three, which ultimately justified

her approach to design Dunhuang dance in accordance with classical Chinese dance and music

theory. Gao claims Chinese influence in the realm of dance in historical Dunhuang during the Tang

dynasty was two-pronged, that it was an independent cultural import possessing its own distinct

style of performing art, and that Chinese influence had over the course of centuries been assimilated

by (or been assimilating?) other dance styles of the local ethnic groups of the Western regions.

 Given the intentional integration of these three aspects, with predominance assigned to the Tang

cultural  influence,  Gao  Jinrong  therefore  asserts  that  “Dunhuang  dance  reflects  a  historically

Chinese classical dance with unique features of the Western regions.”130

To offer a small critique of Gao's analysis, the author must note that there is clear evidence in

her writings that she operates from a Sino-centric perspective in her approach to Dunhuang's history

and cultural development. This orientation, though understandable given the historical context in

which she devoted herself to develop Dunhuang dance, should be pointed out because it has clearly

129 Apsaras Dance Interview, Zhuanfang: Zhongguo guojia yiji biandao Gao Jinrong jiaoshou 專訪:中國國家一級編
導—高金榮教授 [Interview: A top class national director of China – Professor Gao Jinrong]. YouTube: upload date
July, 26, 2017. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MvFMgUwDURI&t=16s

130  Gao, Dunhuang wu jiaocheng, p. 190.
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been manifest in the final result of her project to invent Dunhuang dance.

In  Dance  in  the  Art  of  the  Dunhuang  Grotto, Gao  begins  a  historical  introduction  to

Dunhuang's  cultural  development  with  an  observation  that  Emperor  Han  Wudi  established  a

military garrison named Dunhuang in the area in 111 CE,131 from which the region established its

name, becoming a crucial link on the historical Silk Road. Throughout the rest of the work, this in

an  implied  basis  for  the  assertion  that  “Han  culture”  is  the  basic  foundation  of  all  artistic

development  that  occurred  in  Dunhuang  over  the  succeeding  centuries  and  dynasties.132 Her

conflation of the florescence of artistic achievement that occurred during the Tang dynasty, with a

historical territorial claim of the Han dynasty more than a half millennium earlier is thus made

patently clear. 

This attempt to sinicize the region's history is rather conspicuous, given that a large portion of

the rest of the book is filled with detailed descriptions of a large array of foreign and local non-Han

influences and the manner in which they are evidenced in the Mogao art work. Gao consistently

emphasizes that Dunhuang's “splendor” and uniqueness is directly attributable to the sustained and

varied interchange and exchange between Chinese culture proper, and the local and foreign cultures

in and around Dunhuang. In Gao's description of this historical process, these disparate cultural

influences seem incapable of performing autonomously, or outside a framework supported by Han

Chinese  culture.  In  her  view, Han civilization's  role  as  a  key facilitator  in  the  development  of

Dunhuang culture is central, and indisputable.   

An example of this Sino-centric approach to analysis which Gao evidences, are her descriptions

of Sutra murals from the Tang dynasty and later dynastic periods, which convey the stories and

moral lessons of Buddhism. Gao states that the Buddhist images of the art work represent a process

of Buddhism's sinicization. These Sutra murals are described by Gao as foreign cultural elements

being effectively “grafted into” Chinese culture. She goes on to immediately describe how foreign

cultural influences, referred to as hufeng  胡風 (barbarian style),133 influenced every facet of daily

life for people living in Dunhuang, and how items like clothing, instruments, and other implements

which reflect such foreign influence, are observable in the mural artwork of the period. 

There are such an abundance of foreign elements and influences from Central  Asia,  Nepal,

Tibet, India, and local ethnic groups that are represented in the murals, introduced by Gao herself,

that  a  reader  must  doubt  the  criteria  Gao used to  determine  the  centrality of  Han culture  and

Chinese-ness within the development of Dunhuang society and its cultural traditions. On the other

131  Gao Jinrong 高金榮. Dunhuang shiku wu le yishu  敦煌石窟舞樂藝術 [Dance in the Art of the Dunhuang Grotto] 
(Lanzhou: Gansu Renmin, 2000), p. 2.

132 Ibid. p. 71.
133 Ibid. p. 73.
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hand, there are at  least  two recognizable factors that may support the Sino-centric assumptions

which Gao offers in her research. They are; (a) the painting style displayed by the artists responsible

for the Mogao murals is predominantly Chinese, especially of the Tang dynasty-era murals, and (b)

the political hegemony which Chinese courts exercised via military garrisons for the majority of

Dunhuang's  history through the  Tang dynasty. However,  reflecting  on these  two items,  several

problems  still  remain  with  a  determination  of  Chinese  influence  as  the  central  facilitator  for

Dunhuang's cultural development. 

First is that, Han or sinicized Xianbei families with connections to the military garrison, as the

region's most affluent demographic were likely the ones who funded most of the artwork in the cave

temple complex. The wealthiest families were also more likely to commission Chinese artists than

not, which accounts for the clearly Chinese-style rendering of the imagery that appears in most of

the later  murals.  However, the figures  in  the numerous Tang-era murals,  although painted in a

Chinese style, still reflect a composite of attributes from a wide variety of cultural influences. 

A determination of the identity of an artist, or patron of an artistic work, as Han Chinese or

otherwise, can not be used as a concrete determination that the dances, garments, and religious

imagery emerged exclusively from a China-centered cultural milieu, only from a society in which

the  Chinese  population  were  economically  dominant.  It  is  also  worth  noting  that  historically,

dancers,  actors,  and  other  performers  usually  came  from  the  lower  classes,  and  were  often

associated  with  a  mendicant  lifestyle.  On  the  imperial  frontier,  in  an  entrepot  like  Dunhuang,

dancers seeking patronage with wealthy families or organizations were probably even more likely

to be migrants or locals from a lower class, and therefore less likely to have been from the more

affluent Han Chinese community. 

Further, looking back chronologically, the  older  the  mural,  the less  likely it  is  to  reflect  a

distinctly Han Chinese cultural style. If only from the perspective of art history, this should suggest

that Chinese cultural influence increased over time, and reached its height in the region during the

Tang  dynasty.  Logically  it  follows  that  Chinese  influence  was  not  originally  centered

geographically in the Dunhuang region at all. Han Chinese coming into the historical Dunhuang

region likely brought just as much foreign cultural influence as any other culture group.

It may have been unintentional, but it is clear that Gao's attitude towards her project suggests an

air of cultural imperialism in the academic realms of art history and dance studies. This was no

doubt a product of the “post-Mao habitus” and cultural milieu of the late 1970s. As discussed in the

second chapter, Mackerras notes that from the late  1970s through the 1980s there was a trend

towards “pluralism” with regards to ethnic minorities and peripheral cultures and their “integration”

into a greater Chinese national identity and narrative. Gao's approach to Dunhuang dance's design
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would accord with that trend, and with the popularization, and even some degree of exoticization,

of minority ethnic styles into popular entertainment. 

In effect, Gao has invented a style of modern performing art,  a new tradition, that informs

popular  consciousness  and  imagination  concerning  a  historical  civilization  and  its  religious

traditions, which have largely disappeared, and for which modern Dunhuang dance serves as a kind

of living memorial. Simultaneously, Gao also crafted a dance style that subtly served to integrate

local ethnic minority cultures of Gansu province, and those further west, into the Chinese nation, in

broad accord with the political ambitions of the PRC to cultivate a pluralistic sense of national

unity, in spite of cultural and ethnic dissimilarity. 

Reviewing the writings of Gao Jinrong on the subject, which stretch from the 1980s to the

2010s, it does not seem as though either of these results were her explicit intention, but they are

clear results  of the project to invent the tradition of Dunhuang dance.  The next subsection will

examine the goals and intentions of Gao Jinrong for her project, as well as her views on the cultural

significance of Dunhaung dance. 

Gao Jinrong with students (CCTV program)

3.3 Gao Jinrong on her intentions and the significance of Dunhuang Dance

From the most cursory of views, Gao's intention for her project was: to research the thousands

of figures portrayed within the corpus of Dunhuang murals, systematize a dance system based upon

the most iconic of them, and then to develop a comprehensive curriculum with teaching materials to

establish a formal dance style and program for its instruction. Fellow Dunhuang Dance scholar Sun

Han-ming remarks that Gao's original textbook on Dunhuang dance instruction established three
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fundamental aspects of the dance tradition. First, she developed the basic form incorporating the art

of  different  eras,  along  with  various  personae,  and  postures,  within  a  common  framework  of

motion. The second aspect of the tradition was the establishment of core stylistics of the dance as

derived from the Mogao artwork. These two are quite obviously interlinked, but Sun differentiates

them, with one as the motion vocabulary, and the other as the external appearance and musical

accompaniment.

The third aspect noted by Sun is the one most worth our consideration. Sun supports the claim

that from the first published instructional course materials on the dance form, that Gao Jinrong had

fixed Dunhuang dance within the field of traditional Chinese dance, but with prominent “ethnic

characteristics” (minzu-xing, 民族性).  By establishing these core aspects of Dunhuang dance, Gao

has contributed immeasurably to the tradition which is now firmly established in Chinese society,

and has developed well beyond its origin in Gansu. Sun says Gao imbued Dunhuang dance with its

own style  and identity, albeit  with aesthetic  characteristics  which  make it  compatible  with  the

greater tradition of Chinese dance.134

Throughout  the  process  of  her  research  and the  early development  of  the  dance  tradition,

despite criticism, Gao always trusted that history and academia would ultimately recognize the

objective value of her invention. In her role as an art academy administrator in Lanzhou, she also

believed that the development of Dunhuang dance was not only beneficial to the greater tradition of

Chinese dance, but that it would also serve to enrich arts and culture locally as well as nationally.135

This was at the start of an era in which traditional Chinese culture and heritage was the object of a

nation-wide reappraisal. No doubt she also recognized the market potential of emerging heritage

industries for the local economy. 

It is clear from Gao Jinrong's statements that she designed Dunhuang dance with the intention

of creating a kind of cultural preserve. In one respect, it was done to broadcast and celebrate the

cultural treasures which had remained hidden in the Mogao grotto. In another respect, it can be said

that  she  sought  to  further  enrich  the  corpus  of  traditional  and folk  dances  within  the  Chinese

cultural sphere, by developing a particular style reminiscent of (or perhaps a revival of) the dance

style  depicted in  the Dunhuang cave  murals.  The following statement  from Gao provide some

insight into such an intention.

(敦煌舞蹈)對敦煌壁畫舞姿就要廣彩博取,  明確它既不是歷史上某一 時代的
舞蹈, 也不是敦煌地區的地方舞蹈, 而是'敦煌壁畫式舞蹈'.它反映了我國古代
絲綢之路上各國樂舞薈萃的精華, 是中西(西域)樂舞相融合的結晶, 屬古典舞

134 Sun Han-ming 孫漢明, “Dunhuangwu jiaocai shuli yu fenxi”  敦煌舞教材梳理與分析 [Clarification and Analysis 
of the Training Course of Dunhuang Dance], Beijing Wudao Xueyuan Xuebao  北京舞蹈學院學報 [Journal of 
Beijing Dance Academy] 3 (2016), p. 74.

135 Zhao Qiao, “Cong Dunhuang wenhua jicheng zhong fajue dunhuang wudao de dangdai jiazhi,” p. 76.
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範疇, 可成爲一個富有四部特色的古典舞流派.

“(Dunhuang dance) aims to capture the splendor of the Dunhuang cave murals,  and is
therefore clearly not a period dance form nor is it a regional one. As a stylized dance form
based on cave mural images of Dunhuang, it does reflect an ancient essence of song and
dance from a culture on the Silk Road formed by the influences of several countries. As a
synthesis of the treasures of Western China, and those of traditional dance forms, it still

possesses the richness of classical dance.”136

Gao also discusses how the objective of the dancer should be to represent or imitate the “spirit”

of the various characters in Mogao cave art, to depict a “heavenly world,” (tianguo shijie, 天國世

界) but also simultaneously to represent the special characteristics of culture in a specific time and

place in history.137 This taken with the above quote offers at least two primary “aims, objectives, or

intentions” inherent in the design and practice of Dunhuang dance. One aim appears to be historical

in nature, while the second appears to border on the spiritual, however Gao specifically diminishes

the importance of religion in her work in several publications. What is important to note of these

two aims is their appeal to a Chinese cultural identity and the inherent significance of that group's

historical traditions, accomplishments, and values. In all likelihood from Gao's view, Buddhism is

included as an aspect of that identity, but it is not an aspect of central importance. Gao ascribes

much more importance to the cultural heritage and secular, artistic accomplishments of Chinese

culture than she does to any supernatural reading or divine lessons conveyed by the Dunhuang

murals (and by extension Dunhuang dance). 

In one of Gao's earliest essays where she discusses her intentions and the cultural significance

of Dunhuang dance, published in 1983,138 readers are given an idea of Gao's perspective during the

era in  which she was actively developing the dance form. There are a few notable differences

between later  works  and some statements  made in  this  earlier  publication.  First,  are  her  clear

denunciations of religious doctrine and belief in the 1983 article, which, it should be recognized,

reflect an era preceded the Cultural Revolution. Gao states that while the Dunhuang murals were

used in their  day to propagate Buddhism, they were ultimately tools that served the feudalistic

culture of ancient China.

She also discounts any aspect of a divine or sacred nature in the Dunhuang murals by declaring

that the images of spirits, heavenly realms, and all “religious fantasies” are rooted in the creativity

and imagination of artists whose works actually reflect secular phenomenon in the world around

them. From this explanation, the Pure Land imagery, bodhisattvas, and apsaras are all refractions, or

136 Gao, Dunhuang wudao, p. 2.
137  Ibid. pp. 18-19.
138 Gao, “Dunhuang wudao de jiben shunlian.” 
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idealized images of China's aristocracy, and the opulence of secular royal courts.139

For Gao, the greatest significance of these artworks is not the meaning intended to be conveyed

by the artisans, but the artistic skill which they were able to manifest in their works. Hence Gao's

assertion that the secular accomplishments of “Chinese cultural heritage” are more important than

the lesser aspect of Buddhist teachings and religious fancy. This secular perception and analysis of

the Mogao murals, rooted in Marxist interpretation of religion, subsequently informed her process

of design. From the religious images intended to convey a Buddhist perspective on life, morality,

and the divine, Gao Jinrong asserts that the qualities of sincerity, respect, elegance and maidenly

virtue are the fundamental ideals to be grasped from the artwork, once the religiosity has been

stripped away. 

Once this  is  recognized,  according to Gao, the murals'  true value can be grasped for their

superb  artistic  quality.  Gao  states  that  the  primary value  of  her  research  into  the  dancers  and

musicians of the Dunhuang murals, lies in the realm of art history and aesthetics. “Although (the

Mogao Caves) are a treasure trove of Buddhist works, for us, we can say it is a brilliant store of

classical artwork, one which displays the unmatched craftsmanship and skill of the working classes

of  ancient  China.”  Gao's  research  and  work  in  developing  Dunhuang  dance  in  1983,  as  she

articulates it, was to further the development of China's dance and artistic heritage, “to serve the art

and culture of glorious socialism” (wei fanrong shehuizhuyi wenhua yishu 爲繁榮社會主義文化藝

術服務).140 

In the afterword of her 2000 publication, Dance in the Art of the Dunhuang Grotto, she makes a

similar statement, but the emphasis has shifted somewhat. In the later text, Gao says she wants her

work and research to raise awareness and understanding of the portrayal of dance and music found

in the Dunhuang murals. She expresses the hope that her work will stimulate a greater appreciation

among  people  for  the  beautiful  minzu culture  of  their  ancestors  and  “strengthen  the  spirit  of

patriotism.” (zengqiang aiguozhuyi jingshen 增强愛國主義精神).141 

When considering the Dunhuang dance project, it is worth noting that Gao's earlier, far more

pronounced commitment to the cause of socialism, relaxed somewhat over the subsequent decades.

This is evidenced further by her comments in the 2017 interview142 when she recognizes that the

dance's Buddhist characteristics can't be separated from the tradition. However, she still offers her

personal  view  that  whatever  religious  meaning  people  may  find  in  the  dance  is  ultimately  a

139 Ibid. pp. 134-135.
140 Ibid. p. 136. 
141 Gao, Dunhuang shiku wu le yishu, p. 140.
142 Apsaras Dance Interview, Zhuanfang: Zhongguo guojia yiji biandao Gao Jinrong jiaoshou 專訪:中國國家一級編
導—高金榮教授 [Interview: A top class national director of China – Professor Gao Jinrong]. YouTube: upload date
July, 26, 2017. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MvFMgUwDURI&t=16s
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psychological  response  and  a  secular  experience,  as  opposed  to  a  divine  or  transcendental

phenomenon. While Gao continues to eschew a religious interpretation or lens applied to analysis of

Dunhuang dance, she does emphasize that a dancer's “heart can not be empty.” The emotion and

feeling must be genuine in order to be genuinely conveyed and thereby perceived by the audience.

The  possibility  that  Dunhuang  dance  can  touch  peoples'  hearts,  or  be  deeply moving,  is  only

possible if the inner heart of the dancer is in tune with the exterior motions of the body, says Gao. 

In the 2017 interview, Gao's perspective on the religious aspects of Dunhuang dance seems to

be that, she has recognized that others may find religious meaning in the tradition, but that she

herself  maintains  that  the  imagery  and  any  potentially  numinous  experience  are  still  entirely

contained  within  the  secular  realm,  merely  reflecting  the  psychological  activity  of  human

participants. In the interview, Gao declares that her original aim was always to see the dancers in

the murals, be brought to life on stage, through what she calls heli de zaixian 合理的再現(a rational

reconstruction). She also states that she was always inspired in her work out of a desire to serve

society, and the nation, to preserve the Dunhuang jingshen 敦煌精神(spirit of Dunhuang) for future

generations, and to share the beauty of Dunhuang, which she refers to as “minzu culture,” with the

world.

The intention of Gao to enrich  minzu dance traditions and propagate the culture of China's

ethnic minority populations is an important aim, and one that becomes more pronounced in Gao's

scholarship, and among other Chinese dance scholars throughout the late 20th century. This reflects

the  pluralistic  approach of  the PRC towards  the  national  integration of  minority ethnic groups

mentioned previously. Gao Jinrong's own discussion of Dunhuang dance, and what it represents in

terms of cultural interaction and synthesis between Chinese and foreign cultural elements, strongly

suggests  that  she  was  fully  aware  of  the  official  policies  of  the  Chinese  state  with  regard  to

promoting  an  inclusive,  pluralistic  conception  of  Chinese  identity,  as  a  means  of  integrating

disparate ethnic communities into the greater Chinese nation.

In the closing sentence of an essay titled “The glorious achievement of Dunhuang dance and

music reflects the interaction and fusion of Chinese and foreign cultures,”143 Gao offers several

qualities which she asserts comprise the “spirit of Dunhuang,” offering a quasi-definition for the

concept, while also perhaps highlighting what Gao sees as some of the culturally significant aspects

of  her  research on Dunhuang art  and dance.  The qualities  she lists  are:  kaifang xing 開放性

(openness), jianrong xing  兼容性 (compatibility), minzu xing  民族性 (national/ethnic character),

143 Gao Jinrong 高金榮, “Dunhuang wule fanying le Zhong wai wenhua yishu jiaoliu ronghe de huihuang chengjiu” 敦
 煌舞樂反映了中外文化藝術交流融合的輝煌成就 [The glorious achievement of Dunhuang dance and music 

reflects the interaction and fusion of Chinese and foreign cultures] in Dunhuang shiku wu le yishu 敦煌石窟舞樂藝
術[Dance in the Art of the Dunhuang Grotto] (Lanzhou: Gansu Renmin, 2000), pp. 71-79.
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and chuangzao xing  創造性 (creativity).

These qualities are listed specifically in reference to the manner in which Dunhuang culture and

its artistic treasures represent an amalgam of local and foreign cultural elements, an amalgam which

Gao asserts was formed with “Chinese culture” at its core. “Creativity” is fairly self-evident in the

artistic works themselves, and is also reflected in Gao's own invented dance tradition. “Openness”

and  “compatibility”  describe  the  manner  in  which  Chinese  culture,  historically  and  presently,

accepts  whatever  qualities,  tools,  and  traditions  it  desires,  or  which  may  be  beneficial,  from

peripheral and ethnic minority cultures with which it interacts, assimilating and harmonizing these

aspects into the greater “Chinese” cultural identity. And the last, and most difficult to succinctly

articulate is the minzu-xing or “ethnic/national character.” Difficulty lies in the ambiguity of which

precise nation, ethnicity, or minzu Gao is indicating with the term.

For most Chinese people the Han ethnicity remains distinct, both culturally and historically, at

least  in  popular  imagination.  However,  it  is  also  generally  acknowledged  that  the  Han  ethnic

identity is a remarkably porous one. The influence of the sinicized Xianbei and Turkic elements

which  were  influential  at  the  founding of  the  Tang dynasty is  a  clear  example  of  this.  Ethnic

identification  as  “Han”  is  formed  primarily  by  a  conception  of  cultural  continuity  throughout

history, and only secondarily defined as a distinct genetic group. But in regards to Dunhuang, Gao

is obviously not speaking only of the Han nationality/ ethnicity. Given the background of Gao's

research and her cultural project to invent Dunhuang dance, which specifically integrates foreign

cultural elements, and those of local ethnic communities, the “national/ethnic character,” must also

in some measure refer to those non-Chinese cultural elements. This creates an obvious ambiguity

around this particular quality.

Gao  expounds  on  this  concept  in  another  essay  entitled  “Confronting  Challenges,

Unceasing Self-strengthening: A discussion of individuality, plurality, and the national character of

dance.”144 The work discusses how Chinese art and culture must face the internationalizing and

integrative trends of globalization. She expounds on the need for China to enhance and propagate

the unique characteristics of the minzu, both across society generally, and specifically in regards to

classical Chinese dance. She also reveals that her conception of  minzu accords with what other

scholars might term “cultural imperialism.” Perhaps somewhat paradoxically, Gao asserts that all of

the minority groups in China are “Chinese” by default, or at least by virtue of their inclusion within

the geographic territory administered by the PRC. Yet in the same essay, she notes the need for

144 Gao Jinrong 高金榮, “Miandui tiaozhan, ziqiang buxiu: jiantan wudaode minzu xing, duoyang xing he gexing” 面
對挑戰, 自强不息: 兼談舞蹈的民族性,  多樣性和個性 [Confronting Challenges, Unceasing Self-strengthening: A 
discussion of individuality, plurality, and the national character of dance], in Dunhuang wu jiaocheng  敦煌舞教程
[A Training Course in Dunhuang Dance] (Shanghai: Shanghai Yinyue, 2011), pp. 192-196.
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Chinese culture to maintain its distinctive features and autonomy in the face of challenges posed by

globalization. 

To read between the lines, it seems reasonable to assert that Gao has adopted a hierarchy of

minzu  in her conceptualization of the Chinese nation. On the one hand, it serves the people, the

culture, and the party to promote a pluralistic conception of nationhood within China. This includes

a multiplicity of ethnic groups, or member nations, existing under the umbrella of what it means to

be “Chinese” within the state's boundaries. However, from the outside looking in, she implies that

the Chinese nation, and its cultural representations, must appear, and be promoted, as a monolith.

Gao's conception of  minzu  therefore posses a flexible and porous character, much like the Han

identity,  which  forms  a  central  frame  of  her  analysis  of  Dunhuang  art,  and  her  invention  of

Dunhuang dance.

Consider the following prescription which Gao provides for the preservation and promotion of

Chinese cultural heritage in an era of globalization. Gao asserts that China must face the era by

adopting  and  maintaining  the  following  attributes: kaifang  開放 (openness),  ronghe 融合

(integration), zizhu  自主 (autonomy), and duli 獨立(independence).

 '開放' 意指敢于開善於吸納外來文化藝術而非閉目塞聽; '融合'是主張把外來
文化中對於我有用有益的部分吸收進我們的文化集體, 成爲我們自己的一部
分; '自主' 就是自主開放,  吸收融合以我爲主, 爲我所用, 對於外來文化中腐朽,
沒落,頹廢,色情,  暴力等糟粕堅決抵制; '獨立' 則是必須維護我們文化的獨立
性, 始終保持我中華文化的優秀傳統, 大力弘揚民族藝術.

'Openness' means to be daring in attracting the art of foreign cultures, and not to remain
ignorant (of the global situation). 'Integration' means advocating for the assimilation of
aspects  of  cultures  that  are  useful  to  our  own culture,  and  absorbing  them into  our
collective culture. 'Autonomy' means that even as we display openness, and advocate for
integration,  it  should  be  in  service  of  (our  culture),  which  should  remain  primarily
(autonomous), and aspects of foreign cultures which are decayed, degenerate, decadent,
overly  sexual,  or  violent,  these  dregs  must  be  resolutely  rejected.  'Independence'
indicates the necessity to maintain the independence of our culture, to always protect the
wonderful traditions of our Chinese culture, and to vigorously promote art of the nation
(minzu).145 

This at once protectionist, yet also opportunistic “China first”  approach to the preservation and

development  of  art  and  culture,  strikes  the  author  as  a  finely  articulated,  and  very  succinct

explanation of the perspective that many Chinese scholars take towards history, and the manner in

which  paternalistic  Chinese  civilization  integrates  and  assimilates  local  and  peripheral  culture

groups,  and  ipso  facto labels  them “Chinese.”  The same culturally imperialistic  tendencies  are

perfectly recognizable in the 21st century. If we apply this perspective towards the cultural heritage

145 Ibid. p.193.
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of  Dunhuang,  then  we  can  easily  understand  the  attitude  towards  cultural  achievement  and

interaction which Gao has applied to her view of Dunhuang's cultural history. Thus her justification

for conceptually integrating not only the artwork of Dunhuang, but also her Mogao mural-inspired

dance tradition into the corpus of  “Chinese classical dance.”

But as this research hopes to demonstrate, Gao Jinrong obviously did not invent Dunhuang

dance in a complete cultural vacuum. The essay referenced above also includes discussion about the

necessity of promoting traditions drawn from minority cultural groups in China, to promote the

diversification  and  pluralism of   “Chinese  dance.”  These  ideas  for  cultural  development  were

grounded quite firmly in the state proscriptions of the period, to integrate the many minority ethnic

groups into a stronger more cohesive national body. It is clear that Gao Jinrong, at least in later

years, recognized the necessity of this project, and likely the role that Dunhuang dance was playing

within this national campaign. 

At least in the realm of dance, Gao Jinrong's invented tradition can be seen as something of a

front runner in the national effort to assimilate local cultures within a Han Chinese-centered nation.

In the case of Dunnhuang dance, the process in which the imagery and accoutrements of a regional

cultural  style  were  sinicized  as  they were  assimilated  into  the  greater  Chinese  nation  is  made

explicit  by the  first  hand account  of  the tradition's  creator. We can see  that  conceptually, Gao

followed  the  prescription  which  she  later  outlined  (quoted  above)  in  her  systematization  of

Dunhuang dance within the greater corpus of classical Chinese dance. 

However, as  the next  chapter  will  explore,  the invention of tradition,  once established and

presumed  by the  public  to  represent  a  much  older,  ancient  cultural  mileau,  as  in  the  case  of

Dunhuang  dance,  is  not  necessarily  bound  by the  intentions  or  even  the  original  prescriptive

analysis of its inventor. As many scholars note, Dunhuang dance continues to develop, and contrary

to what its creator supposed as its most significant aspect, a portrayal of refined Tang dynasty art

and culture, for many, the obvious Buddhist imagery may be the more integral aspect of the dance

tradition. 

The following chapter will consider the possibility that, despite being invented by Gao Jinrong

in “service to the culture of socialism” in China, and to “enrich the national character of Chinese

dance”  by  assimilating  local  and  foreign  cultural  elements,  that  Dunhuang  dance  has  also

organically  become  part  of  a  religious  cultural  revival.  This  occurred  via  the  symbolism  and

Buddhist teachings which are at the heart of the original Dunhuang murals themselves, which Gao

has effectively helped to propagate.
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4. Dunhuang Dance: A case study in Cultural Revival

Dunhuang dance's reappearance in the modern era has filled academic lacunae related to
classical Chinese dance. It has taken the world heritage of Dunhuang's dance and music
found  in  the  Mogao  grotto  and  presented  it  on  the  modern  stage.  It  has  awakened
domestic and international audiences to Dunhuang culture, and increased attention and

awareness of traditional Chinese culture.146  

This  research  has  explored  the  artistic  and societal  background in  which  Dunhuang dance

emerged, and also reviewed scholarly discussions on the classification and cultural significance of

the dance tradition. The previous chapter took a closer look at the perspective of its creator and the

motivations which underpinned the dance form's systematization. This chapter will take a macro

view and examine Dunhuang dance as a single aspect of a nationwide transformation that occurred

in the post-Mao era. This has been termed a “cultural revival” and involves discourses of a new

historiography, a shift away from revolutionary Marxism, and a rediscovery and revaluation of pre-

modern traditions in China. In line with the path of inquiry already taken by the current research,

the aims of this chapter are as follows.

First, this chapter will articulate how Dunhuang dance represents an effort to simultaneously

“perform heritage” and engage in cultural conservation. Beyond a project of artistic production and

historical research, this chapter emphasizes that Dunhuang dance in its origination was aimed at

strengthening  popular  perceptions  of  national  identity  while  depoliticizing  ethnicity.  This  was

executed with a very creative, sophisticated process of design, which drew on the cultural capital of

the  Dunhuang  murals  to  express,  venerate,  and  perhaps  most  importantly,  to  actively  shape  a

modern Chinese identity. This was accomplished by re-imagining and re-inventing the past through

dance.

Second, this chapter will argue that despite the intention to promulgate a national identity via

art  appreciation  and  heritage  production  which  minimized  religion,  that  the  cultural  materia

involved in the project is inseparable from the Buddhist heritage and worldview which originally

inspired the Dunhuang cave murals. Therefore, despite statements to the contrary from Gao Jinrong,

and  other  artists  and  scholars,  the  project  of  inventing  Dunhuang  dance  remains  subtly  and

inextricably tied to the religious revival of Buddhism, which occurred in the reform era following

the  Cultural  Revolution.  The second portion  of  this  chapter  will  consider  the  dance's religious

146 Zhao Qiao, “Cong Dunhuang wenhua jicheng zhong fajue dunhuang wudao de dangdai jiazhi,” p. 77. 
Original Chinese: 敦煌舞在當代的復現, 填補了中國古典舞蹈的相關學術空缺, 使世界文化遺產敦煌莫高窟中
的樂舞形象在當代舞蹈舞臺上呈現, 喚醒了國内外對敦煌文化, 對中國傳統文化的更多關注和認知.
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symbolism within the contemporaneous Buddhist revival of the late 1970s and the 1980s.  Lastly,

this  chapter  will  offer  a  brief  comparison  of  aesthetic  qualities  between  Dunhuang  dance  and

Chinese traditional dance as examined by scholars discussed in the Literature Review, with some

comments  on  the  popular  perceptions  of  minority  folk  dances  in  China,  and  their  potential

similarities with Dunhuang dance. 

To  explore  the  idea  of  a  cultural  revival,  amid  the  tumultuous  experience  of  cultural

transformation in 20th century China, some discussion on the relationship between culture, religion

and art is merited. A simplistic but valid definition of culture might be understood as “the 'best'

achievements and products in art, literature, and music.”147

Li Yih-yuan, writing in the 1978 work Belief and Culture, identifies three varieties of religious

revitalization movements: nativistic, syncretic, and innovative.148 As this chapter will explore, the

Buddhist  revival  which  occurred  in  the  reform  era,  presents  something  of  a  conundrum  for

classification, as different aspects of the era, and Buddhism's reemergence evidence aspects of all

three. If we expand those three varieties of “revitalization movements” to the broader realm of

culture, and consider them in reference to Dunhuang dance, we also run into the same difficulty of

classification. 

Dunhuang dance is at once promoted as nativistic, as a preservation of heritage and celebrated

as as expression of a Chinese national identity, and a rediscovery of a nativistic past. However,

given the process of design already described, it is also, without a doubt, culturally syncretic in its

nature and origin. And if we accept a purely secular perspective on the activity and tradition, most

scholars would likely agree, that the innovative aspect is perhaps the easiest to argue, given that

there is no direct evidence of any systematized dance tradition identified as “Dunhuang dance”

existing before the year 1979. 

This  chapter  will  explore  this  multivariate  nature of  both Dunhuang dance and its  context

within the wider revival of Buddhism in Chinese society. 

4.1 Dunhuang Dance as Performing Heritage

 

The  cultural  heritage  which Gao's  research and cultural  project  were  based upon were the

murals of the Mogao grotto in China's Gansu Province. By extension, the cultural heritage with

which this  research is  concerned is  the modern art  form of Dunhuang dance,  which shares  an

explicit historical connection to the murals.

147 Rosamund Billington, Ed. et al, Culture and Society (Hong Kong: Macmillan, 1991), p. 1.
148 Li Yih-yuan, Xinyang yu wenhua, pp. 209-213.
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In this relationship, between dance and murals, a very obvious aspect of “culture” as articulated

by many structuralist-functionalist scholars can be recognized. This is the perpetuation of inherited

conceptions of a communal identity or way of life, which are preserved and communicated through

use of art and symbol to later generations. This research argues that Dunhuang dance emerged as

not only a celebration of past artistic achievements (represented by the murals), but that it was (and

remains)  instructive  for  Chinese  audiences,  encouraging  them  to  make  a  personal  claim  of

identification with the cultural heritage of Dunhuang, and by extension the entire dynastic history of

China. In the reform era, this was not only an attempt to salvage China's pre-modern heritage from

the degradations suffered during the Cultural Revolution, but it also offered artists, and the new

state a mutually beneficial opportunity to cultivate a more cohesive sense of national identity.  

Gao Jinrong herself gives us a definition of culture and prescriptions for Chinese society. This

offers  some  further  insight  into  how  the  inventor  of  Dunhuang  dance  conceptualized  the

significance  of  her  project.  Gao  states  the  following  in  her  essay  “Confronting  Challenges,

Unceasing Self-strengthening.”

因爲文化是一個國家, 一個民族全部智慧與文明的集中體現, 是維系國家和民
族團結與發展的精神紐帶, 是一個國家，一個民族區別于其他國家, 民族的精
神家園. 全球化愈迅猛,  人間愈要保特自己的身份, 性格; 自己的價值系統和
生活方式，自己的獨立性.

Because  culture  is  a  nation,  the  collective  body  comprising  the  entire  wisdom  and
civilization of a people.  (Because) it  is  the maintained ties of a nation and its  ethnic
groups, and the spiritual connections that have developed between them, (culture) is the
nation. It is the differentiation of (one's own) people from those of other nations. It is the
spiritual  homeland  of  a  people.  As  globalization  advances,  people  must  increasingly
protect their own identities and character, along with their value systems, way of life, and
their independence.149

 

Gao's  nationalistic  description  of  culture  is  quite  apparent  and  understandable,  as  cultures  and

nations  do  face  threat  of  dissolution,  as  global  processes  of  migration  and  homogenization  of

culture quicken. This was no doubt a fear that many Chinese people expressed during the reform

era, as China opened up to capitalist market reforms.  It is worth noting Gao's use of “spiritual” in

the passage above. Here, Gao is not using “spiritual” in the manner of the supernatural, but more in

the sense of a feeling, or a collective psychological recognition of something (the “spirit of an age”

for example).

 This thesis submits that, Gao's definition of culture helps to illuminate how she viewed her own

work on Dunhuang dance in terms of preserving and transmitting culture to future generations in

149 Gao, “Miandui tiaozhan, ziqiang buxiu,” p.193.
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China. However, let us contrast her definition with the Functionalist axioms of culture offered by

Bronislaw Malinowski.

A. Culture is essentially an instrumental apparatus by which man is put in a position to 
better cope with the concrete specific problems that face him in his environment in 
the course of his satisfaction of his needs.

B. It is a system of objects, activities and attitudes in which every part exists as a means to
an end.

C.  It is an integral in which the various elements are interdependent.
D. Such activities, attitudes and objects are organized around important and vital tasks  

into institutions such as the family, the clan, the local community, the tribe, and the 
organized teams of economic cooperation, political, legal, and educational activity.

E. From the dynamic point of view, that is, as regards the type of activity, culture can be 
analyzed into a number of aspects such as education,  social control,  economics,  
systems of knowledge, belief and morality, and also modes of creative and artistic 
expression.150

From a  functionalist  view, and  with  consideration  to  Gao's  own prescriptions  for  Chinese

culture, the research can recognize that the tradition of Dunhuang dance was created at a nexus of

overlapping functions and “ends,” serving different needs and drives of different actors. Needs and

drives can be found at both the macro levels of state and society, down to the micro levels, which

counts individuals,  including Gao as inventor and artist,  along with dancers,  students,  scholars,

entertainment  promoters,  and  despite  the  tradition's  emergence  in  a  communist  society,  even

religious practitioners. 

In the context of the preceding decade of Maoist-Marxist ideology and the campaign to destroy

old culture and old traditions, the revaluation of China's premodern heritage during the reform era

would  certainly be  considered  reactionary. Gao Jinrong even acknowledges  that  the  Dunhuang

murals were essentially products of feudalistic  society. However  it  is  also unquestioned among

scholars of the reform era, that the murals along with numerous other artistic treasures and artifacts

were representatives of a “high culture,” from which all Chinese people could claim descent. This

was despite  decades  of  Marxist  historiography which  espoused the  denigration  of  the  imperial

legacy and arts of China. 

Scholar Shelly C. Berg, in her essay “The Real Thing: Authencity and Dance at the Approach

of the Millennium” suggests that in regards to authencitiy of tradition in the performing arts, there is

anxiety which arises from a sense of “losing” the past, and a desire to preserve it as effectively as

possible. 

Alienated  from  our  'lost'  traditions  we  invent  new  ones  that  we  can  more  readily
apprehend  and  produce....Authenticity  comes  with  self-knowledge,  with  the

150 Bronislaw Malinowski,  A Scientific Theory of Culture (University of North Carolina Press: Chapel Hill, 1944), p.  
150.
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understanding of heritage and the appreciation of custom...For the performer, tradition
must be bred in the marrow bone, so that 'authentic' performance reveals itself, almost
unconsciously,  as  a  living  embodiment  of  past  practice,  a  revelation  of  present
sensibilities and a harbinger of new traditions yet unknown... If the culture of the past
seems a dead and distant relic, we must imaginatively re-create it, in order to retrieve it.151

If the Cultural Revolution can be characterized as a grievous wound to traditional culture and

the  collective  psyche,  then projects  like the creation of  Dunhuang dance can be viewed as  an

attempt to mend that wound and encourage recovery, by appealing to the beauty, strength,  and

creativity of Chinese civilizations throughout history, qualities that are claimed to be consistent

across the ages. In a manner, this rehabilitation was accomplished precisely by appealing to a past

age, and reintroducing art and symbols which had been hidden or suppressed for a generation (or

more in the case of the Mogao murals). The cultural  revival which began in the late seventies

revealed symbols and aesthetics of Chinese identity to a generation of people, who were in many

cases completely unfamiliar with them. Dunhuang dance is a perfect example this. As Paul Claval

notes, the implicit suggestion is that “collective identities have a historical basis.” Gao's invention

of Dunhuang dance was a gift to the present, which not only re-imagined, but in the minds of many,

had successfully recreated  the past.  In  his  article  on heritage  and landscape,  Claval  makes  the

following observation on time:

Regarding time, the elements transferred to younger generations cease to be limited to
what  is  alive  in  the  minds  of  their  parents  and  neighbors.  Older  components  are
incorporated, giving culture a new historical perspective. On the spatial scale, there is a
similar expansion in spheres of interest as distant places become incorporated into the
story of local societies.152

Considering that the 1970s were the beginning of the cinema age in China,  and that television

broadcasts only began to reach most households following market reforms, it can be deduced that

for the vast majority of Chinese citizens, the folk drama “Along the Silk Road” and subsequent

televised  or  public  performances  of  Dunhuang  dance  provided  their  first  exposure  to,  and

knowledge of Dunhuang art. This was presented to them with the implicit suggestion that the art of

Dunhuang, and the legacy of Chinese dance both ultimately belonged to them. This use of artistic

performance served in effect, to incorporate the Dunhuang region into the national consciousness,

and ascribe to it heritage value, at the most popular level. 

This brings the discussion to the idea of “performing heritage” which is well articulated by

151 Shelly C. Berg,  “The Real Thing: Authenticity and Dance at the Approach of the Millennium” in Dance 
Reconstructed: Conference Proceedings, edited by Mason Gross School of the Arts (New Brunswick: Rutgers 
University Press, 1993), p. 117. 

152 Paul Claval, “Changing Conceptions of Heritage and Landscape” in Heritage, Memory and the Politics of Identity, 
ed. Moore Niamh & Yvonne Whelan. (Farnham: Ashgate Publishing, 2007), p. 86.
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Laurajane  Smith.  Smith  emphasizes  that  “heritage  is  expressive  of  identity  and,  in  particular,

national identity.” In contrast to what Smith considers as the traditionally recognized concept of

heritage; material products, geographic locations, and “things,” she argues that heritage must be

expanded to recognize  it  as  something people  “do” and not  simply what  is  created.  With  this

understanding, heritage represents the living aspect of a culture, as well as the “negotiation… of a

range of cultural and social identities, values and meanings, which prevail in the present.” Smith

concludes her essay:

Heritage is not a thing, but a process of meaning-making and negotiation, and that the
authenticity of heritage lies not in its physical fabric, but in the legitimacy given to the
social and cultural values we imbue places of heritage with, through the performances we
construct at them.153

Dunhuang dance, as noted, is intended to bring the spirit of the murals to life, expressing values like

sincerity,  grace,  and  benevolence  via  the  adopted  persona  of  the  apsaras,  bodhisattva,  or  the

celebrant.  Given its  cultural context of the reform era,  a performance of Dunhuang dance, as a

transmission and revival of heritage, also represented a renegotiation of identity. More than just an

appeal to national identity, it was perhaps also a re-exploration of classic ideals of femininity, and

for many a rediscovery or re-articulation of a religious identity as well. Likewise, Dunhuang dance,

designed as it was to integrate aspects of minority and local cultures, also reflects this composite

nature in its function, whereby it integrates the western territories and minority ethnic groups into

the greater national identity at a conceptual level. 

In terms of “performing heritage,” there is also another aspect to consider specifically with

regards to dance. In the literature review, it will be recalled, some scholars of Chinese dance have

pursued lines of discourse and research that assert Gao Jinrong's invention of Dunhuang dance is

actually  a  genuine  “reconstruction”  of  the  Tang  dynasty-era  dances  depicted  in  the  artwork.

Declarations  of  historical  authenticity  aside,  there  may  indeed  be  grounds  to  assert  that  the

performance of Dunhuang dance does provide the audience and the dancer a genuine means of

“accessing history.” A dance scholar, Alice Bloch, considered this proposition regarding the dance

of Isadora Duncan as offering a reflection of western cultural constructions of the female body,

which harken back to Greek civilization. In a conference paper titled “Accessing History Through

the Dancing Body,”154 Bloch proposes that through “metakinesis,” practicing the dance of previous

generations of historical eras, a practitioner can “enter the bodily experience of cultures and times

153 Laurajane Smith, “The 'doing' of heritage: heritage as performance” in Performing heritage: Research, practice 
and innovation in museum theatre and live interpretation, ed. Anthony Jackson &  Jenny Kidd (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 2011), p. 80.

154  Alice Bloch, “Accessing History Through the Dancing Body” in Dance Reconstructed: Conference Proceedings, 
ed. Mason Gross School of the Arts (New Brunswick: Rutgers University, 1993).
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other than our own” and further  “communicate the sense of that experience to each other.”155

Bloch's  hypothesis,  while obviously speculative,  is  intriguing when considering the case of

Dunhuang dance. Despite the criticisms this research has offered as far as the design of Dunhuang

dance (specifically the aspect of situating the dancers'  postures within a scheme of motion and

rhymthic  meter  belonging  to  classical  Chinese  court  dance),  we  can  be  fairly  certain  that  the

postures  and  hand  positions  themselves,  static  in  the  murals,  must  reflect  a  certain  degree  of

historical authenticity. From this perspective,  Bloch's  theory of accessing dance through history

does resonate to a certain degree. In brief summary, Bloch explains the concept as:

 Studying the role of dance in culture is  a valuable tool  for entering history because
dance, as the art of the body, participates in shaping and exemplifying the unique bodily
experience  of  a  culture.  The  bodily  experience  of  self  in  relation  to  the  world  is
fundamental  to  what  the  dancer  attempts  to  encompass  and  to  communicate  to  the
audience…

The dancer/historian's unique perspective on the role of dance in historical analysis arises
from his/her ability to reproduce movement, thus directly experiencing the qualitative,
spatial, and rhythmic characteristics which create it's meaning…

The interplay between experience of the dance and analysis of its historical context can
yield a metakinetic consciousness of the individual and cultural patterns which produce
such essential formative categories as spirituality, gender, and race.156

Bloch's description of this process borders on the supernatural, proposing as she does a method to

essentially transcend time and individual experience, to effectively “step into the past” for a brief

moment. However, this potential of connecting with the past via a “metakinetic bodily experience”

accords quite well with many documented cases in anthropology of dance being used to convene

with ancestors or achieve higher states of consciousness, or temporarily adopt a different identity.

Even more interesting, Bloch's hypothesis, framed as it is, does not directly contradict the secularist

assertions made by Gao and others, which discount the religious nature of the dance. For them

Dunhuang dance emphasizes the style of the mural imagery itself, and thus its recreation by living

dancers is viewed as purely a celebration and reinvention of culture, mostly devoid of any inherent

religious message. By Bloch's reasoning, it could be argued that the accurate portrayal of the body

postures, hand positions, and use of accoutrements could serve to genuinely recreate the “meaning”

supplied in the original murals. By such reasoning, Dunhuang dance could provide a completely

authentic,  if  perhaps  modified  version  of  an  experience  shared  with  a  Tang dynasty dancer  or

celebrant in the Dunhuang locale.

155 Ibid. pp. 53-54.
156 Ibid. pp. 53-55.
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Delving  further  into  this  possibility  of  a  “metakinetic”  experience,  which  may provide  an

authentic recreation of an ancient Dunhuang dance, we might also consider the symbolic nature of

the personae being portrayed (apsaras, bohdisattvas, etc). In Malinowski's functionalist views of

symbolism and culture, he states “the functional approach allows us to determine the pragmatic

context of a symbol and to prove that in cultural reality a verbal or other symbolic act becomes real

only through the effect which it produces.”157 Thus, if Dunhuang dance is a performance of heritage,

we ought to consider the symbolic nature of the dance and its personae objectively, or at least from

(at minimum) two different perspectives; practitioner and observer.

For the practitioner, or the observer who recognizes the symbols as representative of a Buddhist

worldview,  or  imbued  with  religious  meaning,  the  dancer  may  potentially  be  transmitting  or

conveying a “spirit” of culture across time, in addition to a “spirit” crossing the division between

the  secular  and  mundane  realms.  Such  is  a  reasonable  possibility  if  we  account  for  both  the

Functionalist approach to culture and symbolism of Malinowski, as well as the “metakinesis” of

historical dance styles proposed by Bloch.

On the other hand, there is Gao Jinrong's assertion, along with others' that the genuine meaning

of Dunhuang dance and its symbols are effectively circumscribed within the secular realm. From

this view, the symbolism conveyed by the personae of the dance tradition are representative of

concepts like cultural  values (elegance,  grace,  sincerity, etc),  artistic achievement,  and aesthetic

beauty. Both of these views are reasonable. However, it is also reasonable to assert that one aspect

of Dunhuang dance's invention was an attempt on Gao's part to appropriate and re-purpose religious

symbolism to promote secular, and even political, aims.

 Several scholars commenting on Dunhuang dance in the early 1980s, concur with the view that

Dunhuang  dance  should  not  be  viewed  as  expressing  any religious  message,  but  purely  as  a

reflection  and  celebration  of  the  refined  heights  of  culture  to  which  Chinese  civilization  was

capable of ascending. Ji Xian-lin  季羡林 in 1983 remarked that Dunhuang dance was still at an

incomplete stage of cultivation, and that it lacked sufficient “Chineseness.” He exhorted scholars

and artists to quickly and effectively cultivate the Chinese character of Dunhuang dance as the art

form developed.158 Ye Ning  葉寧 gave a similar exhortation, expressing his hope that Dunhuang

dance would successfully utilize the beauty of China's cultural heritage and ancestral legacy to help

construct a civilization imbued with the spirit of socialism.159

157 Malinowski, A Scientific Theory of Culture, p. 24.
158 Ji Xian-lin季羡林, “Dunhuang wu fazhan, qianto wuliang” 敦煌舞發展,  前途無量 [Development of Dunhuang 

Dance, unlimited future potential] (1983), republished in Dunhuang wudao  敦煌舞蹈 [Dunhuang Dance] ed. Dong 
Xijiu  董錫玖 (Zhongguo: Xinjiang meishu sheying chubanshe, 1992), pp. 148-149.
Original Chinese: “Chineseness” -  中國傳統藝術中的精華 / 中國味.

159 Ye Ning  “葉寧 Dunhuang wu he Dunhuang xue”  敦煌舞和敦學 [Dunhuang Dance and Dunhuang Studies]  in 
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Shi Wei-Xiang expressed agreement with Gao, offering a Marxist interpretation of the mural

artwork as merely reflecting the everyday lives and locales of Dunhuang natives but glamourized

via their imagination and artistic skill. Shi says the artwork is an achievement of the  minzu,  and

therefore the revival  of  the traditional  dance forms can not  logically have been the product  of

genuine religious inspiration. Paraphrasing Marx “Religion does not possess its own substance,”

Shi declares.160 Buddhism itself is a cultural creation, which has been sinicized, and therefore its

related  artistic  works  are  cultural  treasures  that  should  be  extracted  from mythologies  and  the

supernatural, according to Shi.

 One last example of this type of reasoning as displayed by scholars in the early reform era, is

dancer  and dance  scholar, Xu Qi  許琪 ,  who worked in  Gansu to  study, refine,  and promote

Dunhuang dance in its earliest stages. Shu states that in cultivating Dunhuang dance the intention of

her and others was explicit, to “take the magnificent art of Dunhuang down from the throne of

feudal  religion,  and  make  it  serve  the  people.”161 Referencing  the  Tang  dynasty  absorption  of

disparate cultural influences in Dunhuang as a historical precedent, Xu also justifies the case for

cultural imperialism, and the absorption of the lesser cultural elements into the greater framework

of Chinese dance, a seeming allegory for a hegemonic view of the region's historical development.

The author respectfully disagrees with the above stated positions, and would argue that these

scholars in the context of the early 1980s were still themselves unwilling to contend with the true

religious symbolism of the cultural materia with which they were interacting, and manipulating to

further their own cultural and political aims. This thesis argues that it is pointless to try and divorce

the mural art from its Buddhist origin, or attempt to depreciate the religious aspects of the artwork,

while  inflating  its  purported  “Chineseness.”  Ultimately,  an  appeal  to  the  unique  cultural

characteristics of the Mogao murals, or the aesthetics of a particular dance style, which Gao Jinrong

and others suggest in the design and promotion of Dunhuang dance, while actively devaluing the

inherent religious symbolism is at best naive, and at worst disingenuous. It should be plain to see

that the reproduction and re-imagining of the historical Dunhuang culture via the newly invented

Dunhuang dance,  whether intentional or not,  still  effectively served the purpose of propagating

Buddhism.

It should also be recognized that in the context of the early reform era, it was certainly not en

Dunhuang wudao  敦煌舞蹈 [Dunhuang Dance] ed. Dong Xijiu  董錫玖 (Zhongguo: Xinjiang meishu sheying 
chubanshe, 1992), p. 155.

160 Shi Wei-xiang,“Cong Dunhuang bihua dao 'silu huayu,'” pp. 121-123.
161 Xu Qi 許琪, “Women zenyang shi Dunhuang bihua wu qilai de”  我們怎樣使敦煌壁畫舞起來的 [How we made 

the Dunhuang murals dance], Wudao Yishu 舞蹈藝術 [Dance Art] 1 (1980). Republished in Dong Xijiu 董錫玖, 
Ed. Dunhuang wudao  敦煌舞蹈 [Dunhuang Dance] (Zhongguo: Xinjiang meishu sheying chubanshe, 1992), p. 
130.
Original Chinese: 把絢麗的敦煌藝術從封建宗教的寶座上搬下來，讓它爲人民服務.
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vogue academically to openly endorse religious messages, or to give undue attention or credence to

a religious ideology. Many of the era's  scholars,  speaking on cultural  traditions or the heritage

industry were probably intentionally glossing over the religious aspects of many cultural works and

activities.  Indeed,  “Buddhism  is  culture”  became  something  of  a  mantra  for  pro-Buddhism

groups,162 and the general acceptance of this assertion was effective in driving what is now regarded

as China's Buddhist revival in the post Mao-era. 

Liu Yi, writing in 1995, remarks that it was the shared assumption of Chinese scholars, writing

on Dunhuang dance,  including Gao Jinrong, that modern people should aim to see through the

veneer  of  religion,  in  order  to  discover  and  appreciate  the  heritage  of  Dunhuang,  namely  the

creativity, ingenuity, and power of the minzu's imagination, which resulted in the beautiful store of

artworks  in  the  Mogao  grotto.163 However,  as  Liu's  commentary  suggests,  such  a  prospective

presumption of an unbroken lineage of the minzu, itself reflects some manner of faith in the abstract

and spiritual. 

In seeking to encourage an individual to separate an artistic symbol from what was originally

symbolized,  Marxist  or  otherwise  secular  interpretations  of  the  Dunhuang  artwork,  miss  a

fundamental  contradiction  of  their  own  analysis.  In  supposing  that  Buddhist  artwork  can  be

divorced from its original symbolism, it remains that such scholarship offers a no-less profoundly

“spiritual” or transcendental meaning to be realized in lieu of the Buddhist symbolism, which is

provided by the eternal spirit of the minzu, which is presumed to transcend time, and the individual.

Thus,  when  analyzing  the  cultural  significance  of  Dunhuang  dance  or  the  Mogao  murals,

scholars  should  genuinely  ask  themselves;  Does  the  Dunhuang  artwork  express  the  spirit  of

religion, clothed in the art of the minzu? Or does it express the spirit of the minzu, clothed in the art

of religion? Further, is there room for nuance and ambiguity between these two possibilities?

   While the answer to such questions depends on an individual's personal beliefs more than the

historical character of the dance tradition or the Mogao murals, it is nonetheless, a question scholars

should ask themselves when considering Dunhuang art or similar topics. The following section will

further  address  the  Buddhist  symbolism  of  Dunhuang  dance,  and  explore  its  chronological

development and propagation in the context of the Buddhist revival.

4.2 Dunhuang Dance and the late 20th century Buddhist Revival

If the revival of Chinese Buddhism is not only a return to the past resulting from growing
moral  needs in the wake of the dissolution of communist  ideologies and rapid social

162 Ji Zhe, “Buddhism in the Reform Era: A Secularized Revival?” p. 857.
163 Liu, “Dangdai Zhongguo dalu Dunhuang wudao jiqi lishi beijing shitan,” pp. 55-57.
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changes,  but  also,  and perhaps more importantly, a consequence of  the  experimtental
interplays between religion and non-religious social forces of contemporary times with
differing  interests,  it  must  involve  a  process  of  social  innovation  based  on  the
negotiations and complicities of the diverse actors involved.164

In the decades since modern Dunhuang dance's first years of existence, the dance tradition has

spread far beyond Gansu, or Beijing, and even outside of China. As the geographic scope of its

practice has increased, the variety of perspectives towards the dance form of those who practice or

appreciate it has also grown. Since the 1980s it can safely be stated that the number of people who

identify  Dunhuang  dance  as  a  religious  practice,  or  simply  as  a  celebration  or  symbolic

representation of Buddhist ideals and beliefs, has continued to increase. To illustrate this point, we

can  turn  to  some 21st  century scholarship  that  elaborates  on  the  Buddhist  symbolism and  the

underlying meaning of Dunhuang dance.

Wang Chia-ling  王佳玲 claims that Dunhuang dance is undoubtedly a modern dance tradition,

but  that  since it  has been derived and developed from religiously inspired heritage,  that  it  can

effectively be used for spiritual cultivation. Since the dance is performed by portraying Buddhist

symbols, it can also effectively, even ritually, transmit Buddhist teachings.165 

Chen Yi-Qing   陳宜青 remarks on the dance vocabulary of the tradition, and says that in a

manner similar to spoken mantras, the movement system and symbolism of Dunhuang dance can

also be used to purify one's heart. She also suggests that the committed practitioner is capable of

using the dance as a meditative activity to cultivate the qualities of the bodhisattva, or a heavenly

being. Chen also develops the idea of the “dance as text” and in this manner, the audience that is

capable of interpreting the vocabulary and message, can “read” Buddhist teachings directly from a

performance.166 Thus, Dunhuang dance can be seen as actively propagating Buddhism in modern

society.

In Yuan He's work on dance and religion, she unequivocally states that dance is capable of

capturing and portraying religious meaning. In her work, we find an example of a modern scholar

of dance who seems to accept the thesis that modern Dunhuang dance is an authentic reconstruction

of an ancient dance tradition, since she draws no distinction between the modern and supposed

historical  form  of  the  tradition.  Yuan  even  classifies  Dunhuang  dance  as  a  classical  Chinese

“Buddhist dance” (fojiao wudao, 佛教舞蹈). In her discussion of the apsaras persona of the dance

tradition, she suggests the ribbons and symbolic flight of the dancer's persona, reflect a veneration

164 Ji Zhe, “Buddhism in the Reform Era: A Secularized Revival?” p. 869.
165 Wang Chia-Ling. 王佳玲, Dunhuang wudao zhi yihan fenxi  敦煌舞蹈之意涵分析 [Analysis of the Meaning of 

Dunhuang Dance] (Nanhua University. MA. 2015), pp. 91-93.
166 Chen Yiqing 陳宜青, Dunhung wu de fojiao yishu sixiang yanjiu  敦煌舞的佛教藝術思想研究 [Research on 

Buddhist Art and Thought in Dunhuang Dance] (National Kaohsiung Normal University. PhD. Diss. 2013), pp. 
133-132, 273, 405-407.
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of the mythical dragon spirit of ancient China. The apsaras of the Dunhuang dance tradition thus

evidences the sinicization of Buddhism imported from India.167 

To further highlight how the modern Dunhuang dance tradition can convey religious teachings,

the research will consider two examples of how Dunhuang dance directly recalls mural images of

the Mogao grotto, thereby transmitting Buddhist teachings to an audience via unspoken, illustrative,

and potentially subconscious messaging. To accomplish this, the research will examine the imagery

of two common performances of the Dunhuang dance repertoire, the “1,000 Arm Guanyin” (qian

shou guanyin, 千手觀音) and the “Pipa played from behind” (fan tan pipa, 反彈琵琶).

One of the most iconic images of Dunhuang dance is perhaps the on-stage portrayal of a many-

armed bohdisattva in the “1,000 Arm Guanyin” performance. This image is created by a group of

dancers that align themselves and synchronize their movements in a manner similar to that of many

Buddhist paintings and statuary. Most “1,000 armed” bohdisattva images in Buddhist artwork tend

to be seated.  The less common standing posture of this  Dunhuang dance performance is  likely

intended to recreate the murals found in Mogao Cave No. 3, constructed in the Yuan dynasty as a

small shrine to the Bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara, or Guanyin 觀音 in Chinese. The center of this cave

contains an eight-armed Guanyin statue in the west wall niche, flanked by two murals on the north

and south walls of the standing many-armed Bodhisattva.  The cave's  eastern wall  contains two

images flanking the entrance which show Guanyin providing gifts to the poor, and water to hungry

ghosts (i.e. lost and suffering souls).

Guanyin  has  become  an  immensely  popular  and  celebrated  Bodhisattva  in  East  Asian

Buddhism,  associated  with  ever  flowing  compassion  and  an  unwavering  commitment  to  assist

people liberate themselves of worldly burdens and mortal suffering. The name Avalokiteśvara in

Sanskrit means “the lord who gazes upon the world,” while the Chinese name Guanyin relates the

idea of one who observes or hears the cries of those who suffer. The image of the 1,000 armed, and

many-headed Guanyin relates to a story of the Bohdisattva's never-ending compassion. According

to Buddhist lore, Guanyin's abundance of compassion and immense effort to assist all beings in the

world to escape suffering, ultimately caused the being's head and arms to fracture and split into

multiple  pieces.  Seeing such a  display of  effort  which  transcended the  physical  capabilities  of

Guanyin, the Buddha Amitabha bestowed upon Guanyin a multitude of heads and 1,000 arms, with

which the benevolent Bodhisattva might better observe and reach out to the masses of suffering

souls in the world. 

167 Yuan He 袁禾, “Wudao yu zongjiao xinyang” 舞蹈與宗教信仰 [Dance and Religious Belief] in Wudao yu 
Chuantong wenhua 舞蹈與傳統文化 [Dance and Traditional Culture] (Beijing: Peking University Press, 2011), pp.
201, 206.
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“1,000 Arm Guanyin” Mogao Cave 3, North wall

“1,000 Arm Guanyin” performance (Photo from Apsaras Dance Studio, Taipei)

In a well executed dance performance, more than simply bringing life to a still image, dancers

create a mesmerizing display for audiences, which may serve for that moment as a living avatar of

Guanyin,  through which  the  individual  could  conceivably intuit  the  Dharma.  In recognition  of

dance aesthetics as cultural values, the compassion and grace embodied by the Bohdisattva Guanyin

might be sensed and apprehended by observers drawn to, or in need of, such solace. Alternately, for

the dancer themselves, in their efforts to exude the compassionate persona of the Bohdisattva and
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transmit such sentiment to their audiences, the dance performance may serve as a personal rite of

purification,  nourishing  their  own  sense  of  spiritual  health,  as  well  as  a  means  of  cultivating

benevolence and compassion in an audience.

Another Dunhuang dance performance that recognizably alludes to Buddhist doctrine is the

portrayal of dancers as musicians as in the “Pipa played from behind” arrangement. The dancers do

not actually play the instruments, but through their use as accoutrements, dancers recall Mogao

grotto murals depicting assemblies of Buddhas, bodhisattvas, devas, and other beings. These murals

are  Sutra  transformation  paintings  which  illustrate  the  grand  assemblies  of  the  Pure  Land,

specifically the assemblies described in the Sutra on the Visualization of the Buddha of Infinite Life,

and the Sutra on Amitāyus Buddha. These Sutras serve as visualization instructions for adherents of

the Pure Land Doctrine of Buddhism.

A Pure Land Sutra transformation mural, Mogao cave 320, North Wall

Note the dancer on the platform in lower center portion of the mural.

In the Dunhuang Sutra murals which depict the assemblies described by the texts, there is the

central  figure  of  the  Buddha  Amitabha  of  the  Western  Pure  Land,  with  the  Bohdisattvas

Avalokitesvara and Mahasthamaprapdta on either side,  seated or standing before a multitude of
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aspirants. The back ground is also usually decorated with a number of pavilions, trees, lotus ponds,

and sometimes apsaras. In the foreground there are large groups of musicians situated to the left and

right of a stage in the mural. Prominent among these Pure Land assembly murals, and a major

source  of  inspiration  for  the  tradition  of  Dunhuang  dance,  are  figures  in  the  center  of  these

platforms adorned in ribbons dancing as they play the hip-drum or pipa. 

In modern Dunhuang dance, images of performers emulating these figures have become iconic

within the tradition. The figures in the Sutra transformation murals were included to serve as visual

allusions to the heavenly music described in the Pure Land Sutras. The Sutra on Infinite Life, in its

description of the Western Pure Land, tells of  flowered and bejeweled banners, celestial children

dressed in shining garments, and innumerable devas playing heavenly music among a host of other

many other wondrous sights. 

The murals which included these images of dancers were themselves also visualization aids for

aspirants seeking the Pure Land. In the same manner, we can recognize the potential function of

modern  performers,  emulating  the  dancers  and  musicians  of  the  Mogao  murals,  to  serve  as

visualization aids for perceiving the grand assemblies of Amitabha which are depicted in multiple

caves throughout the grotto. These Pure Land assemblies, with dancers in the foreground, can be

found in Caves No. 12, 61, 85, 98, 100, 112, 156 and many others.  When one considers these

dancing  figures  or  musicians  as  pieces  of  a  larger  religious  tapestry,  theoretically,  a  modern

performance of Dunhuang dance could serve a similar function as that of the original murals, with

the dance performance and musical accompaniment as an aesthetic key of sorts for unlocking the

greater sublime vision of the Pure Land and Amitabha's assembly.

Dancer with pipa, Mogao Cave 112, North wall
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Dancers with pipas (Photo from Apsaras Dance Studio, Taipei)

Further, for believers of the Pure Land doctrine, the Sutras explicitly encourage aspirants to

become skilled in precisely such visualizations. Recognizing the aspirant's goal of perceiving such

numinous and spectacular visions, the anthropologist  might consider the dancers of the modern

Dunhuang dance tradition as occupying the foreground of their own recreation of a living mural. In

which case the audience can be imagined or visualized as occupying the position of an assembly of

bodhisattvas and celestial beings, essentially being transposed over the original and idealized mural

for the duration of a performance. 

In this manner, by way of allusion, and transference of a performance's aesthetic focus, from

the  performer  to  the  observer,  an  audience  thereby joins  a  living  recreation  of  the  assemblies

described in the Sutras and depicted in the murals. According to tenets of the Pure Land Doctrine,

individuals  are  afforded  opportunities  to  recognize  their  own  potential  Buddha-nature  by

contemplating the divine nature of the Buddha and bodhisattvas thus visualized. The dancers of

Mogao murals are  allusions to  the heavenly music of  the Pure Land,  while  the dancers  of  the

modern dance tradition can serve a similar role, by imaginatively transporting an audience to the

wondrous and spectacular landscape of the Western Pure Land, wherein the dancers themselves are

the  focal  point  of  a  divine  assembly.  In  the  midst  of  such an  experience,  individual  audience

members could conceivably begin to recognize and exult in their own potential Buddha nature. 

From the works of Wang, Chen, and Yuan, as well as the two examples explored above by this

work in regards to Dunhuang dance, it is clear that not all scholars are inclined to conceptually

excise the “religious” from the “cultural” as was deemed necessary when presenting Buddhist-

related art or activities for public consumption during the immediate post-Mao era in the PRC.

During that period,  both state and religious forces were working together, but towards opposite

ends.  Providing an openly affirmative  perspective  on religion  in  the  public  discourse  was still

discouraged. Such conditions of discourse were ultimately what provided the margin of freedom
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necessary to permit the new Dunhuang dance tradition to develop. It had popular currency because

it was built on the symbols of the past, but gained tacit endorsement from the state because it could

be used to support the power structure of the present. 

As evidenced by the early writings of Gao Jinrong, and other scholars on the development of

Dunhuang  dance  during  the  1980s,  this  is  an  apt  characterization  of  the  social  conditions

surrounding the invention of the new dance tradition. After its establishment as a new systematized

dance form, with its own unique vocabulary of movement and aesthetic style, it was able to serve as

a locus of cultural meaning for practitioners and audiences alike. After the reform-era and with

China's  gradual  relaxation  of  social  strictures,  Dunhuang  dance's  association  with  Buddhist

symbolism  was  free  to  be  further  developed,  interpreted,  and  negotiated  by  individuals  and

audiences across the country, as well as overseas. 

It was capable of being imbued or associated with meaning or values beyond those originally

intended or prescribed by its creator(s). Specifically, the religious meanings and Buddhist symbols

of Dunhuang dance were always there, imbued within the Mogao murals themselves. Contrary to

what many writing on Dunhuang dance expressed during the “post-Mao habitus,” for Buddhist

believers and those with whom the Mogao murals resonated culturally, the religious nature and

efficacy of the ideals and symbols embedded in the dance tradition were never in question. It seems

highly unlikely to the author that Gao Jinrong was unaware of these religious messages that her

invention was ultimately propagating. 

In a study on the rebuilding of a Confucian temple in a small Chinese village during the reform

years, Jing Jun describes how the act served as a way for a community to “retrieve memories” after

having suffered a “grievous assault on their cultural identity, sense of history, and religious faith.”

No tradition is invented overnight, however, and whatever is invented must be at least
somewhat compatible with cultural convention and existing social practice. Subject to
challenge and negotiation, its meanings are necessarily flexible in its early presentation to
the public. An invented tradition can have  little  public  appeal  or  authority unless  it  is
integrated with popular beliefs about the past. Once embedded in a society's memory, it
represents the absolute truth for many members of that society. More than anything, its
efficacy, and durability hinge on social organization.168 

For Buddhists or those sympathetic towards the religion, it was in their interests to obscure the

spiritual nature of an activity behind a discourse of “preserving and performing cultural heritage.”

For agents of the state, even if they were aware of the religious importance attached to an activity or

symbol, it was often considered expedient to ignore such matters, as the goals of promoting market

activity, and the process of national integration aross ethnic groups and geographic regions were of

168 Jing Jun. The Temple of Memories: History, power, and morality in a Chinese village (Stanford, 1996). p. 22.
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greater importance to ensure society's short-term rehabilitation, and the long-term stability of the

state itself. This manner of conflicting aims, resulting in somewhat mutually beneficial results is

described by Goossaert and Palmer:

(It) occurs through a process of mutual co-optation and interpenetration between religious
groups and state agents… It also occurs at many levels,  up to the central state itself,
through the 'canonization' of rituals and even deities as intangible cultural heritage...The
common ground for mutual co-optation with the state is always something other than
religion such as economic development,  tourism, cultural  heritage,  nationalism,  social
stability, health, and so on – defeating the state's own purpose of strictly circumscribing
the religious sector. The result is a growing gray area of religious activity going on under
the cover of other labels.169

When we consider this co-optation between the state and those acting on behalf of religious

tradition, with both sides vying for popular and ideological support, it is interesting to consider a

historical perspective on this social arrangement.

 It  may be  insightful  to  consider  two contrasting  perspectives  on  this  phenomenon and the

reemergence of Buddhism in Chinese society under Communist rule. Ji Zhe observes how in the

post-Mao habitus  “the  making of  Buddhism into  'something cultural'  implies  a  blurring  of  the

boundaries between the religious and the secular.” Ji claims this process is ultimately an alienating

one for Buddhism as a religious institution, and that in popular view, Buddhism is at risk of being

viewed as something hollow in Chinese society, with its symbols at risk of “losing their religious

reference” and being manipulated for any particular secular or market-related purpose. To accept

the assertions of Gao and others that the dance is purely “cultural” and a “non-religious” activity,

would lend credence to Ji  Zhe's theoretical “secularization” and “potential  de-sacralization”  of

Buddhism in post-Mao China.170

However, with reference to scholarship of the 2010s, exemplified by Chen, Wang, and Yuan

above (the first two being from Taiwan), it is clear that Dunhuang dance is not viewed as purely

secular (or only “cultural”) by all who study, practice, or otherwise enjoy the dance tradition. On the

contrary, for those who conceptually invest the meaning and symbolism of the Mogao murals into

the  dance  form,  it  can  be  a  very symbolic  expression  of  religious  meaning.  The  author's  two

examples explored above also support this view.

 Ian  Mabbett  would  argue  a  somewhat  different  perspective  than  Ji  Zhe  with  regard  to

Buddhism's  historical  relationship  to  the  state.  In  Mabbett's  compelling  work  Modern  China:

Mirage of Modernity,  he makes the case that the rise of communism in China, and the popular

appeal of Mao and his repackaged form of Marxism-Leninism, should be viewed as the success of a

169 Goossaert, & Palmer, The Religious Question in Modern China, pp. 398-399. 
170 Ji Zhe, “Buddhism in the Reform Era: A Secularized Revival?” pp. 870-871.
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messianic, millennial cult, and be considered from the perspective of religious history. In his thesis,

Mabbett  argues  many  similarities  between  the  manner  in  which  ideologies  of  Buddhism  and

communism  have  been  propagated  historically.  Just  as  Buddhism  was  a  rival  to  Confucian

orthodoxy in the past, today it represents a similar rival to communist ideology or “Socialism with

Chinese characteristics.” Buddhism thus remains a challenger to the PRC for ideological loyalty,

and therefore remains marginalized and suppressed in official discourse.

Wherever  Buddhism  was  permitted  to  enter  public  spaces,  the  economic  market,  or  the

entertainment industry in the late 20th century it  was generally framed in the most secularized

discourse possible. Buddhism's “alienation” and “de-sacralization” which Ji Zhe points out would

thus  be  a  welcome consequence  of  its  “secularized”  reform from the  perspective  of  the  state.

However,  from  Mabbett's  perspective,  this  “cultural”  and  “secular”  Buddhism  is  ultimately  a

charade. Buddhism as a religious institution, though diminished, still lies in wait as possibly the

strongest potential challenger for ideological loyalty which the Communist Party faces today. Two

selections from Mabbett:

To the extent that modern Chinese Communism is an orthodoxy, parallels can be found
between  it  and  Confucianism;  to  the  extent  that  it  is  a  doctrine  of  revolution,  its
Chineseness rings with echoes from the Buddhist tradition.171

And with Chinese Communism as state orthodoxy, the historically heterodox nature of Buddhism
has begun to manifest itself and accrue ideological appeal in various subtle ways.

 
Buddhism in China, then, had two faces; in origin it was a pacific gospel of piety; malgre
soi,  being intermittently persecuted, it became the archetype of dissidence and heresy.
The Buddhologist may see only one face, and the political scientist  may see only the
other, but it would be improper for the social historian to neglect either.172

Goosaert and Palmer also recognize how the Chinese state, in its dealing with religion are reverting

to  a  “configuration  approaching  the  Qing  model,”  where  the  state  is  the  supreme  arbiter  of

acceptable religious doctrine, favoring some traditions or symbols at times, in certain contexts, and

repudiating  others  for  the  dangers  they  may  represent  to  established  state  orthodoxy.173

None of this is to say that Dunhuang dance represents some ideological threat or a subversive

element within the social fabric of Chinese society. Far from it. The above observations are simply

offered  to  highlight  the  cultural  and  historical  context  in  which  Buddhism,  and  the  Buddhist

symbols found in the Dunhuang dance tradition re-emerged in China's post revolutionary period of

the 20th century. 

171 Mabbett, Modern China: The Mirage of Modernity, p. 122.
172 Ibid. p. 132.
173 Goossaert, & Palmer, The Religious Question in Modern China, p. 398.
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This section simply emphasizes that the “new classical Chinese dance tradition” of Dunhuang

dance can not be divorced from religious meaning by written declaration or its inventor's original

intentions. Gao's statements in the 2017 interview might imply that she has come around to such

thinking herself, given that she recognizes how subjective meaning might be found in the dance

form, depending on a given individual's world view. This research argues that religious meaning,

derived from a Buddhist  heritage,  is  deeply rooted in portions  of the Chinese psyche and may

occupy a conceptual space that spans generations. The author believes that the revolutionary period

was too short of a time period to effectively root out that Buddhist cultural heritage, or excise that

conceptual  space  from the  collective  identity,  as  the  doctrinaire  Maoists  had  likely  originally

intended. In the years following the Cultural Revolution, Buddhism found multiple opportunities to

re-emerge in subtle, seemingly non-political ways. Dunhuang dance can be counted as one example

of this phenomenon. 

Regardless of any intention to serve a socialist culture of China, by preserving or reconstructing

the artistic beauty of China's feudal heritage, the Buddhist symbols of the Mogao murals, conveyed

by the Dunhuang dance practitioners, possess a subtle kind of power, which is self-referential. The

symbols of the compassionate bodhisattva, the heavenly beings, and the jubilant celebrants carry a

deeply religious and sublime meaning for those who perceive them as such. In Dunhuang dance,

scholarship witnesses an example of an invented tradition which has outgrown the ideological and

contemporary frames within which it was constructed. This occurred naturally, and still continues,

via a process of co-optation and negotiation of the tradition by multiple actors driven by different

interests.  

4.3  Dunhuang Dance, Aesthetics, and Cultural Value

Considering the discussion offered in the Literature Review on the aesthetics of both Chinese

classical dance and Dunhuang dance, this work will now address the question of “To what degree

does Dunhuang dance accord with the aesthetic qualities of classical Chinese dance?” Based on the

three scholars referenced for the qualities and descriptions of aesthetics for Classical Chinese dance,

a simple cross reference with Dunhuang dance is provided with further explanation below. 
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Dance scholar, Yuan He's three conceptual attributes of Chinese dance.174 

Revolving form: 
roundness, 
completeness,  
complementarity

Flowing: dance 
vocabulary which 
imitates elements of 
movement in nature

Rhythmic core:  internal 
composure, harmony 
between mind, body, and 
spirit

Dunhuang Dance O X O

As described by Yuan He, Dunhuang dance's system or movement does exhibit a balance and

complementarity of motion represented by the character hui 回 or yuan 圓. Likewise, the harmony

of body, mind and spirit, which is similar to the Shen Yun quality, is without a doubt a crucial aspect

of Dunhuang dance. However, the second attribute presented by Yuan He presents some degree of

mismatch. Yuan describes the “flowing” aspect as a tendency to imitate movements found in the

natural world, however the image and style of Dunhuang dance is almost completely lacking in

imitative motions of the natural world, with one, or perhaps two, prominent exceptions. 

In some performances, notably those of the celebrant or apsara persona, a group of dancers may

array themselves in a manner similar to a blooming flower, or make individual motions reminiscent

of a blooming flower. However, this work would argue that while such a motion does technically

quality as a  motion imitative of a process found in the natural world,  it  is  also a  reflection of

meaning  attached  to  the  lotus  flower  in  Buddhist  teachings.  Its  presence  in  Dunhuang  dance

therefore is also an artistic reference to a religious ideal, as well as a natural process. It is therefore

not simply an aesthetic interpretation of natural beauty alone. As for the other possible imitation of

motions  found  in  the  natural  world,  it  could  be  argued  that  the  apsaras'  motions  reflect  the

movement of clouds, or a soft breeze, as their form and motions suggest a gentle flight through the

air. 

While  there  may be  other  examples  found in  Dunhuang dance  to  support  the  idea  of  the

“flowing imitations of nature” characteristic as described by Yuan, this work will argue that in the

main,  the  movement  vocabulary of  Dunhuang dance  is  derived  from instances  of  worship,  or

celebration within the context of human society, or are depictions of fantastic, divine, or mythical

realms or beings. 

Because the dance vocabulary is derived from, and intended to reflect, the Mogao murals there

is  a decidedly minimal presence of dance motions derived from, or portraying elements of the

natural world beyond human society and human interaction. In contrast to many performances of

Chinese classical dance, there is no overt or regular allusion to the natural, material world within

the dance vocabulary. 

174 See Ch. 1 Literature Review Sec. 1.3.2, pp. 26-27 of this MA thesis for previous discussion. For original reference, 
see Yuan He, Zhongguo wudao, pp. 352-360.
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Rather,  the  vast  majority  of  Dunhuang  dance  exhibits  groups  of  aspirants  and  celebrants

engaged in ritualistic motions, playing musical instruments, or reveling in a jubilant atmosphere of

religious ecstasy. Alternately, if not assuming the persona of a mortal being, then the dancers are

portraying some manner of divine being. It can be said that in the persona of the apsara, or the

bodhisattva, that the dancers' intentions, as far as aesthetic image and meaning are concerned, are to

offer some lesson or impart some quality or sensation to the audience. In an aesthetic sense, this

message is delivered from a hypothetical heavenly realm for the audience to receive. If one were a

Buddhist,  such  a  message  would  invariably  be  interpreted  in  some  manner  as  relating  to  the

Dharma. 

This is an exceptionally important aspect of Dunhuang dance, and regardless if one accepts the

thesis  that Dunhuang dance is a classical Chinese dance or not, Dunhuang dance is undeniably

unique for its unmistakable, and consistent portrayal of religiously inspired imagery. The original

Shen Yun variety of classical dance and Han-Tang dance do not possess such a characteristic. 

He Yanyun's three unique characteristics of Chinese dance from a practitioner.175

Imitative and illustrative
dance vocabulary 
derived from Chinese 
opera 

Systematized and 
rigorous training method

Shen Yun: refinement and 
synthesis of physical 
ability, precise dance 
motions, breath control

Dunhuang Dance X O O

Given  Gao Jinrong's  background  in  classical  Chinese  dance,  and  the  background  of  other

dancers and scholars involved in the creation of Dunhuang dance, the training methods, and the

Shen Yun characteristics have certainly been imparted, and are integral to the Dunhuang dance art

form. However, quite unlike other varieties of classical Chinese dance, Dunhuang dance does not

share the same origin of its dance vocabulary as derived primarily from Chinese opera. 

Some of the footwork, upper body, and waist motions do mirror the older Chinese dance form,

which has a connection to the Chinese opera. However, in the main, the imagery and style which

Dunhuang dance aims to recreate, is derived from an entirely different mileau of historical artwork

and culture, specifically the Mogao cave murals. The personae and style of court culture derived

from dynastic era operatic performances are not to be found in Dunhuang dance, which marks a

critical difference. Upon deeper consideration, this difference also serves to decenter the locus of

aesthetic and cultural values of Dunhuang dance away from the Chinese dynastic tradition, and to

some degree away from the Han ethnic group as well. 

175 See Ch. 1 Literature Review Sec. 1.3.2, pp. 25-26 of this MA thesis for previous discussion. For original reference, 
see He Yanyun, “Dui Dunhuang wu tixi de renshi,” p. 19. 
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Hsiao Chun-ling's three aspects of the relation between “form and image” in Chinese dance.176

Cultural Imaginitive Indeterminate

Dunhuang Dance O O O

As Hsiao Chun-ling describes the three aspects of the relationship between form and image in

Chinese dance, it can be observed that Dunhuang dance accords with all three. It is “cultural” in its

reflection of the Dunhuang culture and heritage represented by the Mogao murals. It is remarkably

“imaginative” in the sense that it  intends to transport  the audience,  via aesthetic experience,  to

either the land of the historical Dunhuang re-imagined, or to a heavenly realm as articulated and

imagined  in  various  Buddhist  sutras.  Lastly,  given  the  manner  in  which  Dunhuang  dance  has

developed since the 1980s, and as it continues to develop and becomes integrated with new styles,

and thus new cultural meanings, it also fits Hsiao's description of “Indeterminate.”

Conversely, if one considers the characteristics which Xie Yan-chun and Qu Zhao-jie used to

describe Dunhuang dance are cross referenced with the aesthetic  character of classical  Chinese

dance, one finds that the characteristics which Xie and Qu have provided can easily be found in

other varieties of classical Chinese dance performance.

 Xie and Qu's four conceptual qualities of Dunhuang dance's aesthetic allure.177 

Balance,  
wholeness in 
music and motions

Creating “form” 
from “image”

Crafting a 
fantastic realm

Romantic displays
and expressions

Shen Yun Dance 
OR
Han-Tang Dance

O O O O

In this research's analysis, the four aesthetic qualities which Xie and Qu ascribe to Dunhuang

dance do not appear to be distinct to Dunhuang dance alone. While all four are clearly evidenced by

Dunhuang dance, they are also commonly found in other varieties of Chinese dance as well. The

first aspect of the “balance and wholeness” is essentially no different from the same quality of the

hui, yuan, or shenyun concept(s) already discussed. 

As far as “image and form” aspect, while the personae of Dunhuang dance might be specified

in reference to the murals, the general aesthetic act of deriving a dance form from a particular image

or an idealized character, historical figure, or persona, is quite common across many performances

176 See Ch. 1 Literature Review Sec. 1.3.2, p. 27 of this MA thesis for previous discussion. For original reference, see 
Hsiao Chun-ling, Zhongguo wudao shunmei, pp.162-163. 

177 See Ch. 1 Literature Review Sec. 1.3.2, p. 32-34 of this MA thesis for previous discussion. For original reference, 
see Xie Yan-chun & Qu Zhao-jie, “Dunhuangwu de shenmei tezheng,” pp.36-42.
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within Chinese classical dance. Consider the image of the innocent young peasant girl, the noble

Han  warrior,  the  imperial  concubine,  or  the  more  fantastically  inspired  persona  of  the  divine

maiden, or the forest or river spirits.  All of these possible “forms” can be found represented in

dance performances outside of the Dunhuang style.

 Likewise,  specification of the imagery aside,  crafting a fantastic or imagined realm is  also

common to other varieties of classical Chinese dance, especially if one's criteria for an imagined or

fictional realm includes re-imaginings of different eras of the past, which in the author's view is a

hallmark of almost all  Shen Yun or Han-Tang dance performances. Likewise, the romantic quality

which Xie and Qu describe of Dunhuang dance is easily observed in the other Chinese dance styles.

With respect to this quality specifically highlighting nostalgic romanticism of the Tang dynasty, it is

especially apparent in the Han-Tang dance style.

 Ultimately, it seems that the research of Xie and Qu, as it was formulated, was presented with

the aim of establishing how Dunhuang dance reflected aspects of classical Chinese culture. It serves

as a decent argument for why Dunhuang dance is compatible with, and has been incorporated into

the field of Chinese professional  dance.  However, to offer a  criticism of the work,  it  does not

convincingly establish how Dunhuang dance is conceptually and aesthetically unique within that

field, other than the most basic surface level observations concerning the style of dress, the “S”

posture, and the primary intention of dancers to emulate the Mogao murals. 

It is the author's view that, the “S” posture, and the great emphasis on the eyes in accordance

with the adopted persona of the dancer, stand out as the two most unique aesthetic characteristics of

Dunhuang  dance.  Li  Jia's  description  of  the  angled  arms,  legs,  wrists,  and  feet,  are  also

distinguishing features of the style. However, it must be observed that from Kaeppler's statement

that “aesthetic principles are cultural values,” Dunhuang dance should be viewed under a more

critical lens to analyze the “meaning” in addition to the “image.” The Buddhist influence on the

Mogao murals, from which Dunhuang dance derives most of its “image” and its “meaning” can not

be overstated in this regard. 

In Dunhuang dance, the dancers' persona and symbolic aspects of the performance have the

potential to impart lessons such as graciousness, compassion, clarity, or joy to the audience. The

apsara performance may spark in an audience or a dancer, an aspiration towards a heavenly realm,

or an elevated state of being, detached from the ego. Similarly, the image of the bodhisattva might

plant the seed of the Dharma in an audience, or inspire among observers a compassionate view

towards all living beings. These are but two possibilities among a number of teachings found in the

Buddhist  religion  that  might  be  intimated  symbolically  through  the  dance  performance.

Performances of Dunhuang dance which could achieve such a result would amount to reaching the
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pinnacle of an aesthetically perfect performance. This is because it is only in such a scenario, that

the aesthetic principles and characteristics of the dance style perfectly accord with, and thereby

convey the most essential meaning and cultural values found within the original Mogao murals.

So  while  it  can  be  seen  that  Dunhuang  dance  does  in  fact  share  a  majority  of  aesthetic

characteristics with Chinese classical dance, it can also be observed that Dunhuang dance is imbued

with a decidedly Buddhist character. These religious aspects are not explicitly shared across the

other genres of Chinese classical dance. Further, there are attributes of Chinese dance as articulated

by Yuan or He, which are not reflected by Dunhuang dance, or which are only nominally present.

This could be argued as evidence that Dunhuang dance does not wholly fit within the bounds of

what  has  been  defined as  “Chinese  classical  dance,”  at  least  as  far  as  aesthetic  principles  are

concerned. Of course, it goes without saying that the consensus among students and instructors, is

that Dunhuang dance is indisputably and wholly “Chinese.” 

This aspect of the research is intended simply to consider in terms of aesthetics what actually

informs the conceptualization of “Dunhuang dance as Chinese dance.” It is hoped this discussion

has offered some items for consideration for any scholars or practitioners. 

Before concluding discussion on dance aesthetics, consider once again the four qualities which

Gao Jinrong asserts characterize the “spirit of Dunhuang: Openness, Compatibility, minzu-xing, and

creativity.”  In light  of  the  previous  analysis  of  the  aesthetics  of  Dunhuang dance  and Chinese

classical dance, the qualities of “openness” and “compatibility” might be viewed in a new context.

Via the success of Dunhuang dance, the Dunhuang region might be seen as having been “opened”

or “re-opened” to share and provide cultural influence with the mainstream of Chinese culture. In

contrast to being isolated or closed, the “spirit of Dunhuang” has been made “open” and available

for access and adoption by the Chinese nation at large.

Likewise, Gao's use of “compatibility” is noteworthy. Perhaps this is a subtle assertion that the

culture and heritage of Dunhuang is compatible with both the grand narrative of China's historical

legacy, as well as compatible with the future direction and development of the country and the

culture. The integration of Dunhuang dance into the greater body of “Chinese classical dance,” as

noted earlier, was a relatively recent occurrence, having only been officially instituted as such since

the  year  2000  at  the  Beijing  Dance  Academy.  It  seems  that  the  scholarly  explanations  and

justifications for this designation would also endorse this view of “compatibility” with regard to the

dance form. 

In the author's view, the “creativity” quality of Dunhuang culture is very much the same as the

“indeterminate” quality articulated by Hsiao for Chinese dance.  That  is  to say that the modern

conception of classical Dunhuang culture, which now includes Dunhuang dance, as promoted in
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China today, is still in development, and remains dynamic and malleable. Dunhuang culture, as well

as the concept of the region's idealized history, continues to develop and be adapted for, and by,

different elements of modern Chinese society for different purposes.

 The other quality, and the more difficult to analyze, remains the “national/ethnic” quality of

Dunhuang culture and Dunhuang dance. Given the obvious assertion and consensus that Dunhuang

dance is a classical Chinese dance, as has been analyzed in this research, it might be worth asking,

“to what degree does Dunhuang dance maintain its ethnic character if it is fundamentally a classical

Chinese dance?” It is a difficult question, because as previously discussed, Dunhuang dance is not

the dance of any single ethnic group, but represents an integrated conceptualization of multiple

cultures and historical periods, all distilled from the vast array of murals found in the Mogao grotto.

As discussed in the third chapter, Gao asserts that Dunhuang dance is not an ethnic dance, but

is rather a dance with ethnic characteristics. As a short addendum to the previous discussion on

Dunhuang dance's  relationship with Chinese classical dance,  it  may be of interest  to readers to

consider  how Dunhuang dance accords  with characteristics  and qualities typically found in the

dances of China's ethnic minorities. Yuan He in her research proposes eight characteristics which

are typical of most ethnic folk dances found in China.178 They are: (1) zhun zongjiao xing 準宗教性

(Quasi-religious), (2) yule xing  娛樂性 (Entertaining), (3) diyu xing  地域性 (Regional), (4) jixing

xing  即興性 (Improvisational),  (5)  jingji  xing 競技性 (Competitive),  (6)  xiju  xing 喜劇性

(Comedic), (7)  zonghe xing  綜合性 (Integrative of other skills), (8)  chengchuan xing 承 傳性

(Inherited). 

It must be noted that Yuan He's perspective on folk dances of China is quite obviously Sino-

centric, as she assigns these characteristics to minority folk dances in a manner which presumes

their  non-normative  nature,  and  simultaneously  privileges  Chinese  classical  dance  traditions

representing the Han-Tang cultural legacy as the foundational basis of her analysis. That aside, if we

provisionally accept that the above criteria can accurately describe the general nature of folk dances

in China, then the author would argue that Dunhuang dance accords with at least three, perhaps

four, of the eight qualities. 

Dunhuang dance is by its nature religious, entertaining, and regional. From the macro socio-

cultural level, it might be considered as “inherited,” however it is not inherited in the sense of a

local tradition that has been passed from generation to generation. The notion that Dunhuang dance

is inherited is debatable, because in its modern form it is almost completely bounded within the

field of professional or specialized dance education. It does not accord with a cultural “inheritance”

178 He Yuan, Zhongguo wudao. pp. 335-342.
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in the sense of a dance that is practiced, taught, and learned at the local community level across age

groups. However, if one accepts the idea of a historical cultural inheritance in a grand abstract

sense, and that the dance is a means of transmitting the heritage of the Dunhuang murals to society

at large, then it may indeed be considered as “inherited.”

Finally, Dunhuang dance does not accord with the qualities of improvisational, competitive,

comedic, nor is it integrative of other skills (ex. singing, gaming or other skills/feats). From the

above analysis concerning the aesthetics of Dunhuang dance, along with its relationship to Chinese

classical dance, and to minority ethnic dances in China, the research has better illustrated how this

relatively  new dance  form,  a  modern  tradition  invented  in  the  1980s,  is  conceived  in  modern

Chinese society. Dunhuang dance can be evidenced to occupy a curious space between Chinese vs.

other, modern vs. traditional, local vs. national, as well as secular vs. religious.
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5. Conclusion

Frustrated by the cultural policy of the Maoist era and hopeful of a redevelopment of
Chinese  culture  that  would  match  the  nation's  material  transformation,  intellectuals,
writers, and artists began pursuing the possibility that they might contribute importantly
to China's renewal. Outpourings of philosophical, literary, and artistic activity made the
years of 1979 to 1989 a period of creativity and debate the likes of which China had not
seen since the 1920s. 

The above quote from Walter Davis179 provides a cogent description of the circumstances in

which artists found themselves in the decade of reform that followed the Cultural Revolution.  Gao

Jinrong,  middle-class  and educated  at  a  Beijing academy, was also among this  productive  and

ambitious  generation  of  artists  and  intellectuals  who  sought  to  draw  beauty,  inspiration,  and

meaning  from  the  cultural  materia of  China's  pre-revolutionary  society.  For  artists  of  Gao's

generation, who grew up during an era of “hostility to pre-1949 Chinese culture,” many of their

works which highlighted traditions of pre-modern China served more as reconstructions than direct

extensions of these earlier traditions.180 The process of Dunhuang dance's development, as reviewed

by the research, is a clear example of a new tradition, modeled upon extant pre-modern artistic

works.

In  modern  discourse,  Dunhuang  dance  is  referred  to  alternately  as  a  “reconstruction,”

“recreation,”  and a  “resurrection”  of  an ancient  dance  style,  one whose existence  is  ostensibly

evidenced by the artistic depicitions of dancers within the Mogao cave murals. However, from the

perspective of historical analysis, the accuracy of modern Dunhuang dance as a reconstruction of its

presumed historical precursor, is at best approximate. Likewise, the idealistic belief that Dunhuang

dance is a genuine and complete “recreation” of this presumed historical dance is derived from a

subjective view of the modern dance form, which ultimately serves society at present, as a means of

promoting the concepts of heritage and national identity. 

To be sure,  there were certainly dancers in the Dunhuang region,  whom the Mogao mural

images were modeled after. However, even assuming that at the height of artistic expression and

dance development during the Tang dynasty, that a completely systemitized dance tradition was

created, and further, that it is reflected in its entirety by the cave murals, is a claim that can not be

substantiated. Given the long period of such a tradition's dormancy and its possible extinction as a

result  of  cultural  shifts  in  the  region,  it  is  extremely  unlikely  that  what  is  from the  outset,  a

historically hypothetical dance form, could ever be recreated with 100 percent accuracy. Applying

critical analysis to the dance tradition's reconstruction, it should be clear to all observers that the

179 Davis, “Art, Aesthetics, and Religion in Modern China,” p. 233.
180 Ibid. 243.
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modern Dunhuang dance form can never  be tested nor falsified against  any historical  original.

Therefore, any declaration to the dance form's historical accuracy is a matter of personal opinion, at

best. Based on the research avaiable regarding the emergence of Dunhuang dance in the late 20th

century, it must be considered an “invented tradition” of modern China's reform era. 

However,  discussion  of  the  historical  accuracy  of  Dunhuang  dance  is  ultmately  far  less

important than an analysis of its cultural authenticity. It is important to recognize these two concepts

as distinct from one another. 

Dunhuang dance is a splendid example of an artistic creation employed to serve the needs of a

society in cultural distress. With reference to the official cultural policy of the People's Republic of

China in the early reform era,  this research has highlighted how Dunhuang dance accords very

neatly with the targets and character of state policy, specifically in regards to deploying aspects of

traditional Chinese culture, and culture of the minority ethnic groups for the purpose of cultivating a

greater Chinese national identity. 

In much of the academic discourse, the success of Dunhuang dance in the 1980s is attributed to

Gao Jinrong's skillful incorporation of Dunhuang mural artwork elements, which span and represent

centuries of China's dynastic and cultural history, and which include a plethora of various individual

character images. Gao's work of gleaning these historical characterstics and cultural elements from

the geographic periphery of China's heartland, and then deftly integrating them into the framework

of China's Han-centric dance traditions is remarkable from both a technical and artistic perspective.

However,  as  this  research  has  discussed,  there  are  additional  reasons  for  the  success  and

appreciation of Dunhuang dance in Chinese society in the post-Mao era. One of them is of course

the undeniable religious symbolism of Dunhuang dance,  which would inevitabley resonate in a

society with a long and storied historical experience of interacting with Buddhist ideology, doctrine,

and imagery. 

While many scholars of Chinese dance, especially those writing in the 1980s, have sought to

eschew discussion of Dunhuang dance's religious characteristcs or diminish their importance, they

likely did so to keep from challenging the athiestic state's narrative of promoting socialism to serve

modern  society. Likewise,  a  celebration  of  pre-revolutionary and elite  traditions  was  already a

delicate  endeavor  for  many  artists  of  the  era.  Making  an  open  endorsement  of  any  religious

ideology would no doubt have been a step too far over the line of what was publicly acceptable

discussion. In a 2017 interview, Gao Jinrong even acknowledged that Buddhist imagery could not

be competely seperated from the dance tradition, yet still she maintained her own non-religious

view towards its cultural significance.

 Scholars have recognized China's reform era as a period of “revolutionary disillisionment” and
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one of “reclaiming tradition” across numerous areas of public and private life. This reclamation of

tradition in many instances involved a new appreciation for China's religious past. Even if scholars

at the time were unwilling to recognize it, the Buddhist symbolism of Gao Jinrong's dance tradition

also offered people an avenue for such religious appreciaiton. Dunhuang dance likewise serves as

an example of traditional arts encouraged, co-opted, and employed by the state to achieve policy

objectives. In fact, outside of Gao Jinrong's first few classes of students, the project of developing

and promoting Dunhuang dance in Chinese society was much more of a top-down endeavor than a

nativistic or grass-roots cultural project. 

We should remember that the art of Dunhuang, which predated the PRC by over 1,000 years,

had been largely ignored by the central Chinese authorities since the region's abandonment during

the Ming dynasty. The region was only given marginal attention after being reclaimed by the Qing

dynasty. Historically, renewed state interest  in the Mogao grotto was not spurred until the final

decades of the Qing dynasty in the late 1800s and early 1900s, influenced in large part  by the

exploits of foreign scholars in the region. China's tumultuous early 20th century seriously limited

sustained research on the Dunhuang murals,  and all  but  precluded any degree of  the artwork's

popularization in society at large. 

Even with earlier advances in photography, it was not until the reform era that the majority of

China's population became aware of artwork in the Mogao grotto via stage production and flim.

Despite the age of the Dunhuang cave artwork and it's promotion in the 20th century as a high mark

of Chinese artistry and traditional culture, for all intents and purposes, the art of Dunhuang was

essentially being seen for the first time in the 1980s by most middle and lower class Chinese people

outside of the PRC's northwestern territories. 

Were it not for the fundamentally religious symbolism of the Dunhuang murals, which were

showcased and revitalized  by the theater  production  “Along the Silk  Road” and Gao Jinrong's

invention of the Dunhuang dance system, then they would not have held such wide appeal for

Chinese audiences. This research asserts that it was via symbolic association that the imagery of

Buddism's heavenly realms and divine personae were already known to the average audience, and it

was through shared historical experience that their fundamental and authentic meaning, although

unspoken, could be readily understood. Whether intentional or not, Gao's invented tradition, was

very much an identifiable aspect of Buddhism's revival following the revolutionary decade. 

Chronologically, and from the performers' perspective, Dunhuang dance might be viewed in

parallel  with the  rise  of  body-cultivation  movements  in  modern  Chinese  society. In  the  era  of

China's emerging “modern religiosities,” it has been observed that the goal of such quasi-spiritual

movements  was  to  employ elements  of  older  traditions  in  order  to  find  an  “authentic  Chinese
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essence or morality” to affirm “Chinese identity and moral values” in the chaotic environment of

burgeoning capitalist markets, and amid the retreat of revolutionary Marxism. “The traditions thus

formulated can be considered 're-invented' in the sense that they create new compositions out of

selected  elements  of  traditions...often  for  their  perceived  compatability  with  modern,  secular

values.”181

While the artistic tradition of Dunhuang dance was ostensibly intended as a celebration and

living recreation of Mogao artwork depicting a regional dance tradition of the past, it  stands to

reason that actors within the political sphere also recognized the religious elements of a Dunhuang

dance  performance.  However,  where  promotion  of  Buddhism  might  have  been  viewed  as

potentially harmful to state interests, there were other possible gains to be capitalized upon via the

promotion of a “new dance tradition” veiled in cultural imagery and reflecting historical traditions

of a peripheral region. This “ethnic” character of Dunhuang dance was ripe for deployment at a

time when the state was forced to recognize criticisms of “Han-chauvanism” following cultural

policies of the revolutionary decade, and the need to nurture an inclusive conceptualization of a

wider  Chinese  identity,  one  capable  of  incorporating  and  placating  minority  nationalities. 

Although it is but one example of new artistic endeavors of the period, Gao Jinrong's Dunhuang

dance in many ways proposes a remedy, at least in the realm of dance on the national stage, to the

criticisms of the Han-led Cultural Revolution. Dunhuang dance on the one hand, promotes a respect

and appreciation for ethnic minorites by virtue of celebrating and idolizing the traditions and artistic

achievements of a peripheral region, one rife with non-Chinese influence over its long history. By

spotlighting such a tradition and cultural achievements, and presenting them as though they belong

to  the  entire  Chinese  nation,  as  inseperable  elements  of  a  shared  identity  and  historical

conciousness, the new tradition also offers a subtle acknowledgement of the value, acceptance, and

inclusion of non-Han culture within the greater nation. 

However, from another perspective, the sophisticated method by which Gao Jinrong designed

and developed Dunhuang dance also reflects another historical trend of the dominant Han culture,

which is articulated well by Arif Dirlik.

The reason that Han ethnicity provided the dominant strain in the Chinese nation, and
constituted one of the most populous and powerful ethnicities globally, was its ability to
ceaselessly absorb other groups of people...Han-centrism, which here qualifies for the
place it holds in Chinese history not because it assimilates others, but because it absorbs
them,  gathering  in  cultural  and  political  strength  through  the  very  absorption  of
difference.182 

181 See Goossaert & Palmer,  The Religious Question in Modern China, pp. 304-305.
182 Dirlik, Culture and History in Post-Revolutionary China: The Perspective of Global Modernity, pp. 169-170.
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In the realm of art and music history, Gao Jinrong's cultural project is quite illustrative of such

trends towards cultural absorption by a Han-centric state. In the specific cultural context of the

1980s,  Dunhuang  dance  can  be  said  to  have  served  the  state  by  promoting  a  more  inclusive

historical narrative, which expanded the bounds of a traditional Chinese identity back into a past

which had been defamed for the previous decade or more. This presentation of identity was porous

enough to connect non-Han people with Tang dynasty-era landscapes and artistic achievements,

while still serving to incorporate newly reappraised Dunhuang culture within the artistic mileau of

Han-centric performing arts traditions (as well as Han-centered socialism).

Although it  was never explicitly stated in the early scholarship,  this research asserts  that a

crucial aspect of the tradition's successful reception was its direct appeal to a Buddhist identity,

which had been under serious duress during the Cultural Revolution. It should be noted that, with

very few exceptions, Buddhism has historically been a religious belief which transcended ethnicity

and national boundaries, as evidenced by its historical spread in China. 

This thesis contends that in the context of China's Buddhist revival, religion propelled interest

in the new dance tradition as well as into the history and artistic treasures of the Dunhuang region.

During the 1980s, Dunhuang dance likely appealed to people searching for meaning and purpose in

their lives, which might be provided by an identity bolstered with a spiritual foundation. For those

only marginally interested in religious traditions, Dunhuang dance's Buddhist messages were likely

novel and implicit. However, for observers with strong family or communal Buddhist traditions, the

imagery and dance system were no doubt  explicit  in  their  signification of  associated Buddhist

doctrine and beliefs. Dunhuang dance performances could be appreciated and appropriated as subtle

celebrations  of  an individual,  or  a  community's  spiritual  identity, without  any need for  spoken

preface by the tradition's creator, the performers, or state actors tasked with its promotion. 

As  discussed  in  previous  chapters,  the  revivial  of  popular  religion  in  modern  China  also

coincided with  renewed interest  in  folk  art  and local  traditions.  Through activities  and venues

promoted as strictly “cultural,” a religious revival was achieved in “implicit and indirect ways.” As

this research has sought to make clear, Dunhuang dance, in both origin, design, and popular appeal,

provides  an  excellent  example  of  this  phenomenon  for  scholars  across  multiple  disciplines  to

consider. In addition to renewed nation-wide interest in folk arts and traditions, a prominent aspect

of  China's  religious  revivial  was  a  “renaissance  of  traditional  culture,”  often  with  an  aim  of

preserving “cultural relics or cultural heritage.”183 It is through the relatively modern concept of

“cultural heritage” and the idea of “performing culture,” that we can manage a deeper appreciaiton

for the cultural authenticity and significance of Dunhuang dance, which as mentioned, ought to be

183 See Fan & Chen, “The Revival and Development of Popular Religion in China, 1980-Present,” p. 932.
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differentiated from any claims to its historical accuracy in recreating a pre-modern dance tradition.

This is a distinction that might be considered as “in the style of” vs. “in the spirit of.”

In the field of dance anthropology, it has been recognized that every dance which exhibits a

structured movement system, must  necessarily reflect  a system of  knowledge.  Dance traditions

thereby exhibit an invisible, underlying system in addition to what is seen or heard. This underlying

system is a reflection of a cultural and socio-political context which resulted in the production of

the dance system in the first place.184 Given the unique and relatively recent invention of Dunhuang

dance, upon analysis, its particular “system of knowledge” may offer scholars a means of discerning

the cultural values and deep social imperitaves which had entered a period of waxing in the post-

revolutionary era.

In its own historical context, Dunhuang dance represents aspects of the cultural transformation

modern China experienced starting in the late 1970s and which gained momentum in the 1980s.

Dunhuang dance's emergence and popularization, at least within the field of performing arts and

entertainment,  offers  insight  into  the  values,  needs,  or  desires  which  society  was  collectively

seeking to recover, or return to a place of cultural prominence. These values, needs, or desires were

almost certainly ideas which had been suppressed, disregarded, or even the target of animus during

the cultural revolution, and possibly further back into the civil war era. 

Given the cultural and historic context for the era of social transformation in which Dunhuang

dance emerged, and the symbolic meanings found in its Buddhist imagery, this thesis presents six

essential values or concepts, exhibited and offered by Dunhuang dance. They are: (1) tranquility, (2)

compassion, (3) elegance or grace, (4) femininity, or the divine feminine principle, (5) fantasy, or a

sense of escapism, and (6) ancestor veneration via heritage.

These  values  or  cultural  ideals  had  waned during  the  previous  decades  of  civil  war, class

conflict, and campaigns of ideological revolution which characterized most of China's 20th century

history. These ideals stand in stark contrast to the rigid, masculine, and unforgiving impulses which

characterized the height of the cultural revolution, and the fear, consternation, and sense of cultural

loss which accompanied the turbulent decade. The qualities and values above, imbued as they are in

Dunhuang dance, were precisely what society had been deprived of, and it was for these reasons

that Dunhaung dance appealed, perhaps unconciously, to so many audiences of the reform era.  

Thus, only by analysis of the social and cultural context in which a new tradition can develop

and thrive,  can we truly understand and appreciate a system of knowledge which underpins an

invented tradition like Dunhuang dance. Only through multiple lenses and angles of analysis, can

184 See Adrienne L. Kaeppler, “Dance Ethnology and the Anthropology of Dance,” Dance Research Journal 32, no. 1 
(2000).
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scholarship discern, to any convincing degree, the fundamental “aesthetic precepts” of an artistic

work. Without recognizing the fundamental values that inform and inspire an artistic creation or

tradition, any discussion of cultural “authenticity” will remain hollow, or at best, incomplete. 

 Any single work of art is inextricably linked to its historical context, and as Shelly C. Berg

observes “without context there is no 'authencitiy.'” Thus, a single performance, or artistic creation

standing alone, cannot be apprehended as “genuine” without the cultural awarness to recognize and

assign meaning. As discussed in Chapter Four, determining authenticity of a choreographic work, is

not a singular task of a single subject ascribing definite meaning to a single text, but is a rather more

complex  endeavor,  of  situating  a  performance  within  a  “constellation  of  interpretations”  all

inextricably linked through historcal context and aesthetics. This results in a “fluid, revisable text

that may well embody intentions other than those of its creator. Yet each of these works must retain

the sensibiity of the work's original conception, the 'aura.'”185

The efforts of Gao Jinrong to systematize Dunhuang dance as both a cultural preserve and as a

new artistic creation to serve the needs of modern society, beautifully reflect such a phenomenon.

The cultural values, and aesthetic precepts imbued in the Mogao murals existed long before Gao

Jinrong ever crafted them into the new modern dance form. Dunhuang dance, as a modern avatar of

these aesthetic values, was subsequently welcomed and celebrated by Chinese society at large, and

thereby cemented as a fundamentally new cultural tradition. Indeed, the six values introduced above

which characterize Dunhuang dance's aesthetic, are ideals which existed long before the Buddhist

tradition ever arrived in China, but the imagery of the apsara, the bodhisattva, and other personae of

Dunhuang dance are deeply symbolic of such aesthetic values in Chinese culture, and have been for

over a millenia.

Such values and ideals, and their historical closeness to Buddhism, which can all be found in

Gao Jinrong's invention, would inevitably resonate with Chinese society given the “spirit” of the

age,  regardless of the intentions of the creator. Dunhuang dance emerged at  a time when a re-

declaration  of  such  values  and  ideals  was  necessary  for  the  well-being  of  a  society  suffering

collective  trauma  of  the  previous  decades.  With  a  developed  awareness  of  Dunhuang  dance's

aesthetic, which is the fundamental marker of its authenticity, scholars, performers, and audiences

alike can apprehend, in some small degree via artistic expression, the collective healing process that

was taking place beneath society's surface in the late 1970s and 1980s. 

However, religion and aesthetics were not the only aspects of Dunhuang dance which appealed

to audiences, and while they were certainly indespensible for the dance's successful establishment

as a new tradition, appeals to heritage and a national identity were also significant factors in the

185 Berg,  “The Real Thing: Authenticity and Dance at the Approach of the Millennium,” pp. 112, 117. 
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success of Dunhuang dance. It must be remembered that these aspects were tied directly to the

geography and national narrative being endorsed by the state and promoted by policy. In retrospect,

productions like “Along the Silk Road” and the development of Dunhuang dance can be seen as

instrumental  in  spurring  national  interest  and fostering  appreciation  for  “Dunhuang culture”  in

particular, and the peripheral western territories, in general. This was not only an explicit attempt to

raise  awareness  of  the  cultural  and  artistic  legacy represented  by the  Mogao  murals,  but  also

represented part of a larger campaign to incorporate peripheral geographies and attendant minority

ethnic groups into a larger, grandiose narrative of the Chinese nation.

In communist China, suffering as it was from a crisis of values and identity due to the Cultural

Revolution, the promotion of a new national heritage became the state's most obvious and strategic

recourse to maintain social cohesion. Considering the relationship between geography and heritage,

as  society assigns  new values  and meanings  to  particular  landscapes,  they can  serve  to  subtly

redefine the symbolic relationship of social groups to the landscape, which respresents a shift from

the immaterial to the material in formulations of “heritage.”186 In Dunhuang dance, and Dunhuang

culture more broadly, we can observe how the artistic tradition represented by the Mogao murals

was actively promoted as an aspect of heritage for the greater Chinese nation. For the secularist

PRC, seizing on physical embodiments of culture or particular landscapes and then demanding their

preservation became an effective strategy to remedy the damage of the Cultural Revolution, while

fostering unity among minority nationalities and the Han-dominated state.

 For the state, the Mogao murals, and the Dunhuang landscape were recognized as the treasure

trove of cultural materia that they are. They were successfully adapted to the state's campaign of

fostering national identity via cultural heritage. To some degree, Gao Jinrong's artistic project and

the invented tradition of Dunhuang dance can be recognized as means to accomplish this objective.

Given the history of Dunhuang, and the many centuries in which knowledge of the Mogao grotto

had been diminished in the Chinese heartland, the renewed interest found in the region in the late

20th  century may be viewed as  a  re-discovery, and a  re-introduction,  of  cultural  elements  and

tradition into Chinese society. Given the social circumstances of the 1960s and the 1970s, the PRC

state was able to frame this newly re-discovered heritage in a manner that most effectively served

the state's needs, and to claim it in a manner of timeless ownership, while simultaneously offering it

as an intrinsic, inviolable part of every citizen's identity. Let  us  not  forget  that  it  was  only in  the

year 2000 that the official Dance Academy of Beijing recognized “Dunhuang dance” as one of the

three primary streams of traditional Chinese dance.

With the rediscovery and promotion of traditional heritage, evidenced in China in the 1980s,

186 See Claval, “Changing Conceptions of Heritage and Landscape,”  pp. 85-93.
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along with the popularity of folk drama and dance performance during the decade, Dunhuang dance

may even be considered as instrumental in attracting popular attention to the Mogao grotto and

Dunhuang region. For members of the average public in the late 20th century, “Dunhuang dance”

was  probably  the  most  well-recognized  representative  of  this  newly  re-discovered  “Dunhuang

culture” and national “heritage.”  

However Dunhuang dance in its historical development also reveals a multiplicity of varying,

and  even competing  interpretations  in  regards  to  its  authenticicty, as  well  as  its  symbolic  and

aesthetic character. Analysis of Dunhuang dance, and Dunhuang culture more broadly, provide an

excellent example for scholars to recognize a discourse of “landscape as a 'veil' to cover the internal

contestations and contradictions of national societies.”187

In the case of Dunhuang dance, the most obvious of these contradictions are the competing

ideological frames represented by athiesm and materialism of the state on one hand, and the revivial

of spirituality, religion and folk belief on the other. From the perspective of the state, the tradition is

a purely secular celebration of heritage and an expression of national culture and history. However,

from alternate perspectives of religiously inclined individuals or communities, spiritual significance

and religious meaning may be readily perceived within the very same performances viewed by state

actors. 

It has been observed that Buddhism appeals especially to those who have suffered, and that

throughout its history in China, Buddhism “has exercised its influence as a set of memories and

aspirations”  which  persist  even  when  the  religious  institutions  are  in  eclipse.188 Indeed,  it  is

precisely  those  deeply  rooted,  residual  memories,  aspirations,  and  values  that  provide  the

foundation  for  any religious  or  philosophical  tradition  to  re-emerge  from periods  of  historical

decline. Even with its promotion in accordance with state policy, Dunhuang dance, in its symbolism

and promotion of certain aesthetic values, is one clear manifestation of the 20th century Buddhist

Revival in China. 

Consider how the doctrine of Pure Land Buddhism, with its sublime visions of a realm free of

sufffering, overflowing with compassion and beauty, would appeal to a society that has suffered

collective trauma as modern Chinese society has. Just as fantastic depictions of heavenly realms

found  in  the  original  Mogao  artwork  served  to  propagate  the  Dharma  and  make  Buddhism's

teachings  accessible  to  the  illiterate  and  the  uninitiated,  so  can  the  performances  of  modern

Dunhuang dance, when viewed through a religious lens, ultimately serve the very same purpose.

Gao Jinrong, among other artists of her generation, by re-introducing elements of premodern

187 See Claval, “Changing Conceptions of Heritage and Landscape,” p. 91.
188 See Mabbett, Modern China: The Mirage of Modernity, pp. 105, 133.
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culture to China's post-revolutionary society, was able to mediate between retreating communist

ideologies  and  re-emerging  conceptions  of  identity  informed  by  spirituality  and  communal

traditions. Throughout history, the arts have served the function of drawing attention to complex or

unaddressed conflicts in society, and may serve as means of amelioration. The establishment and

continuing development of Dunhuang dance is a testament to the manner in which Gao Jinrong's

artistic project successfully navigated between contentious ideological orientations, to present an

idealized  and  shared  image  of  tradition  and  heritage  during  a  momentous  shift  of  the  cultural

paradigm.  The Dunhuang dance  tradition  offered  audiences  of  the  era  a  “fluid,  revisable  text”

whereby value  and  meaning  could  be  readily assigned  based on the  ideological  frames  of  the

viewer.

In Buddhist philosophy, there is a concept known as the “Doctrine of Skillful Means” or the

“Doctrine of Expedient Means.” The doctrine expresses the idea that, in an effort to propagate the

eternal wisdom of the Buddha to beings on the path to liberation, that the Buddha skillfully reveals

truth in a manner commensurate with an individual's capacity to apprehend it, and their readiness to

receive it. On the surface, an individual may be led to understandings or actions that may seem

unrelated to seeking liberation or propagating the Dharma. Some actions may even be carried out in

seeming opposition to Buddhism's ethical teachings. However, the doctrine maintains that, in full

view of an action's or an individual's influence over time, and in the lives of others, that even those

actions which are first perceived to be self-serving, or those which may seem to work towards

immoral goals or materialistic gains, can still lead individuals closer to the Dharma on their path to

enlightenment. The English term “skillful” or “expedient” refers to the marvelous manner in which

the  Buddha is  able  to  deliver  profound teachings  by means  of  simple,  practical,  and effective

methods, providing seeds of insight to audiences that may seem simplistic or incomplete at first, but

which may grow into great branches of wisdom over time.

The author makes no claim of truth to such a proposition as the “Doctrine of Skillful Means.”

However, considering the manner in which Dunhuang dance emerged and became established as an

invented tradition in modern Chinese society, and in light of its  clear Buddhist  symbolism and

cultural materia, which the research suggests has been intentionally and consistently de-emphasized

among Chinese scholars addressing the topic, such a philosophical doctrine does strike a chord. As

many in the art world argue, any work of “art,” in the conceptual sense, belongs to the individual to

interpret, and Dunhuang dance is certainly a wonderful art form to behold. It is the author's belief,

that should an individual, whether practitioner or audience member, seek Buddhist meaning in the

aesthetically profound performances of modern Dunhuang dance, then it is surely there for them to

discover. 
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